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CHAPTER ONE

The Fiber Future

H

revolution America may miss:
On a gray, cloudy weekday morning in August, I drove across
the wide Han River that divides the northern and southern parts of
Seoul. I turned east onto a furiously busy highway that runs alongside the
river. I was noticing everything at once: the enormous pale forests of
concrete apartment blocks, each forest pointed in a seemingly random
direction, each building labeled with a number; the traffic; and the Lotte
Group tower ahead of me, the tallest building in South Korea, narrowing to
bat-like ears at its top—it had been the CEO’s dream to build the tallest
tower in the country, but the structure is roundly disliked, and sinkholes
have started opening at its base. The traffic in Seoul is crushing and
constant, an oppressive fact of life for the ten million impatient citizens of
that booming metropolis.
After a few minutes, a huge concrete stadium with fading Olympic
rings decorating its side came into view. This was the Seoul Olympic
Stadium, built for the 1988 Summer Olympics but not used for a major
world sporting event since then.1 I drove on, and the forests of apartment
towers and the crushing traffic continued for another twenty minutes but
then fell away; I was in the suburbs and heading toward the mountains.
I had been on many journeys over the previous five years, interviewing
hundreds of people in Stockholm, Seoul, Tokyo, Singapore, Berlin,
Amsterdam, Copenhagen, and Havana, as well as in a long list of U.S.
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cities, about the possible effects on human lives of virtually unlimited,
cheap, ubiquitous communications capacity. This was my third trip to
Seoul. I had come to see what South Korea, the most wired nation on the
planet, would show the world when it hosted the 2018 Winter Olympics,
six months away.
My destination that morning was a rural, hilly area three hours east of
Seoul—about ninety-five miles away—a small town of some thirty
thousand people called Pyeongchang. There was no way to get there other
than by driving. Although a high-speed rail link between Seoul and
Pyeongchang was being built that would make a one-hour trip possible, the
line hadn’t been completed. No one knew how expensive the rail tickets
would be, and these calculations mattered: there weren’t enough hotel
rooms in Pyeongchang for the anticipated seventy-five thousand fans, even
though buildings to house visitors were hastily being thrown up near the
event venues and older structures were being pressed into new roles as
hotels. Many Olympics enthusiasts would have to make a daily round trip
by train from Seoul, a gigantic place with thirty thousand hotel rooms.2
There is no housing to speak of between Seoul and Pyeongchang and the
Pyeongchang Olympic hockey center and ice arena can hold up to twentytwo thousand spectators.
And so I found myself driving east of Seoul on a brand-new four-lane
freeway, specially built for the upcoming Olympics.3 I checked my phone:
my 4G coverage throughout the three-hour trip was spectacular.
The ice track ahead of you slopes steeply down and curves sharply to the
right and out of view. And then you’re off, at unimaginably high speed,
slamming into the banks of the track and zipping forcibly around every
curve, while you keep an eye on the stopwatch and the heart-rate indicator
projected on the top-right corner of your view. You are seeing and hearing
a bobsled run—your stomach is convinced you yourself are hunkered
down in the body of the streamlined bobsled—from the perspective of
your favorite athlete, a young man from Seoul who is a luge prodigy and
hopes with his team to snag the gold medal for his country. Seconds later,
you’re in the virtual company of your friends, chatting away; they’re all
around you. The bobsled, meanwhile, is taking an alarming turn, high up
on the side of the track, to gain crucial momentum for the end of the run,

and you and your buddies, sitting in your living rooms or standing on
street corners, have been granted your favorite athlete’s point of view and
insight into his climbing heart rate. You collectively hold your breath: will
he win?
Later that day, you visit the ice arena to see the high-pressure couples
ice-dancing competition. You are still in your living room in Seoul, but it
doesn’t feel like it. You can see every corner of the arena from any one of
a hundred cameras, your view moving easily around the enormous
building with its sky-blue seats and bright digital displays. As your
attention wanders to the VIP boxes, you miss a crucial dance moment; the
roar of the crowd brings you back, and you quickly speak, asking for a
replay.
The replay you are instantly shown allows you to see the ice dancers’
perfectly choreographed jump and to freeze the image, leaving both
dancers above the ice, graceful and eternal. You move the skaters
backward and forward a few times to see how they got to that height,
before smoothly, slowly allowing them to continue their flawless joint
routine. You marvel at their skill. And the image you see is so detailed,
and seems so real, that you feel you could touch the woman’s silk sleeve
and feel the thinness of the fabric.
That evening, the visitors to the events who have made the physical
trek out to the Olympic venues—not you, because you are still at home in
your living room in Seoul—ride around the city in an aquamarine bus; on
the side of the bus, bold white letters read “World’s First 5G Connected
Car.” The Olympic visitors touch the windows of the bus and write there
with their fingers, interacting with displays showing them live coverage of
the Olympic events around them. A man with a long white cane suddenly
walks right in front of the bus. The bus has no driver. The riders realize the
pedestrian is blind and feel powerless to do anything about the collision
that is about to happen—but the bus, guided by tsunamis of data running
over 5G networks, smoothly rolls around him, avoiding an accident. The
riders turn back to bantering with their personalized window displays—
sometimes the face of a guide, sometimes a map, sometimes text,
whatever they’re interested in. And when they go inside the physical
arenas, their smartphones speak softly to them about where they are in
relation to their ticketed seats and where snacks are being sold.

Late at night, stirred by the bravery and heart of the athletes you’ve
seen and whose perspectives you’ve shared, you walk around Seoul.
You’re interested in knowing more about your favorite athlete; you want to
hear from him about his childhood dreams, and Seoul is having a special
digital event in his honor. Wearing glasses that allow you to see digital
overlays on physical objects, you are fascinated by the stories told by the
buildings that were part of the athlete’s past. You’re touched by the
connections to your own life and delighted by the digital scenarios and
jokes your favorite athlete has left for you to enjoy.
Welcome to the future, the first hints of which were visible at the Winter
Olympics of February 2018 in Pyeongchang. Korea Telecom (KT)
unveiled its very-high-capacity but very-short-range 5G wireless
communications network (at least ten times faster than 4G) to the world
during those games, so South Koreans really could be part of speed skating
or ski jumping events from the perspectives of the athletes involved, and
ride autonomous buses on an eighty-eight-acre test site—the world’s
biggest.4 It was a major collaboration: the enormous South Korean
companies Samsung and Hyundai, together with Intel and Ericsson,
committed to the enterprise and built hardware to handle the flood of data
moving around the Olympic venues before a global standard for 5G
communications—not expected until 2020—even existed.5 South Korea
simply wanted to be first. And South Koreans with 5G-enabled devices
were the most engaged sports fans on the planet during those Olympics.
They could see and hear anything they chose, in real time, from any angle,
including the athlete’s view, while surrounded by their friends and other
South Koreans as fellow commentators.6 Interactive holographic
projections, along with augmented reality (the digital overlay made
possible with glasses or smartphones or interactive bus windows) allowed
for new forms of engagement. KT’s “360 Virtual Reality” technology
made viewers feel as if they were right there in the stadium, no matter
where they actually were, and its “time slice” technology allowed
watchers to roll these visuals back and forth at will.7
The Seoul traffic, the distance, and the lack of hotel rooms were less of
an issue, as was the incomplete state of the Seoul–Pyeongchang highspeed rail link. Except for the self-driving bus, which has to be physically

experienced, anyone in Seoul with a 5G-enabled handset could have a realtime experience of the Olympic Games that was much the same as what
those “actually” present had. Minus the crowds.
What makes these astonishing feats of communications transport possible
—floods of data flowing back and forth, from an athlete to millions of
fans and back, without an instant of hesitation—is South Korea’s extensive
fiber optic network. The country is wired with 375,000 miles of fiber optic
cables, formed of hair-thin filaments of unbelievably pure synthetic glass,
which channel light across the many miles between rural Pyeongchang and
homes and businesses in the rest of the country. Sang-jin Oh, the cheerful,
bespectacled director general of the technology bureau for the
Pyeongchang Organizing Committee for the 2018 Olympic Games, told
me that “fiber serves as a basic infrastructure for telecommunications
services in Korea.” To beef up the fiber capacity in rural Pyeongchang and
the nearby coastal town of Gangneung, Korea Telecom added thousands of
additional fiber strands in the area. All the TV cameras broadcasting the
Olympics had direct fiber connections that allowed them to integrate and
upload data simultaneously. KT did the same at thousands of other
physical locations, providing sensors to which data was sent across very
short distances over the air using KT’s 5G wireless network: think tiny,
tiny cell towers receiving and sending a ton of data for short distances—
without fiber optic lines connected to those tiny cell towers, 5G doesn’t
work.
South Korea has this amazing fiber optic connectivity because years
ago its government, still rising from the rubble of the Korean War and
urged on by the giant electronics conglomerate Samsung, decided that
world-class data networks would be key to the future success of the
country.8 KT and other telecom companies were urged, through a
combination of subsidies, tax breaks, and low cost loans, to upgrade to
fiber optic connections. In his Next Generation Connectivity report from
2010, my colleague Yochai Benkler wrote that South Korea had invested
“$24 billion in its first transition on connecting schools and government
centers in the 1990s, over $70 billion in low-cost loans to providers, and
over $12 billion per year from 2004–2007 on [its] transition to the next
generation ubiquitous [fiber] network.” He noted that it was unclear who

exactly spent the money—public authorities or private companies.9 But
the results have been dazzling: South Koreans take virtually unlimited,
cheap connectivity, both uploads (performing) and downloads
(consuming), for granted, and the country is now poised to have advanced
wireless services that are possible only because fiber optic cables run to
just about every home and business in the country.
As Mr. Oh solemnly told me the day I visited, in August 2017,
“Through the . . . Olympics, we are preparing thoroughly to show to the
world what cutting-edge telecommunications services we have in Korea.”
In the United States, we have fiber optic cables between cities, called
“long-haul” or “backbone” lines. And within any metro area of significant
size, there are “middle-mile” or “business data services” fiber optic lines.
These cables often connect to telephone poles or other network elements,
but don’t go all the way to retail customers’ premises. What Korea, Japan,
Hong Kong, China, Singapore, and the Nordic countries have that the rest
of the world does not are fiber optic cables running physically, directly,
into neighborhoods, homes, and businesses in both rural and urban areas—
the so-called “last-mile” network. Inventors have found ways to encode
stunning amounts of information on pulses of light vibrating billions of
times a second, and then send that light on its journey through a channel
made of the purest glass on earth.
If the information-carrying capacity of copper wire is like a two-inchwide pipe, fiber optic is like a river fifteen miles wide; you wouldn’t even
try to download a 4K movie using a copper connection, but using fiber you
could download ten movies in a second—or run your own business
remotely, or see your doctor or members of your family, when needed, as
needed.
Most of the phone calls going on throughout the world at any moment
could be carried simultaneously across a single hair-thin strand of fiber.
But because people send and receive information from where they
physically are, fiber optic cables need to be physically distributed to reach
individual buildings in order for fiber’s capacity across all the parts of the
network—middle-mile, long-haul, and undersea cables linking continents
—to be fully harnessed.

In many developed countries, that last mile is the weakest link in the
network, its materials (copper or coaxial cable) serving to throttle
communications just as they are starting on their journeys from
individuals to the rest of the world, and slowing incoming data just as it is
about to arrive in those individuals’ lives. Once the fiber cable reaches an
individual living unit—that is, a home—data can be sent over the air to
devices we wear or hold in our hands. The plan is for 5G wireless to allow
for the sending of enormous amounts of data over the air across very short
distances, to reach humans, handsets, sensors, or anything else capable of
receiving or transmitting data.
Because the last mile has to connect to individual buildings, it is also
the most expensive part of any communications network to install.10 Most
of that expense—perhaps 80 percent of it—is the high fixed costs of the
labor needed to dig up streets or attach fiber optic wire to poles and
buildings, and revenue will not flow in to cover those costs until the last
mile is actually in use. Just like electricity or water service, last-mile
communications networks are often called a “natural monopoly.” Those
high fixed installation costs mean that it simply does not make economic
sense for two separate fiber cables to be attached to any given location. To
avoid allowing the resulting natural monopoly position to be used to
extract unreasonably high fees from subscribers, telecommunications
regulators often require that the basic communications line be made
available on a wholesale, price-controlled basis to competing retail
providers.
Back to the 2018 Olympics. The fiber optic lines very close to the
locations where Olympic athletes in Pyeongchang wore cameras and
microphones allowed them to beam information about their experiences
across the airwaves by way of 5G connections to the installed fiber. Fiber
can carry a virtually unlimited amount of data at the speed of light, so all
those cameras and tiny cell towers surrounding the athletes and selfdriving buses, picking up on their movements and perceptions, were able
to spew data to their hearts’ content. All of that local, “last-mile” fiber in
Pyeongchang and Gangneung is connected to the existing intercity fiber
optic lines running to Seoul and elsewhere in South Korea. Think highway
system, with interstate freeways acting as long-haul networks, local

highways acting as middle-mile connections, and residential roads and
driveways playing the role of the “last mile.” That final segment, made up
of those last-mile fiber connections, is what allowed everyone in any
South Korean living room with a 5G handset to be present at the
Olympics, with virtually zero delay between an athlete’s gesture in
Pyeongchang and the perception of that gesture ninety-five miles away in
Seoul. “Latency,” the word used for delay, has been reduced to about one
millisecond across this connection. Humans love zero latency; we are
genuinely bugged by delay between our touch of a key and the reaction of
a remote computer, hundreds of miles away, to that touch—just as we are
put off by delay in human interactions.
In the United States, we cannot even imagine cheap, unlimited
communications capacity in our homes. Because of decades of political
maneuvering by the enormous private companies that sell internet access
to American consumers, a lack of leadership at the federal level, and the
invisibility of this entire policy area, we have failed to make the upgrade
to cheap last-mile fiber connectivity.
We suffer from a whole series of digital divides as a country. On the
global stage, there is a deep and widening divide between the United
States on the one hand and Japan, South Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong,
and China on the other. Those places, where fiber now reaches or soon will
reach all residents, are where new industries and new ways of making a
living are likely to emerge first.
We also suffer from huge digital divides between richer and poorer
Americans that will make inequality worse and weaken the fabric of
democracy. These infrastructure divides are driving wedges between rural
and urban Americans and between white and nonwhite Americans. All the
policies important to us as a country—becoming the most advanced health
care nation in the world, the most energy efficient, the most innovative,
the most resilient—depend on having last-mile fiber and advanced
wireless services available cheaply to everyone. We must do better.
Fiber optic, as a category, is both old and new. The cables running under
the oceans and among the major cities of the world began to be upgraded
to fiber thirty years ago. And once a fiber optic cable is in the ground, it

lasts for forty or fifty years; it is essentially future proof, because its
information-carrying capacity can be almost infinitely upgraded without
digging up the cable, merely by swapping out the electronics that encode
and power the pulses of light that travel within its walls.11 Most people in
non-fiber countries (including the United States) can’t even buy what in
fibered countries counts as a standard, modern internet connection. About
11 million American households, out of 126 million total, are connected to
last-mile fiber, and that service is usually available only at very high
prices from a single unregulated provider. Meanwhile, South Korea, Japan,
Hong Kong, and Singapore have virtually 100 percent fiber adoption at
low prices, and often scores of competitors.12
This is a big problem.
Here’s why: Those hair-thin fiber strands, capable of carrying billions
of phone calls simultaneously, plus advanced wireless communications
that depend on that fiber extending into the last mile, will make possible
virtually unlimited, cheap communications capacity wherever you are—
which in turn will give rise to new businesses, new transport capabilities,
new ways of managing our use of energy, new forms of education and
health care, new ways of earning a living, and new forms of human
connectedness. For these things to happen, both fiber and advanced
wireless technologies need to be widely and competitively available.
Without these basic pieces of open infrastructure in place, your country
will be missing out on the future being lived and built elsewhere.
Much of the world gets this. China is installing twenty thousand lastmile fiber optic connections every single day. In June 2017, the South
China Morning Post reported “China set to build the planet’s largest 5G
mobile network for US $180b.”13 Listen to that: the “planet’s largest.”
Fiber plus advanced wireless capability is as central to the next phase
of human existence as electricity was a hundred years ago. Just as
countries that quickly ensured cheap access to electricity revolutionized
their economies and provided dramatically improved quality of life for
their citizens, countries that figure out how to get fiber to everyone will
have ever-increasing advantages over those that do it slowly.
Take the 2018 Olympics in South Korea: Korea Telecom was smart to
focus on sports—and the Olympics in particular—in demonstrating its

prowess. Sports grab humans in real-time emotional ways, and the
Olympics mark the global pinnacle of inspiring athletic achievement. KT
got the world’s attention in 2018.
But KT’s display of its 5G fireworks is far more significant than any
Olympic event could possibly be. Korea is going through a phase change
in digital communications that has implications for almost every
occupation and source of economic power of which we’re aware today.
In the crowded city of Seoul, for example, I met many twenty-somethings
who did not distinguish between online life and “real” life; for them, these
are simply layers of life as a whole. This generation is so accustomed to
cheap, unlimited connectivity everywhere that they have forgotten its
existence—just as people in other countries forget the existence of
electricity until it is suddenly not there. South Koreans are impatient. For
them, going to almost any city in the United States is a little like going off
the grid.
In Seoul, I met Yeon Sung Choi, a professional e-sports player who is
as famous in his sport as Lionel Messi, the best goal-scorer in the world, is
in soccer. Yeon Sung, who now works as a coach for the SK Telecom T1
Starcraft II team (telecommunications companies are major investors in
the e-sports industry in Korea), told me he’d lived through the
transformation of Korea that took place following the installation of highcapacity networks that permitted any number of people to play games
simultaneously.14 At age twenty, he realized he could beat just about
anyone. The essential factor in connectivity, he says, is latency, or
response time; any delay makes it very difficult to play. Some players say
latency starts to become obvious when there is a gap of 150 milliseconds
or even less between pressing a button and a visual response. Fiber
connections generally have lower latency than cable or copper wires. “In
Korea the response time is really short,” he said, laughing. He sees a
bright future for the gaming industry in Korea, but there is much more
than gaming. The same technology will revolutionize business, medicine,
education, manufacturing, energy use, and real-time translation functions
between spoken languages.
Fiber is also revolutionizing cities themselves. Because the city of
Seoul years ago installed fiber optic last-mile connections throughout the

city and its subway system, it can provide free Wi-Fi, which means the
private sector can experiment with Internet of Things (IoT) services that
will improve its citizens’ lives. On the same trip that had me clambering
around the empty ice arena in Pyeongchang, I visited the city’s IoT testbed
office. Taejin Kim, director of the testbed, told me that the city is testing
its ability to provide personalized services to elders, to provide data from
road surfaces and public transit so that navigation systems function well,
and in general to “solve urban problems, wherever they are.” The
conference room next to the mayor’s office houses an enormous dashboard
that, fed by public data, allows the mayor to see the site of an accident or
fire, talk in real time to public officials at the site, visually understand
traffic congestion, and manage the city’s budget. Because fiber is
everywhere, this enormous amount of data can be shipped whenever and
wherever it is needed.
The next wave of applications making use of fiber and advanced
wireless services is likely to be in health care, education, or other
fundamental areas than has been seen so far in Korea and Japan. I am
confident that innovative American businesses will come up with services
that use much more significant amounts of bandwidth when there is a
critical mass of users with capacity. If and when the United States
becomes a last-mile fiber sandbox for this inventiveness, the huge market
here will drive those developments. We will also support our commitment
to genuine liberal democracy: the rising tide of cheap, ubiquitous,
unlimited connectivity needs to reach everyone in order for the country as
a whole to thrive.
This same virtuous cycle of innovation happened with electricity more
than a hundred years ago. In 1907, when just a small part of life in the
United States had been electrified—mostly street lamps and streetcars—
appliance makers had little incentive to manufacture mass-market devices
that used electricity, because the adoption of domestic electricity was
minimal. During the 1920s, America’s private utilities were focused on the
enormous profits to be made in industrial electrical modernization. Not
until the Great Depression weakened that industrial sector did they pivot
toward domestic electricity.

It was hard at the time to imagine why vast amounts of electricity
would be needed in daily life. Some houses were wired for lighting but not
for general electricity use, and appliances initially were plugged into
lightbulb sockets. Wall switches at an entrance were considered a luxury.
Nonetheless, according to David Nye in his 1990 book Electrifying
America, the introduction of electric lights in the homes of the very
wealthy was “an entering wedge” into home use of electricity, prompting
appliance makers to think of other devices that could be plugged into the
network—which eventually, in turn, motivated mass electrification.15
Manufacturers introduced electric irons, toasters, vacuum cleaners,
electric washers, hot plates, and many other labor-saving devices. The
electric fan was a big success. Electricity use soared, creating a need for
additional capacity and the business case for building it.
Electrical “apps” proved not only that usage would justify further
buildout but that a model based on affordability and mass consumption
was feasible. This app-based wisdom prompted federal investment in
projects like a traveling exhibition of farm equipment in rural areas—a
sort of agricultural circus that reached about a million farmers in twentysix states between 1939 and 1941—and the provision of financing options
for appliances.
The federal effort was not limited to rural areas: the Roosevelt
administration expanded consumer credit to low-income houses to
advance electrical modernization. With no down payment, homeowners
could buy a refrigerator using low-interest loans for as little as three
dollars a month—thus bringing refrigeration, the essential ingredient of a
modern kitchen, into the lives of millions. The private utilities had thought
of their market as consisting only of the one-fifth of American households
that were already modernized, but the use of electricity ballooned. Where
the average early 1920s household had been using 30 kilowatt-hours or
less each month, by 1950 most households had modern electrical services
and were using more than 150 kilowatt-hours monthly. The secret to mass
electrification was twofold: lower the price of electricity and get more
“appliances” out to more people by whatever means possible. Electricity
became normal and invisible.

Today, when we do not yet have effective distribution of last-mile fiber
capacity at competitive prices to a giant marketplace of users, the next
killer apps are just emerging. One thing we know, however, is that humans
have never preferred less connectivity at higher prices.
Imagine being able to make eye contact with your doctor, even though
there’s a thousand miles between you—to be seen and understood as
clearly and as fully as if you were in the room with her. Imagine being in
touch with distant relatives and feeling part of their lives, even if you’re in
a different country. Imagine being present in a classroom, not just
downloading files or watching a lecture but participating fully, speaking
up from wherever you are. Imagine the implications for advanced research
of being able to upload, download, visualize, and stream huge data files
without thinking twice about the capacity of the networks you’re using.
Imagine a city that can pull together, analyze, and understand all the data
being collected by its transportation, water, and energy networks. Imagine
technical directions being conveyed by way of augmented reality, so that
you can be an apprentice in a remote factory rather than traveling to a
physical central training location. Imagine being over eighty and able to
live a dignified, socially connected life while staying in your home,
connected to far-flung relatives and able easily to summon people who
care about you to your side. Imagine having eye contact with anyone,
anywhere, and communicating the empathy and concern that humans need
to thrive.
Somewhere in our evolution, socializing and connecting with each
other became a species characteristic, and fiber will allow us to be present
in others’ lives in ways we cannot now imagine. By permitting genuine
eye contact at a distance, and the empathy and connection that contact can
bring, high-bandwidth, no-delay fiber connections could make the
experience of online connection much more like physical presence. Real
eye contact, so far, has been impossible over existing copper wire and
cable lines; too little information is flowing symmetrically to make this
kind of presence possible.
Over the past five years, I have been learning from people around the
world what they have found useful about last-mile fiber networks. I’ve
traveled to American cities to meet the pioneers who are struggling to

install them here in the United States. I met many twenty-somethings in
Seoul and Tokyo who talked to me candidly about the transformation of
their friendships and way of life in their busy cities. “Things just work
here,” I was told, over and over again; transit tickets and schedules are
entirely electronic, cash is never used in Seoul, and robots guide you
through the airport. In Stockholm, the mayor volunteered to help me
persuade American government leaders that fiber last-mile networks are
essential to modern life. In Nashville, Tennessee, a leader of fiber
installations in Asia told me, quite seriously, that America’s lack of decent
connectivity amounted to child abuse; in his view, we were systematically
relegating our children to lives of insufficient opportunity to find meaning
and dignity.
Outside a noisy restaurant in Lund, Sweden, I met the man who has
been labeled the Swedish Broadband Jesus: Jonas Birgersson. He was
wearing a tall black motorcycle helmet with the visor tilted up, making
him look a bit like a welder in a science-fiction movie. After we sat down,
he told me that he and fellow students in Lund had showed his country the
way in last-mile fiber, installing their own 100 megabits per second
(Mbps) network in the early 1990s that connected to the basements of
apartment buildings. Birgersson, who was then a twenty-year-old busy
starting online companies, became an agitator for fiber. Along the way, he
gathered several home truths: fiber, he told me, “is like a window.
Whatever you send, there will be no barrier.” For him, its importance was
not about speed per se but about not having to wait for your computer to
do something. “If you want to get things done and then move on to the
next thing, you need fiber,” he said. “Don’t think about gigabit access,
think about time. If you enjoy sitting watching the colorful wheel turn,
then cable is for you.” Today, more than 70 percent of Swedish residences
have last-mile, “fiber-to-the-home” connections.16
I met a young Cuban woman on the porch of the Norwegian Embassy
in Havana who first experienced internet access when she left the island on
a scholarship and was heartbroken, when she returned, by the realization
that nothing of the kind is likely to come to her country for a long time. I
will never forget Yaima Pardo crying in front of me. She felt that Cuba
was missing something crucial that the rest of the world took for granted.

For her, internet access was not a matter of technology. It had become
elemental, like water or fire, and Cuba had been left out; a child alone in a
trackless forest, without a helping hand. She had made a documentary
about the issue, called Offline, and had shown it around the country; at
each screening, local state security officials monitored the crowds. At one
of the showings, an older man came up to her afterward and thanked her.
And then he said, “The internet, to me, is like death. I’ve heard about it,
but I’ve never experienced it.” When it comes to high-capacity access,
Cuba is to the United States as the United States is to Korea.
When journalist Robert Caro moved to a house on the edge of Hill Country
fifty miles outside Austin, Texas, to interview people for his biography of
Lyndon Baines Johnson, he heard one phrase repeated over and over again:
“‘He brought the lights. No matter what Lyndon was like, we loved him
because he brought the lights.’” They meant that when Johnson, from the
Hill Country, became a congressman in 1937, at the age of twenty-eight,
there was no electricity, but by 1948, when he was elected to the Senate,
most of the district had electricity. The people of the Hill Country were so
grateful they named their children after him. Before electricity, the women
there had rounded shoulders from lifting heavy buckets of water, moving
innumerable loads of wet clothes by broomstick between a washboard and
a vat of boiling water, and working with hot irons in oven-hot summer
kitchens. Caro called all of this “brutal drudgery,” and called LBJ’s
ingenuity in bringing electricity to his district “one of the most dramatic
and noble examples of the use of government that I have ever heard.” For
Caro, this story is “the seeds of the Great Society in the young Lyndon
Johnson.”17
We are walking the same path today with last-mile fiber optic
networks. Almost every American is like the people of the Hill Country:
we suffer from totally inadequate, horribly expensive connectivity that
cuts whole populations off from opportunity, adequate health care, and a
decent education, and thwarts the development of new businesses. A
handful of private companies dominate last-mile data delivery in
American cities. They choose the richest, densest areas to serve with
expensive second-class services—not with malign intention, but with a
detrimental effect on the country. Hundreds of American cities, fed up or

ignored, have decided to call for the construction of their own last-mile
fiber networks. But it’s not easy: the incumbents go after them
systematically, hiring academics and “experts” to attack these city
planners as socialistic and mounting epic campaigns in state legislatures
to block cities with legislation. Meanwhile, rural areas are unconnected
and out of touch. The only thing we are missing is widespread public
recognition of the depth and significance of the last-mile fiber problem—
and either a young LBJ or a more seasoned FDR to address it.
At the same time, we routinely underestimate the long-term impact of
any new fundamental technology, and I suspect any guesses of mine about
the effects of fiber will similarly fall short. We are already seeing
dramatic improvements in agricultural productivity that have been driven
by fiber-to-the-farm: detailed automated treatment of land that is possible
only with the aggregation of enormous amounts of data. Fiber and
advanced wireless capability will allow us to manage our use of energy
and incorporate renewable sources into local and national power grids. The
fiber story in Chattanooga, Tennessee, began with its “smart grid,” and the
cost savings of monitoring and moderating the city’s use of power at very
fine-grained levels paid for its last-mile fiber installation. With a large
enough consumer market, we could see vastly expanded retail
opportunities that allow sellers and buyers to touch and feel goods from a
distance—something we can’t now do online. With fiber, you can work
where you live, rather than the other way around; you can be “in the
office” in every way short of smelling the new paint on the wall. Effective,
real-time business meetings drawing on expertise from widely dispersed
geographic locations can actually happen on an end-to-end fiber network.
New forms of collaboration among musicians and other artists will emerge
over fiber. We cannot be the most advanced health care nation in the world
without fiber everywhere, permitting Americans to avoid costly,
unnecessary visits to hospitals and clinics. Advanced forms of
transportation—driverless buses, personalized, demand-driven subways—
that are better for the environment, require less human intervention, and
are better suited to their context will be created. New forms of virtual
reality entertainment will become part of our lives (you have to experience
this to understand why it is so important). Augmented reality applications

—mixing digital and “real” events and objects—that allow us to see and
understand everything around us far more deeply will become standard.
Everything I have suggested here, and much more that we cannot
imagine, will become possible in countries where last-mile open-access
fiber can be easily connected to competitive 5G wireless communications.
These developments will also cause enormous disruption to existing
occupations. And only the countries that are thinking ahead about the new
industries made possible by these technologies will have the wherewithal
to manage the dislocation of their labor forces—to smooth the runway to
new sources of economic growth and human thriving.
It’s going to be amazing. But it won’t happen without substantial
public energy and intervention.

CHAPTER TWO

Transmitting Light

O

in Corning, New York, I opened the door of
my car and gazed across the parking lot at the huge steel and glass
building. I had driven alone across the entire width of the state of
Massachusetts and most of New York over two days. In this building, I
hoped, someone would be able to explain to me the magic of how fiber
optic cables are made.
For me, the name Corning had meant hefty, chipped white cookware,
seemingly hand-painted with a primitive looping swirl on the rims of the
lids. But in the building I was looking at now, Corning had been
researching high-tech glass for decades, often without a clear commercial
application in view—the kind of pure science that many companies can’t
afford these days. The super-thin, scratch-resistant glass on the iPhone was
developed by Corning scientists. And the company is not just about
smartphone glass: the nine-story glass building in front of me was the
home of Corning’s long-term research in fiber optics.
Walking around the town’s historic downtown district the afternoon
before, I’d found restaurants, shops, and art galleries; it’s a welcoming few
blocks that seems to be thriving. Corning is a small place—once a village,
then a hamlet, now a town, population about 11,000, that grew up around
the glass-making industry during the nineteenth century. Abundant coal
supplies, railroad connections, and canal links lured Brooklyn Flint Glass
to Corning right after the Civil War, and the company soon changed its
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name to Corning Glass Works. The town attracted competitors and knockon businesses; glass arts flourished. But it was industrial production of
glass for railroad lanterns that drove the company into profitability, and
when World War I blocked the import of German glass, labware from
Corning Glass became a major business. The company sponsored its own
band and sports teams, and the tall glass furnaces of its main plant spewed
smoke just north of downtown’s Market Street until it moved its
operations outside of town. Even in June 1972, when three days of
flooding caused by Hurricane Agnes caused disastrous, extensive damage
to Corning Glass Works and to the town, the company didn’t leave;
instead, it actively helped rebuild the region, and Corning was transformed
from a factory town to a tourist destination—named by Rand McNally in
2013 as the “most fun” among the best small towns in America. The
company, which changed its name to Corning Inc. in 1989, is still the
largest employer in the county. The fortunes of the town of Corning have
been tightly tied to those of Corning Inc.: the city of Elmira, twenty miles
east along the Chemung River, where Mark Twain coined the term “Gilded
Age,” hasn’t rebounded from the 1972 storm.1 It didn’t have a stabilizing
corporate citizen like Corning Inc.
Corning is an old town, with houses meant for Corning executives
perched on the top of the hill above the village. The night I arrived, one of
the Corning executives had a group of his colleagues over to meet me;
they were all men, and most of them were commuters. They had found it
hard to convince their wives to come to the town of Corning or stay for
any length of time.
But first, coffee.
Claudio Mazzali, a bright-eyed, energetic Brazilian physicist who has
been with the company since 1999 and now leads technology efforts for
two of its divisions, met me in the lobby of the research building and
showed me to a large room lined by screens and gadgets.
I spent many hours with Dr. Mazzali that day, and I was delighted by
his wry sense of humor and somewhat goofy smile; he had first worked in
Corning’s Brazilian regional office as an optical communications
specialist and had transferred to upstate New York about fifteen years
earlier. I could see that he loved his job. He’s helping to run the enormous

centralized research lab—the Bell Labs of our era—for a company that
keeps reinventing itself as a manufacturer and annually invests about 10
percent of its revenue, no matter what, in research and development.2
Turnover at Corning is very low; employees come for life, by and large.
But Mazzali had a sense of humor about his location: “We’re in the middle
of everything. Five hours from New York, six hours from Boston, five
hours from Toronto.” Because the rest of the country doesn’t have fiber
connections into homes and businesses—yet—he feels intensely the
remoteness of Corning.
Mazzali brought me a cup of steaming coffee; as I drank, he said
emphatically: “When you think about glass, some people say, ‘Oh, I get
sand, and I melt that, and then I make glass.’ Of course it’s much more
sophisticated than that for optical fiber. It’s totally different.”
Fiber optic cable is made completely synthetically. It has to be so pure,
so clear, that it can transmit light over many dozens of miles without any
boosting or encouragement, and without losing any of the information that
has been encoded onto that light. To get that clarity, its manufacturers
control every micron and every second of the manufacturing process.
The history of fiber optics goes back to the 1960s, with the invention of
the laser. Lasers apply energy to billions of atoms, exciting their electrons
and making them emit photons that then turn around and make alreadyexcited atoms give off even more photons. When some of the photons are
allowed to escape, the result is an amplified, concentrated beam of light—
Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation, or LASER.3
That light has a frequency; it is wobbling at a rate of millions of millions
of times a second, and each of those wobbles can be modulated to carry
data. That data then travels at the speed of light.
The trouble was how to transmit that focused data reliably from point
A to point B. Light can be carried by water—just imagine a nighttime
fountain lit by purple light from below—but light can’t carry information
through water very far. You need the waves to maintain their strength and
definition in order for the information they carry, encoded in the height or
frequency of these waves, to be understood. Back in the late nineteenth
century, a Viennese medical team identified only as “Dr. Roth and Prof.
Reuss” experimented with guiding light through bent glass rods to

illuminate body parts during surgery.4 With the arrival of the laser,
scientists saw the possibility of guiding information across many miles
with very little loss of accuracy.
Enter “optical fiber.” Researcher Charles Kao (now Sir Kao), while a
PhD student in Harlow, England, in 1964, posited that glass—a later
generation of the glass tubes that had been used to illuminate surgery—
could be used to guide many “colors,” or frequencies, of laser beams. But
Kao pointed out that for this guidance to occur without significant loss, the
glass had to be much purer than anything then available; his work was
purely theoretical.5
His work got Corning interested in the idea of optical fiber.6 In 1965,
Corning was in the glass business but not the telecommunications
business. Telecommunications companies were using copper lines to
transmit the electrical pulses that carry voice calls and data between cities
and into homes.7 To make it worthwhile for those companies—a
potentially huge new group of customers—to replace their copper lines
with fiber, Corning would have to show that fiber was so much better at
conveying data than copper that it would be worthwhile for those
customers to replace their existing copper lines. But at the time, there was
no glass strand that could transmit light more than about fifteen
centimeters before the signal fell off (or was “lost” or “attenuated”).8
Corning needed to figure out how to create glass that could transmit a
signal not for centimeters but for many miles.
The head of Corning Glass Works research at the time, William
Armistead, was skeptical. Nevertheless, he approved funding for Robert
Maurer, a physicist, as well as colleagues Pete Schultz, a senior chemist,
and Donald Keck, an engineer and physicist, to work on the problem. And
they did, without a customer in sight.
Maurer and his team knew that the glass would have to have a clear
core surrounded by a skin—called cladding, and also made of glass—so
that the cladding could reflect laser light back into the core and keep it
traveling along its path. For four years, he and his team at Corning kept
experimenting with different chemical compositions of the core to create
the greatest possible clarity. Failure followed failure.

One Friday evening in August 1970, Donald Keck was alone in the
Corning R&D lab, testing one last piece of fiber before the weekend. Ira
Magaziner and Mark Patinkin, in their book The Silent War, tell the story
of Keck bending over his microscope and lining up the laser, watching as
the narrow beam of light got closer and closer to the core. Suddenly, Keck
was hit right in the eye by a bright beam of light. The fiber had transmitted
light without losing more than a tiny amount of the beam’s strength.
“Eureka,” Keck wrote in the lab notebook that day. It would be ten more
years before Corning found a customer for its optical fiber.9
The remarkable thing about the hair-thin strands of optical fiber that
Corning and other companies sell today is that any single strand of glass
can carry many different beams of light at the same time, each beam
wobbling at its own frequency and using its own method of encoding
information. This is the enormous advantage of fiber: its overall
bandwidth potential (how many different signals it can transmit and how
fast you can encode or modulate them) is much higher than any other
transmission medium. Unless the transmission medium itself somehow
gets in the way, as a deep pothole or a truck might block the road when a
car wants to go by, a single fiber optic cable can carry the entire weight of
data on the internet.10
It’s an amazing idea. Now, copper wires—sometimes called “twisted
pair” because they are made of pairs of strands of copper twisted around
one another—also carry data and telephone signals to homes and farms in
much of rural America. But because of the characteristics of copper as a
transmission medium, signals that travel over copper don’t have the
extraordinary frequency range that light signals do, are subject to
interference from other signals, and in general degrade very quickly over
more than a short distance.11 That’s why if you have a copper-wire DSL
(digital subscriber line) subscription you have to be very close to the
phone company’s “central office” in order to get a download signal into
your house. A “DSL” house is connected to a copper wire, not a fiber optic
cable.12 Not only can light travel over fiber for hundreds of kilometers
with little attenuation (impossible with copper), but signals zipping around
via fiber don’t get interfered with by other electrical transmissions nearby

(which happens all the time with copper). Fiber is also, once it’s installed,
far cheaper to maintain than a copper line.13
As Mazzali explained, the traditional ways of making glass—blowing
and pressing melted silica, for example—create a bubble-filled, flawed
product that can’t do what Maurer’s team required. “Because you need
purity and transparency,” he said, “you cannot start from sand or anything
like that and melt it and make glass.” Instead, you use gas traveling
through flames to create particles of soot—glass soot particles—that are
deposited on a rod in a controlled pattern. And then he showed me a line of
small blue flames that were slowly, mechanically being moved sideways
up and down a white rod. This was the beginning of the creation of a
strand of fiber: printing soot in carefully orchestrated layers on a solid rod.
The composition of every layer of each hair-thin strand of glass—and
each strand consists of thousands of layers—is controlled by tweaking the
composition of gases traveling through the flames. Once you have laid
each one of those thousands of layers meticulously on top of the previous
one, and you have heated the whole thing at a precisely controlled rate to a
precise temperature, when it cools you will have glass with very specific
properties. “That’s how you control the light,” Mazzali said. “That’s how
you can trap the light inside, by playing with different attributes of the
fiber.” He was smiling, excited. I asked for the recipe—the identity of the
gases being blown through the flames to create the soot particles—but he
wasn’t telling. “A little bit of germanium, a little bit of this, a little bit of
that.”
Mazzali was showing me a demonstration version of the printing-on-arod process that Maurer and Keck had created at Corning; the real process,
he says, takes several hours. He led me to a tubby, short white tube and had
me touch it. This was what all the printing of soot I had seen ends up
creating. A white chalky substance came off on my fingers. “Sorry about
that,” said Mazzali. “Those are actually particles of glass. It’s not just
silica. We are doping each one of those layers with different materials and
different amounts of materials, to change how they reflect light.” That
white tube, called a blank, already has most of the attributes of the end
product; all the ways that glass will treat light are already built in. “When
you make that,” Mazzali said, “you know exactly that that fiber will have

that dispersion, that attenuation, that geometry, all that.” When companies
transform the blank by pulling or “drawing” it into a single skinny glass
strand thousands of kilometers long (think of pulling a very long single
strand from a thick skein of wool), all they’re doing is making the chunky
blank thinner.
Mazzali was warming to his task. “Now,” he said, “you have to
transform this coarse white thing into glass.” The fat tube certainly did not
look like glass to me. “So now we go to the next step, consolidation.”
Consolidation involves placing the chalky thick blank into a giant
furnace. The heat gets all the water out of the blank, and then the material
starts to consolidate, or “sinter.” This sintering step transforms it into a
transparent and smaller thing that is labeled a “preform.” Mazzali handed
me a sample transformed preform, sleek and transparent, about the same
size as a very large salami from a local supermarket. The ceramic rod on
which the soot had been printed was gone.
“If you look very carefully in the middle, can you see a different sort
of color?” Mazzali asked me. I looked, and saw a very narrow, thin band of
something-ness in nothing-ness. “That’s the core,” Mazzali said. “That’s
where the light will be.” Maurer’s team had decided that the way to make
glass transmit light most effectively was, somewhat paradoxically, to
make the core less pure than the cladding so that the latter would act as a
mirror, trapping light inside the core. So chemicals were mixed into the
core—through the tweaking of the soot layering—that did that. “You put a
light in that core,” said Mazzali, “it keeps reflecting back and forth.”
It all seemed magical, and it was about to get even better. That sleek
preform goes into a draw tower—imagine a grain silo on stilts up near the
ceiling of a giant warehouse—to be melted. Then from the gob of stuff
that initially protrudes from the bottom of the tower following the melting
process, a single strand is pulled or drawn straight down toward the
ground. That is the hair-thin strand that is a single fiber optic cable.
The melting and drawing process, like the other steps, is tightly
controlled. First, the tip of the preform is heated, causing a gob of hot
glass to descend. Once the gob drops, it’s taken away, and the thin thread
behind it is threaded through a device that minutely controls the speed of
the draw (the speed at which the strand is drawn toward the ground) and
the diameter of the resulting fiber. Every micron is documented.

The glass cools rapidly, within seconds, but according to precise
timing. Meanwhile, inside the draw tower, a coating made of several
layers of different plastics is applied to protect the glass and cured using
ultraviolet light. The secret sauce of all of this is the precise controlling of
the timing and temperature of the draw; that’s what gets the pristine
transparency and low signal loss that communicators want. “If you do
something very abrupt with glass, the material is not homogeneous
anymore,” Mazzali said, because the chemicals will clump up and you’ll
lose the architecture that has been carefully engineered into the glass. Any
variations in density—however minor—will cause the light to scatter. And
scatter means loss.
Mazzali led me into the wide white hall outside the prototype demo room
to take the elevator to a higher floor of the R&D lab. As we went up, he
told me what was about to happen. “We’re going to need safety glasses.”
We came out of the elevator, put on the glasses, and looked up at a big
steel box with one side missing. “What comes after the blank?” Mazzali
quizzed me. I tried hard to remember what he had told me minutes before:
“You’ve got the big thick thing and then you take out all the moisture and
all the impurities and slenderize it,” I gamely responded. Mazzali pointed
out a clear post-processing glass tube, with the core visible. “After you
have that piece of glass, what’s the next step?” He was enjoying being the
teacher. “You draw, the globule comes first and then the very skinny stuff
comes next,” I said, gabbling a bit.
He pointed up again: “Can you see there, the gob going down?” A big
blob, glowing white, was hanging off the end of an enormous clear glass
tube. That one tube, he said, would produce a few thousand kilometers of
glass strand. He smiled; he wasn’t going to be any more specific. “This is
the top of the draw,” he said. “We’re going to go down a few floors.”
We ran down the stairs, with me clattering after Mazzali. He opened
the door on the floor just below where we had been and pointed ahead of
us: “Can you see the fiber?” he asked. “No,” I said. “Look carefully,” he
said. And there it was, an impossibly thin strand, descending from a big
hole in the ceiling to the floor.
“Now you’re going to see the last stage, which is putting it on a spool,”
he said.

We clattered down more stairs into the basement. There a calm, tall
man named Matt was watching gauges as the strand of fiber wound onto a
spool. He was looking for imperfections. “Remember that the fiber is 125
microns in diameter, plus or minus less than a micron,” Mazzali said. “We
have to control the diameter of this glass, every single meter over more
than a thousand of kilometers, by all of this equipment that we have on the
draw, the tension, the temperature, the speed, and all that,” so that
whenever a splice has to be made—a connection between one strand of
fiber optic cable and another—the fiber will transmit perfectly.
“At this point it’s cold already,” Mazzali said. “The coating is there,
you can touch the fiber, it goes on the spool. After this, you put it in a box
and you can ship it to the customer. There is nothing else to be done other
than putting it in a cable.” The strands of fiber would be bundled inside a
cable—a cable with 576 strands will have 24 colored “buffer” tubes, each
with 24 individual fiber strands inside.
The coating, the layers of plastic cured around the fiber, doesn’t stop
the fiber from bending. By serving as a kind of very thin cushion, the
coating keeps the individual fibers inside any given cable from interfering
with one another. (Corning fiber, these days, is made to bend easily, even
around tight corners inside buildings or when wrapped around rods,
without losing signal strength.) Months later, many hundreds of miles
south of Corning, I would see that coating being carefully removed in
order for one strand of bare glass to be precisely spliced to another strand
of fiber.
Low-loss fiber was invented forty-five years ago, and fiber that was
installed just a few years later in places like Long Beach, California, and
Dorset, United Kingdom, was already high quality and is still working
today. Glass is very, very stable. If no one cuts into it, there is no
degradation—for decades, as far as we can tell—of the extraordinarily
high bandwidth of data it can carry. One single strand of glass can carry
three billion phone calls or web sessions. The submarine cable connecting
China and the United States contains just eight strands.14
And to improve that capacity, as the science of photonics improves,
you can merely swap out the electronics producing the photons—the glass
stays in the ground or on the poles. Once the photons shoot out into the

glass, no power is needed to boost the transmission of data, for many,
many miles. The photons just keep going for tens of kilometers, traveling
inside their perfectly mirrored channel, and can’t be interfered with by
electricity, water, or anything else.
The problem with fiber is not capacity or longevity. It’s distribution.
You need to distribute those fibers to everyone who might want to carry
out those phone calls or web sessions, so the fibers have to go to different
locations. The submarine cables between continents are all fiber, the lines
between American cities are almost all fiber, and the data centers run by
companies like Google and Akamai are all fed by fiber. But there’s an
enormous distribution bottleneck close to you and me: less than 10 percent
of Americans have “fiber to the home,” or FTTH.15
The FTTH distribution issue isn’t easy to fix. Although several
countries have made installation of FTTH an industrial policy priority and
have steadily upgraded their “last-mile” networks, a series of federal- and
state-level policy missteps over the past ten years has left America with
awful fiber adoption. The completely deregulated private companies on
which we depend for wired communications have systematically divided
markets, avoided competition, and established monopolies in their
geographic footprints. The results are terrible: very expensive yet secondrate data services, mostly from local cable monopolists, in richer
neighborhoods; the vast majority of Americans unable to buy a fiber optic
subscription at any price; and many Americans, particularly in rural and
poorer areas, completely left behind. Several cities are showing the way,
insisting on inexpensive, competitive fiber connections for their residents,
and I visited some of those places to meet the people who carried this out.
I also went to Seoul, Tokyo, and Stockholm to gather information about
what’s possible when the policy arrows are pointed in the right direction.
In June 2016, Verizon CEO Lowell McAdam told Wall Street analysts
that his company was planning to deploy the next generation of wireless
technology, called 5G, and described it as “wireless fiber”—intimating
that it would substitute for fiber lines. But it’s not quite that simple.16
Although over-the-airwaves wireless connections sprayed out by an
antenna can carry a great deal of information over relatively short
distances, those connections are shared, so the actual experience depends

on how many users are connected to one antenna. And when higher
frequencies are used to improve wireless bandwidth, you have to manage
degradation by distance, weather, walls, and big walking bags of water—
otherwise known as people.
That doesn’t mean that McAdam’s plan is wrong. In 2017, he made
clear that fiber is essential to 5G. Mobile wireless connections are
extraordinarily useful add-ons to fiber. But they depend on fiber being
installed everywhere: in order to carry the tsunamis of data that 5G
devices of every flavor will be producing, and given the very short
distances those wireless communications can travel, we will need more
than twenty times the number of existing cell towers or cell installations—
every 15,000 feet or so, deep in neighborhoods and cities. “And they’ll all
need a fiber connection,” Bob Whitman, Corning’s vice president of
market development, told me.17 You can think of wireless as the end point
of a fiber connection; the place where the pipe bringing water into your
home is transformed into a showerhead—except that it is spraying not
water but data.
This fiber-plus-wireless combination is alluring: with fiber to every
cell site and every Wi-Fi access point, you could be constantly connected
and never think about it. In the fall of 2015, Corning set a record for
bandwidth use in conjunction with Texas A&M at its Kyle Field, getting
fiber into antennas separated by just a few seats; fans were able to use
their tablets and phones without constraint.18 But wireless-everywhere is
no less labor intensive than fiber-everywhere: tens of thousands of skilled
workers will have to install and maintain hundreds of thousands of towers
and connect them to readily-available, reasonably-priced fiber. It is a
complement to fiber, not a substitute for it.
Another sunny morning found me in Austin, Texas, looking for wisdom
from someone who knows all about the physical installation of fiber optic
cable. I was in Austin because Google Fiber was installing last-mile fiber
optic cable there, and I wanted to see it being done. Google had upended
the policy discussion in the United States in 2010 by declaring it would
wire a winning town or two with fiber; since then, it had moved into a
handful of U.S. cities. Although Google’s impact on America’s actual fiber
adoption has been minimal—it simply wasn’t serving many houses, and

didn’t plan to—its activities have contributed to growing awareness of
what’s gone wrong with America’s internet access. Austin, with its vibrant
cultural scene and major research institutions, is an important part of the
Google Fiber story.
My guide was Mike Leddy, a calm, soft-spoken man with tufty
eyebrows. Leddy had moved to Austin about a year before I met him,
shifting from being in charge of Verizon’s New York City fiber
installations—territory: the Upper East Side and Midtown, home to a lot
of picky people—to working on squeezing all extraneous costs out of
Google Fiber’s FTTH network.
To deliver last-mile fiber optic lines directly to individual buildings,
fiber has to be attached to poles (“aerials”) or be put in trenches
underneath streets or sidewalks. Google decided to design its FTTH
network in Austin by stringing fiber from a backbone, or ring of metro
fiber, to a series of squat brown buildings—Google calls them “huts,” or
“local active sites”—each of which serves about twenty thousand
households.19 Each air-conditioned hut has, inside, the electronics needed
to split the signal received from the backbone onto multiple fibers that go
underground or on poles to each neighborhood, where the signals are split
again, until eventually, each Google customer gets his or her own fiber.
If this sounds easy, it isn’t. It turns out that every street in every single
neighborhood has its own set of issues. Fiber installation is a very local
process.
Construction of last-mile fiber networks would be straightforward if
there was conduit—plastic tubing of various kinds, easy to access and
wide enough to enable individual fiber strands to be pulled through it—
already installed under the streets, running from an underground “vault” or
network access point. The vault in turn serves as a distribution center in
each neighborhood for single fibers running to the side of each house. In
many European cities, including Stockholm, that conduit exists, and can
be used as a shared asset by many carriers. But it didn’t exist in Austin.
So, Google had to build its own path underground. Austin sits on very hard
limestone.
I put on a hard hat—Mike had to adjust it to stay on my head—and a
green fluorescent vest, and we set off on that sunny morning in an

unremarkable section of suburban Austin. As we walked, Mike explained
that Google had looked at two ways to do underground construction. First,
you could use a big drill to carve out a path underneath all the other
utilities (gas, electric, water) already under the ground. This is called
“directional drilling” or “horizontal boring,” but Google had decided
before I arrived that it was too risky and disruptive. The drills are hard to
direct, and you have to back a big, noisy machine (to grind through all that
limestone) onto someone’s front lawn to get enough of an angle to dig
deep. The second way to do construction, he said, was “microtrenching,”
which is a popular method in Asia and Europe.20 That’s what was going on
in Austin.
Microtrenching involves less digging and disruption than ordinary
trenching, and it’s also cheaper.21 It could be used successfully in many
parts of the United States. So I spent the morning watching an almost
cartoonish parade of special-purpose machines that had lined up to do the
microtrenching job. They proceeded, one after the other, each truck with
its own character, color, and set of fantastic attachments, moving at about
a mile an hour down the quiet suburban street. Men wielding big STOP
signs stood nearby to direct traffic.
First came the vacuum cleaner truck, with a giant hose flowing back
behind it. Why a vacuum cleaner? Because the hose was attached to a
digging truck carrying a giant circular steel saw festooned with drill bits.
That saw-wheel digs into the street; its job is to cut out a narrow, two-footdeep trench alongside the curb, flush with the street. The vacuum truck’s
job is to remove all the material from the microtrench so that the cables
can be installed at a uniform depth. It also keeps the neighborhood clean.
The men running the digging truck stopped the action and pulled up the
drill-bit-wheel from the trench so that I could see it. The vacuum cleaner
truck sucked up all the mess created by the saw. Any six-year-old would
have loved the show.
The resulting trench is small and shallow, but it’s above the limestone
and above all the other utilities, which are three feet deep. No one has to
have a drilling machine with a mind of its own on his or her lawn; the
trench is built on the street side and is protected by the giant concrete
obstacle that is the unseen, underground part of the curb structure. Mike

pointed to another machine coming up behind the digging truck: “There’s
the conduit!” he said proudly.
The next truck had a flat platform on which three giant wooden spools
were mounted. Two spools had orange high-density polyethylene conduit
pipe wound around them; the third one had green. A man in a hard hat was
expertly drawing out a strand of orange pipe from one of the spools and
laying it in the just-dug trench. Mike told me that the conduit would go
underground accompanied by a copper tracer wire, so that later, the
location of the conduit would be easy to detect from above the ground.
And then came the dramatic part: covering the conduit and filling the
trench with concrete that was made on the spot. A first truck, grimy white
and tall, with a bright blue nose, bristling with dials and chutes, was
responsible for mixing the concrete. Another worker moved next to it,
checking the consistency of the concrete slurry that was beginning to edge
up a conveyor belt connected at about a forty-five-degree angle to the back
of the mixing truck. Mike told me the resulting concrete would be less
dense than sidewalk concrete, so that if necessary, it wouldn’t be too
difficult to dig up the microtrench. Another benefit of low density: like a
fluffy baked good, it takes less time to set—thirty-five minutes rather than
the hour that normal concrete would take.
Behind the mixing truck, receiving the slurry, was a narrow, mid-height
orange machine with a kind of grate on top of it and a big screw inside it.
A man was jabbing with a shovel at a dial next to a chute coming off the
orange machine. “This machine,” Mike explained, “actually agitates the
cement mixture and releases it down the chute. It’s designed to fit down
into the trench. They’ll just make their way along and fill the trench up.” I
asked Mike what the guy was doing with the shovel. “He probably got a
little plug in there,” said Mike, smiling.
It was time to say goodbye to the conduit for the next forty or fifty
years. The narrow orange filling truck was rolling along, depositing the
gunky concrete mixture in the trench, and a smoother-guy was walking
along behind the truck smoothing the surface of the mixture. Mike had
seen it a thousand times, “but I still like watching this,” he said quietly.
The crew we saw had done two thousand feet of microtrenching the day
before, a tenfold improvement over what’s possible with directional
drilling.

The next step was restoration, which was not as dramatic; we went to a
neighborhood to see a finished set of microtrenches. They’d been sealed
with a black substance that left an innocuous narrow line against the white
curb. The city of Austin believes this process improves the seal between
the curb and the street, and that the street drains better after
microtrenching. “One of the issues here,” Mike said, “is that it rains really
hard in Austin. I didn’t know until I moved here. They have water that gets
down between the asphalt and the concrete, so it undermines the base of
the road. The idea is that this seal over our microtrench prevents this.”
But the fiber hadn’t gotten to the homes, not yet. At the same time the
trenches are dug, filled, and covered by that fabulous lineup of specialpurpose machines, the “outside plant” crew, the group we’d been watching
all morning, cuts sideways across the curb near each pair of houses and
digs a small square hole in the public right-of-way on the house side of the
curb. Mike told me that single pipes of conduit are pulled into this hole
from the microtrench in the street, the hole is covered up (later, a flat
structure is built around the hole, and the whole thing is called a drop
vault), and the next crew, the installers, come in when a homeowner makes
an appointment to be connected.
We drove to another location to watch the installation. The day was
becoming more and more pleasant, and the trees were even taller in that
next neighborhood. The microtrench was all done and neatly sealed, and a
big coil of PVC conduit was sitting on the ground next to a hole on the
house side of the curb. I saw a man digging a shallow trench from that
hole across the front of the property to the driveway. Another man named
Zack, sporting a strong southern twang and a bright blue polo shirt
stretched over a hefty belly, offered to be my tour guide. He pointed to the
man digging the trench. “What you see him doing now,” Zack said, “is
basically what we call whomping.” The PVC conduit would be brought
from the drop vault to the side of the driveway through the trench, and
then under the driveway using a nondirectional small boring device called
a PortaMole. The PortaMole, which looks like a rotary tiller, was
described to me as the “Chitty Chitty Bang Bang” of equipment: “It kinda
comes out where it comes out.” Once the hole under the driveway was
done, the fiber would be brought up to the left side of the house in another

shallow trench. Why there? Because it was a two-family house, and only
the left side wanted fiber service.
On that side of the house, about three feet up from the ground, Zack
was planning to install a small gray plastic box called a network interface
unit (NIU). Inside the NIU, fiber that had been pulled through the conduit
all the way from the trenches under the street would be spliced to the very
last link in the network: the fiber that would go inside the house to provide
connectivity. A hole would be poked in the house wall to allow that fiber
in, and then, inside the house, a fiber jack would be installed to which the
homeowner could attach a laptop or Wi-Fi router by an ethernet cable.
Then the homeowner would be online.
Many installers are true characters; they’ve come to the job of
installing fiber after decades of working for local cable monopolies, and
they have lots of stories to tell. While Zack was explaining how the house
would be wired, an older man named Bill with sleepy blue eyes, who had
clearly spent a lot of time sidling up to bars, sidled up to us. Upon being
told I was writing a book, Bill said, “Well, just make sure whoever plays
me in the movie, you check with me. Channing Tatum would be nice, you
know what I mean?” I promised to get that done. He told me he moves
around a lot, was originally from Delaware, but didn’t want to go back
there. I got the sense that Bill isn’t connected to much. “Yeah, it’s nice for
about three days. And then I’m ready to leave.” Zack’s voice softened in
bantering with Bill; he was used to Bill’s stories.
Although the drop vault was on publicly owned land because it was
less than ten feet from the curb, all the whomping and PortaMole activity I
saw was taking place on private property. The homeowner, who had
already given permission for the installation, wasn’t around for me to talk
to, although I heard that he had been coming and going all day. People
often come out of their homes and thank the installers.
There was just one more step in the deployment process: the splice
inside the NIU between the outside plant fiber and the fiber destined to run
inside the house. Zack told me how this was going to happen: “Wes is
gonna start to get his machine out, get a scrap piece of fiber and a pigtail,
and in about two, three minutes he’ll be ready. We can go down there and
he’ll actually show us how—strippin’ it, cleanin’ it, and putting it all
together.” The whole gang, including Mike, Zack, Bill, and the whomper

(whose name I never heard), repaired to the side of a pickup truck in the
shade. The guys leaned on the side of the truck and watched, making only
a few cracks: splicing is serious business.
Although the NIU splice is usually done on the side of the house, the
team wasn’t ready for that at the moment I showed up, so Wes
demonstrated his splicing technique on the truck’s tailgate.
I had a question: “What’s a pigtail?” Wes showed it to me. The pigtail
in the NIU on the door of the pickup truck was about four inches long. It’s
basically a fiber cable with a green connector (Wes called it a “jumper”), a
kind of premade splice holder made of ceramic on one end, and naked
fiber on the other. Wes would take the fiber coming from the street and
attach it to the connector end of the pigtail, and then splice the insidehouse fiber (fiber ready to curve around walls) to the pigtail’s naked end.
The idea behind everything Wes was about to do was to ensure that all the
excited photons coming from the fiber running from the hut miles away
would actually get to the inside of the house. His target was no more than
.03 decibels of loss.
Wes found a scrap piece of fiber that could stand in for the insidehouse fiber. I told him that I’d been to Corning to see fiber being made.
“I’ve always wanted to see how they manufactured that,” he said wistfully.
“Because I wondered how they’ve been so consistent with it, down to the
micron.” When I described the soot printing and the other marvels I’d
seen, Wes listened attentively. “That’s unbelievable,” he said. Then he got
down to the business of splicing.
He lifted up the green ceramic end of the pigtail, inserted a strand of
fiber in it, and said, “There’s a tiny, tiny little hole that the light comes
through. You can actually take a laser up to it.” He held up the other end of
the pigtail, the naked fiber end, and showed me that the hair-thin strand
was glowing. “I’m not going to point it at anybody’s eye.” Bill made the
obligatory joke: “I used to have a cataract, thanks.” Wes ignored Bill and
went on to show me that the fiber at the working end of the pigtail could
be bent or stapled without any light being lost. “There’s a lot of things you
can do to it now that would have been absolute no-nos” in the past, Wes
told me.
Now it was time to mechanically splice the working end of the pigtail
to the scrap of fiber. Mike showed me the splicing device, which was a

footlong sort of console, with several horizontal sections. When the fiber
was ready for splicing, Wes would put the pigtail end and the scrap end
facing each other underneath two metal sections that would automatically
align the two fibers together. Then: “Those two pins you see in the very
center shoot a plasma arc that melts the glass together.” At that point, you
can measure the light lost between the incoming and the outgoing fiber
strands. If the measurement is low enough, you take the resulting spliced
fiber and put it in a different section of the splicing device, which
obediently melts a plastic section over the splice to protect it.
Then followed a series of steps aimed at creating a seamless
communication path from the neighborhood fiber distribution vault to the
homeowner. First, Wes had to get to the naked fiber inside the PVC
conduit. He cut away the orange conduit wall, revealing two white
fiberglass rods within which a bright blue tube was set—the “buffer tube,”
within which the fiber itself was resting. He stripped away the buffer tube,
and there it was: the fiber strand I’d seen manufactured at Corning, or one
just like it, a hair floating in the Texas breeze. Very, very carefully, he
stripped a half-inch or so of the polyurethane layers off the surface of the
fiber.
Mike stepped in to explain what was going on while Wes kept carefully
stripping and revealing the fiber strand. “The device that he’ll use to cut it,
cuts the fiber at a slight angle to prevent reflections from bouncing
directly back down the center of the glass,” Mike said. This process, called
“cleaving,” ensures that any reflected light does not create interference
with the signal.
Wes stayed focused. He did the cleaving by scoring the glass with a
special green circular blade—not actually cutting it; the glass falls away
from itself once it is scored—and put both ends of the different lengths of
fiber into the splicing machine. He bent low. “That’s the zap melting,” Wes
said. He’d seen the plasma arc melt the two ends of glass. He checked the
loss readout: .04 decibels. More than the required .03. “So I’ll do it again,”
Wes said.
When a splice is done in the field, the splicers create a digital record
that includes their location and the place the distribution fiber came from,
and then they upload a picture of the splice they’ve made. None of Wes’s
splices have ever been rejected. Bill spoke up: “Some nights, Wes,” he

said, “we make popcorn, we’ll sit back and look at it, you know what I
mean?”
Wes tried the whole thing over again. “.07,” he said glumly. Mike was
sympathetic. “We have to press on,” he told Wes. “I at least offered to
redeem myself,” Wes said.

CHAPTER THREE

Why U.S. Internet Access Is Awful

A

in America has contact with the
internet, the high cost of that access and the low quality of service
most people get is hidden in plain view. That’s the odd thing about
internet access in America: it’s always in the news, with daily stories
about the wonders of augmented reality, the Internet of Things, and
driverless cars. No one seems to stop to ask whether those advanced uses
of data will work reliably, where, and for whom.
Connectivity is not only an invisible problem but a hard one to explain.
You have to know a bit about three kinds of wires and what wireless access
is, and then reason through reams of industry talking points about “5G”
wireless access. And you have to understand that the “last-mile” issue is a
problem for different reasons in different places. And that the available
data on all this is far scarcer than it should be.
Here’s the bottom line: of the 119 million households in the United
States, only about 10 million (give or take a million or two) subscribe to
high-capacity fiber connections. About 75 percent of U.S. census blocks
have no residential fiber provider at all. Something like 10 percent of
Americans are connected to fiber optic lines, mostly in the very richest
parts of the country, and they pay sky-high subscription rates; where fiber
last-mile connections do exist, they are often extraordinarily expensive
compared with international benchmarks. The problem is worst in rural
areas, but it is awful in most cities as well.1
LTHOUGH JUST ABOUT EVERYONE

The cable and telephone monopolies that dominate access have no
particular incentives to upgrade to fiber. These local monopolies are
largely unconstrained by either competition or oversight. For services
providing what the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) now
labels high-speed access, defined as 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps
upload, almost 90 percent of Americans have at most one choice of highcapacity provider.2 (Why the FCC chose to privilege downloads over
uploads in setting this standard is a mystery to me; this standard fits the
plans of the giant companies that control internet access in America, most
of which themselves also sell packages of TV channels and thus have a
business interest in ensuring that consumers think of the internet as a
means for consumption of entertainment rather than for use in education,
health care, or work, through video calls—all of which require symmetric
connections, with equal upload and download speeds.) High-capacity
connections in the United States are shockingly rare: 53 percent of the
census blocks that have housing units in them have no provider selling
download speeds at any price with a capacity higher than 50 Mbps—which
itself is a tiny fraction of the standard capacity in Singapore and Seoul.3
Think trickling garden hose versus a vast river. In most cases, given the
scarcity of fiber connections in the United States, the provider of any
existing high-capacity access is the local cable monopolist. Fiber accounts
for just 14 percent of all high-capacity connections in the United States,
and local cable companies account for 84 percent of such connections.
When you consider subscriptions for at least 100 Mbps in the United
States, about 94 percent are sold by cable companies.4
The ability to buy a modern connection is correlated with population
density.5 A quarter of Americans, or about 74 million people, live in areas
where less than 40 percent of residents subscribe to even copper-line
access; the rest have no access at all. People in rural areas are just onetenth as likely to have access to modern-day high-capacity connections
than those in urban areas.6 They are even less likely than Americans in
other areas to have a choice of providers: the fraction of census blocks
with no service providers at all, even at the FCC’s current “high-speed”
level of 25 Mbps, is just 7 percent in urban areas but 58 percent in rural

areas. Over 80 percent of rural census blocks have no provider of 100
Mbps download service.7
Where access is present, subscription numbers (“adoption” in industry
lingo) are tightly correlated with socioeconomic status. About 60 percent
of people making $20,000 a year or less don’t have wired access—even
copper-wire access—at home, but 80 percent of people making between
$50,000 and $75,000 do. Price makes a big difference in adoption.8
We don’t compare well internationally. The United States ranks
twenty-sixth out of the forty countries in the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) in average download speed; for
plans that offer downloads at speeds greater than 50 Mbps (likely over
fiber), Americans pay more than people in all but six other developed
countries—including Mexico, Chile, and Brazil.9 For plans offering
speeds of between 25 and 50 Mbps over fiber, people in the United States
pay less than residents in just three other developed countries, including
Turkey and Chile.
Residents of South Korea, Japan, Singapore, and Hong Kong can
subscribe to gigabit access (offering ten times more capacity than a 100
Mbps subscription) for between the equivalent of $30 and $50 a month; in
Sweden, which has announced plans to have 98 percent of its residents
connected to gigabit fiber by 2025, the 100 Mbps symmetrical fiber
connections already available to more than 70 percent of residents cost
between $35 and $40 a month.10 Singapore’s connectivity is simply
astonishing: you can buy gigabit last-mile fiber access from any one of a
large number of providers for prices ranging from $40 to $60 per month.11
By contrast, Verizon New York charges almost three times as much per
month as providers in Sweden do, $105 a month, for its very-limitedavailability 100 Mbps access (a tenth of what’s standard in Singapore). It
also charges a ridiculous $305 a month for symmetric access speed of 500
Mbps for both uploads and downloads, and doesn’t offer gigabit fiber
access at all.12
Adoption of residential fiber is far higher in Asia and northern Europe
than in the United States. Fully three-quarters of the world’s adoption of
fiber in residences (or in apartment buildings) has happened in Asia.13 Of
the six countries that have greater than 50 percent fiber residential

adoption, four are in Asia: South Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Japan,
all of which are now considered 100 percent covered.14 Adoption of
residential fiber in Malaysia, China, and Taiwan exceeds that in the United
States; China, making a massive push toward building a giant middle-class
market, already has 120 million households connected to fiber and will
have 300 million of its 455 million households connected by 2020.15
Almost two-thirds of Swedes and 31 percent of Norwegians already
have fiber at home; adoption of residential fiber is also higher in Finland,
the Netherlands, and Denmark than in the United States.16 The rest of
Europe is plodding along, but nearly all European countries—even those
whose fiber residential adoption is lower than in the United States—
consider fiber the endgame.
I’ve already noted the deep parallels between the stories of communities
building fiber optic networks today and the history of electrification in
America. Gary Evans, a Minnesota fiber visionary involved in many early
fiber network efforts there, put it this way: “Those areas with people with
the greatest vision prospered earliest in the days of electrification.”
Right now, not enough people around the country understand the
fundamental importance of fiber, just as in the 1920s they might not have
understood the fundamental importance of electricity. Often we squabble
over things that are not nearly as important to the success of the United
States.
When electricity was young, it was a luxury, sold by private companies
following a “demand-driven” model. Where investors saw the possibility
of a reliable stream of revenue, they would borrow or put up the initial
sum of money necessary to wire businesses and homes with electricity.
But they didn’t foresee that their product would be everywhere. For
instance, even though San Francisco’s streets were first lit with electric
light in 1876, the first home to get electric lighting in San Francisco had to
wait until 1899.17 (The home, which was on the market in 2016 for $7.9
million, is at 7600 Jackson Street, in the heart of Pacific Heights.) The
electrification of America, by and large, followed a set pattern: municipal
buildings and businesses first, wealthy urban dwellers next, then poorer

urban dwellers, and last of all, rural homes and farms. This was the
demand-driven model in action.18
What explains this pattern? The answer is simple: the physical network
for the delivery of electricity involved very high up-front costs, and the
handful of large private companies that dominated the electricity market
in the United States in the early part of the twentieth century were,
reasonably, looking to make the greatest profit on their investments as
quickly as possible. That’s why the densest areas with the most reliable
potential returns got service first. There was also little or no public
oversight of these companies’ activities, and what oversight existed was
largely ineffective.
The rural situation, with 90 percent of farmers in the 1930s lacking
electricity, was especially dire, but poorer areas of rich cities were getting
second-rate service too: at a time when richer homes had refrigerators and
electric heating and cooking appliances, low-income households were
likely to have electric lighting but nothing more.19 To address this
problem, many cities and localities launched municipally-owned power
systems. For example, despite stiff resistance from the competing private
company, the city of Detroit in the 1890s established a municipally-owned
power system that reduced prices by 50 percent within seven years and
extended service to many stores and homes. Consumer-owned power
soared in popularity between 1897 and 1907.20
Meanwhile, smaller local lighting companies were gradually absorbed
by private systems that consolidated them into enormous utility holding
companies that were vertically integrated to handle long-distance
transmission as well as retail distribution. Following World War I, the
major private electric holding companies mounted a massive propaganda
campaign—paid for by their customers’ fees—to trumpet the virtues of
their services and discredit consumer-owned power systems. These efforts
included flooding grade schools, high schools, colleges, libraries, and
civic organizations with literature; investing heavily in newspaper and
radio advertising; lavishing entertainment on media executives to ensure
the dissemination of favorable news stories; subsidizing advantageous
research at leading universities; paying poorly compensated adjuncts to

give speeches and classes in colleges; and enlisting thousands of industry
executives and employees as speakers.21
The information campaign often went beyond the benign. The private
utilities described advocates of consumer-owned power as “un-American,”
“Bolshevik,” and “an unholy alliance of radicals.”22 Franklin Delano
Roosevelt later denounced these efforts as “a systematic, subtle, deliberate
and unprincipled campaign of misinformation and propaganda, and if I
may use the words, of lies and falsehoods.”23
In Mississippi, the private power holding companies set up fake
associations to defeat votes in Mississippi towns about whether to set up
cooperatives rather than rely on the private utilities. (A cooperative is a
not-for-profit business voluntarily owned and controlled by the people
who use its services. Unlike investor-owned utilities, a cooperative utility
is operated by and for people of the community. Its goal is to provide
reliable power, not make a profit.) They took over a grocery newspaper
and turned it into a vehicle for promoting the power company line. On
election day they gave out free liquor at the polls. They still lost.
Nevertheless, by the late 1920s, a handful of unregulated private
holding companies were supplying most of the country, and,
unsurprisingly in light of the holding companies’ public relations
onslaught, the number of consumer-owned municipal power systems had
declined from a peak of 3,066 systems in 1923 to 2,320 four years later.24
Farmers and rural areas in the United States were struggling without
electrical services. At a time when most farms in Sweden, Denmark,
France, Germany, New Zealand, and Canada already had electricity,
America’s reliance on unregulated private power left rural areas unserved:
for-profit companies considered it unprofitable to build lines in sparsely
populated areas. In the early 1920s, less than 1 percent of farms in North
Carolina had electricity. As Clarence Poe, the editor of Progressive
Farmer, put it in 1931, “Canadians are willing to take hold, go ahead, and
work out experiments against which we Americans would be completely
frightened away by cries of ‘Socialism! Bolshevism! Paternalism!”25
Meanwhile, electricity was becoming a major domestic policy issue. In
1928, as public concern rose about the size, prices, and practices of the
private utilities, Federal Trade Commission general counsel Robert Healy

“sweated blood” over a four-year investigation of the so-called Power
Trust.26 In a scathing report that ran to 486 pages and 84 volumes of
evidence, Healy documented a range of abuses, including financial
manipulation, stock watering, padding of operating expenses, overpayment
of executives, questionable transactions with subsidiaries, milking of
operating companies, and massive lobbying and propaganda campaigns.
The Healy report singled out the industry’s efforts to “mold the thoughts
and belief of the present and future generations in conformity with utility
interests.”27
The pain of the rural situation, the growing centrality of electricity to
modern life everywhere, the FTC investigation, and the evidence from the
Great Depression that private companies were not the only agents in a
position to promote the general well-being of society led to acceptance of
the idea that effective government needed to be involved in America’s
electrification. And the right president was in office.
As governor of New York in 1928, FDR had led the charge against
private utilities attempting to control the development of the St. Lawrence
River that had steamrolled any state oversight of their operations. He had
an aide collect bills from (private) New York and (public) Ontario,
Canada, power systems. All the New York bills were at least three times
more than what the Hydro Electric Power Commission in Ontario was
charging.28
During the 1932 presidential campaign, FDR issued a statement signed
by thirty-seven congressional leaders from both parties that stated that the
“power question . . . is one of the most important issues before the
American people in the campaign of 1932. . . . Its political significance
cannot be overestimated. . . . The combined utility and banking interests
. . . have the most powerful and widely organized political machine ever
known in our history.”29 FDR also delivered a long attack on Samuel
Insull, the owner of an enormous private utility holding company (the
“Insull Monstrosity”), whose collapse in the Great Depression had
eliminated the life savings of six hundred thousand shareholders. “The
public has paid and paid dearly,” Roosevelt said, “and is now beginning to
understand the need for reform after having been fleeced out of millions of
dollars. . . . Judge me by the enemies I have made. Judge me by the selfish

principles of these utility leaders who have talked of radicalism while they
were selling watered stock to the people, and using our schools to deceive
the coming generation.” He attacked state power and public service
commissions—entirely captured by Insull and his colleagues—for
betraying the public trust, and he endorsed government ownership and
operation of power utility services, saying, “The very fact that a
community can, by vote of the electorate, create a yardstick of its own,
will, in most cases, guarantee good service and low rates to its
population.”30
Although power industry supporters temporarily derailed Roosevelt’s
nomination at the 1932 Democratic National Convention in Chicago, they
were unsuccessful in blocking him from the popular vote. In 1935,
Congress passed the Public Utility Holding Company Act, breaking up
Insull-like holding companies, as well as the Federal Power Act, giving
the federal government the power to regulate the sale and transportation of
electricity.31 President Roosevelt created the federal Rural Electrification
Administration (REA) in 1935.32
The REA was enormously successful: it gave loans and assistance to
hundreds of new municipal and rural power companies and cooperatives—
as well as, starting in 1949, telephone cooperatives.33 Conservative
elements within FDR’s administration urged that private companies also
be eligible for loans and guarantees, but David Lilienthal, a level-headed
lawyer who brought years of experience in the private utilities’ tactics to
his 1933 appointment as one of the original directors of the newly formed
Tennessee Valley Authority, believed that municipal utilities and
cooperatives alone should handle electrification. President Roosevelt
backed him and replaced the Tennessee Valley Authority’s chairman
Arthur Morgan with Lilienthal.34 By 1950, nearly half of U.S. farms had
electricity.35
Today’s urban and rural efforts to ensure publicly overseen,
inexpensive fiber optic connectivity to everyone are the modern equivalent
of the community-based electricity endeavors of a hundred years ago. The
contexts are the same: essentially unregulated privately owned cartels are
in charge of data transmission. Because they often have effective
monopolies in their geographic footprint, it is not in their interest to sell

inexpensive world-class services, to serve rural areas, to upgrade their
lines to fiber (unless under pressure from a community system), or to open
their transmission lines to distribution competitors (as the energy
companies have been forced to do). But today there is no FDR to lead the
fiber optic revolution. And so hundreds of cities and communities around
the country are struggling to control their own destinies by calling for the
construction of community-controlled fiber networks. Bernadine Joselyn
of the Blandin Foundation quoted Jerry Garcia of the Grateful Dead:
“Somebody has to do something, and it’s just incredibly pathetic that it has
to be us.”
If you’re looking for hard national-level data about all this, it turns out
that we have it, and it’s awful. The carriers (chiefly Comcast, Spectrum,
AT&T, Verizon, and CenturyLink) self-report data every six months to the
Federal Communications Commission about where they have deployed
last-mile wires, be they fiber, cable, or copper.36 There is little check as to
whether the information is accurate. The data say nothing about pricing.
Not only that, the FCC’s standards allow the carrier to say that a particular
census block is “served”—meaning that it has service of a particular
capacity—as long as one location in that block has access to service. This
is called the “one-served, all-served assumption.”37
Census blocks are the smallest geographic areas that the U.S. Census
Bureau uses to count things and people. They are anything but uniform:
they are drawn based on natural topography, railroad lines, and many other
invisible factors, and there are more than 11 million of them. Many census
blocks are 6.4 acres or less, particularly in urban areas. My own census
block in New York City—36061006300—spans the square block of West
Ninth Street and West Tenth Street, between Fifth Avenue and Sixth
Avenue; that’s a dense area with many buildings in it. When any unit in
one of those buildings has the capacity to be “served,” meaning to receive
fiber service at some price, however outrageous, the FCC considers the
entire census block “served.” But not all census blocks are necessarily
small: one census block in Alaska measures 8,500 square miles.38
The FCC also has carriers report data about adoption of high-speed
internet access in an extremely limited way. The threshold for considering
a line “high speed” is 10 Mbps or more, which means that the category

includes DSL copper lines, now hopelessly out of date. And the carriers
report the data as a percentage band in a census tract, the next largest
measurement area after a census block.39 A census tract covers anywhere
between 1,000 and 8,000 people.40 Any given census tract could have a
highly heterogeneous population; any tract could be incommensurable
with any other when it comes to geography. Additionally, adoption figures
at the census tract level are reported in quintiles: 0–20 percent, 20–40
percent, and so on.
Data at this level can be somewhat helpful when you are trying to
understand who is generally providing service in a geographic area, but
this won’t represent your experience in your living room or give us any
useful information about which populations are signing up for what
technology. The FCC tells me that Verizon offers its FiOS (fiber-to-thehome) service where I live, but it isn’t available in my apartment
building.41 (Perhaps someone else in my census block is able to subscribe
to FiOS.) And when it comes to adoption numbers, the metric that would
allow us to compare geographic areas and costs for particular wires, the
threshold for what constitutes acceptable service is too low and the bands
are too broad to give any sense of people’s actual experience in, say,
participating in an online class, visiting a doctor, or transmitting data. The
absence of data about what kind of service (fiber, cable, copper) people
have is particularly shocking. And sometimes, service providers even
include small business locations in general counts that policymakers may
assume include only residences.42
Also, crucially, none of this public data includes information about
prices. (The FCC does do a survey of urban rates charged for high-speed
internet access, picking a sample of census blocks from each state for this
purpose; that survey shows generally what the range of prices might be in
a given state, but locally it is useless.)43 There is no way to gather that
information just by looking up offerings online. We know that carriers
routinely advertise special, limited-time offers for people who are
switching services, launching subscriptions, or buying bundles (such as
pay TV plus internet data), so the “real prices” Americans pay for data
transmission are buried under mountains of indirection.

In short, even though two-thirds of Americans view internet access as
a utility, we simply don’t know, as a public matter, who is served at what
address at what price with what service. We also have zero public
information about the location of or cost to access poles, conduits, fiber
routes, cell locations, and other key infrastructure that is essential to
assessing gaps and efficiently targeting public funds.
The coarse and mysterious nature of these data, and particularly the
absence of fine-grained data about price and adoption, helps shield
policymakers from pressure to do anything about the problem—especially
when they sit in federal offices far from local constituents.
There is a problem, and a large one. Although the copper-line phone
system in the United States was the envy of the world when it was
installed, and provided Americans with the same high-quality service at
roughly the same price wherever they were sitting, we are falling far
behind when it comes to upgrading that set of lines to fiber optic internet
connections to homes and businesses—the modern-day standard if you
live in most parts of Asia or northern Europe.
Today in America, local cable or telco monopolies, unconstrained by
either competition or oversight, can charge whatever they want for
whatever level of service their shareholders will accept. The central
problems posed by inadequate last-mile connections are latency and
scarcity. Those households and businesses that have wired connections are
having to wait an unthinkably long time to accomplish simple tasks
involving large amounts of data, if they can even do them at all. American
households and businesses also don’t do all they could with data because
bandwidth is scarce. We have to think about whether we’re online and how
much that access costs. And we are leaving out tens of millions of
Americans for whom connectivity is a luxury. This reality is causing
problems for our future as an innovative and just country, as we fall
further behind in the global race to create new jobs and new ways for
citizens to make choices in their lives. We are amplifying and entrenching
existing rural/urban divides and, even more starkly, inequality of
opportunity.
This state of affairs didn’t come about by accident. It happened
because of lapses in policy and an uninformed, vague belief that the

private market could be relied on to give Americans great communications
infrastructure. That mindset hasn’t brought us the economic growth or
social justice the country needs.
I remember sitting at my desk at a Washington law firm reading about the
initial public offering of stock in Netscape Communications Inc. on
August 9, 1995. Netscape Navigator, largely forgotten today, was the first
widely adopted browser software that made simple graphical web pages
available to all of us, and that IPO marked the beginning of the
commercial internet in America. Those pages had to be simple, because
complicated graphics involve more data and thus more download time,
and there wasn’t much bandwidth available to American homes at the
time: Americans were dialing in over their last-mile copper phone lines to
banks of computers that were sending and receiving small numbers of
packets of data. The constraint was the amount of data the copper phone
line could carry: the standard connection was 28.8 kilobits per second
(Kbps).44 Screens were small and had low resolution for the simple reason
that larger screens and sharper images require more data.
In 1995, the phone companies loved the idea of dial-up internet
service. Households had to buy additional lines in order to be part of the
new internet world while continuing to make phone calls. Left to their own
devices, the phone companies would have moved very slowly into higherbandwidth communications. By about 1997, competition from the cable
TV industry began to push the telephone companies into providing digital
subscriber line (DSL) services.45 At the time, cable TV providers, whose
networks were already designed to handle video rather than just narrowbandwidth voice services, had moved into what they thought would be
“interactive TV” services (two-way communications). Cable companies
then invested in bonding some of those channels together over its hybridfiber coaxial (“cable,” for simplicity) lines. Cable’s substantial investment
at this point made it possible to offer something much more interesting
than interactive TV: high-bandwidth two-way data pathways (using what
cable called its Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification, or
DOCSIS, protocol) for internet communications, over channels that had
been designed for two-way video. It called its product “cable modem”
services.

The phone companies, nudged by this competition from cable modem
services, finally began offering DSL services, which still exist in many
parts of the country. DSL rides on existing last-mile copper phone lines,
dividing those lines into high-frequency communications for data and
lower frequency communications for voice. This allows for an always-on
online connection that still keeps the line free for voice calls.
Cable wires have higher capacity than copper phone wires, meaning
the physical properties of the wire itself make it capable of carrying more
data. The cable industry’s aggressive investment in improving its existing
hybrid-fiber coaxial lines to make cable modem services possible
followed a cheaper upgrade path than what the phone companies would
have had to do to win and keep their internet access customers. Cable
could work with its existing lines. To hold their own, the phone companies
would have needed to dig up their last-mile copper lines and replace them
with fiber optic wires. But the phone companies chose not to do this. The
two major phone companies, AT&T and Verizon, had another existing line
of business to go into that was more profitable and posed lower up-front
expense than installing fiber: they could become primarily wireless
companies. And so they did.
I’ve mentioned briefly our first two wires: copper and cable. And you’ve
already heard about the third, which is fiber. This is our communications
fairy tale, or standup comedy routine—the rule of threes operates in both
contexts. The first two wires have fatal flaws; only the third will carry us
into the future.
Copper’s fatal flaw, its enormous shortcoming, is that a home or
business has to be very close to a central switching office or other
amplifying structure in order to be able to send or receive large amounts
of data. Signals carried over copper are also subject to interference from
other electronics nearby. There are lots of efforts to soup up copper DSL
connections through fancy processing of data (“vectoring”) so as to avoid
interference (“crosstalk”) from the multiple strands of copper lines that
twist around one another to create DSL connections, and to avoid having
to upgrade the last leg to fiber. But these don’t defeat the distance
limitation of DSL, which is sharp and real. You’d need to be within three-

quarters of a mile of a central office to get the fastest speeds available
from a copper DSL connection.
In contrast, cable’s Achilles’ heel is that its last-mile connections,
between neighborhood shared points (“nodes”) and houses, are sent over a
coaxial cable that will never be as frictionless as glass. The pure glass of a
fiber optic cable allows for virtually unlimited “headroom”—as far as we
can tell, once the glass is installed, its signal-carrying capacity is limited
only by the electronics attached to it. Signals can travel effortlessly and
undiminished for many miles inside a fiber strand without needing to be
amplified. Inside a cable wire, however, because the layers of material the
signals are traveling through (which include copper and other media) are
not as pure as glass, signals both move more slowly and bounce around
much more, which makes them lose strength. Cable signals need to be
amplified—by using additional equipment, which requires additional
expense—in order to get where they need to go. As long as the cable
industry relies on coaxial cable between residences and shared
neighborhood nodes, it will never be able to exceed the informationcarrying capacity and easy upgradability of a fiber-to-the-home
connection.
Another issue: because cable’s shared neighborhood nodes were built
initially as entertainment-delivery vehicles, they vastly preference
downloads over uploads. Every time they are redesigned to carry
symmetric streams of data with equal uploading and downloading
capacity, lots of gear has to be swapped out—including the cable modems
at consumers’ residences. If this rebuilding were easy or inexpensive, the
cable industry would have done it already. People who say “who needs
symmetric access?” today are just like those who said “who needs
electricity for anything but lightbulbs?” a hundred years ago. Because
symmetric high-capacity networks don’t yet exist in the giant U.S. market,
the applications to use them, our twenty-first-century analogs to electric
kitchen appliances, also don’t yet exist. Building for the future requires
inexpensive symmetric access, and that requires the headroom of fiber;
cable has neither.
Fiber is a better technology than cable, both more flexible and easier to
upgrade, which is why every other leg of the U.S. communications
network is made of fiber. The “middle mile,” or connections between

cities, is all fiber; the “backbones” between areas of the country are all
fiber.46 Again, the only thing you have to do to make fiber carry more
information is switch out the electronics, the lasers, at the ends of the lastmile segments. Once the glass is in the ground, it will last for decades.47
Even though cities were forbidden by law to make exclusive deals with
cable operators, by the mid-1990s local cable companies had acquired
monopoly presences in most urban U.S. areas and were selling pay-TV
subscription services.48 They saw the internet access opportunities and
quickly made investments that allowed them to sell both data and video
services. (I tell this story in greater detail in Captive Audience.) This
nudged the telcos to go more enthusiastically into the DSL business in
order to hold on to their subscribers. For a few years in the early 2000s,
cable and telco internet access services in urban geographies competed
neck-and-neck: roughly the same prices, roughly the same bandwidth.
Then things changed. The telcos’ lines, including their DSL services,
had been regulated as utilities, meaning that the owners of those lines had
to share their facilities with competing retail services, at the same price.
Cable companies had always been free of this requirement. The telcos had
always found the arrangement unfair, and now that they and the cable
operators were competing to provide the same service, they successfully
argued that the regulatory difference seriously distorted the market.
Beginning in 2004, the FCC deregulated high-speed internet access and
ruled that basic lines no longer had to be shared by multiple competing
providers.49 To close the sale, the telcos added a sweetener: they promised
to dig up their copper lines and install fiber—which really could have
competed successfully with cable—if only the FCC would set them free
from all that nasty regulation. Except that the sweetener was really more
like an ultimatum.50
Ed Whitacre, the chairman of SBC, the predecessor of today’s AT&T,
told the Los Angeles Times in June 2004 that the company planned to
invest $6 billion in fiber optic upgrades as soon as the regulatory
environment for the company became “more rational.” A Wall Street
analyst, quoted in the same story, outlined the threat: “SBC was ‘sending a
strong message’ to the FCC, said independent telecom analyst Jeff Kagan

in Atlanta: ‘They have billions of pent-up investment dollars that they are
planning to release into the marketplace, assuming they consider the
regulatory rules and environment to be fair.’” SBC and the other Baby
Bells (now subsumed into today’s CenturyLink, Verizon, and AT&T)
would be “first replacing the copper wires in thousands of neighborhoods
with fiber optic cable,” the Times reported.51 The message could not be
clearer: the telcos would not invest in fiber networks unless the
regulations were lifted.
There
are
many
Lucy-with-the-football
moments
in
telecommunications history, and this was one of them. The telcos got the
regulatory relief they sought, but they didn’t invest in fiber.
Out of either naiveté or calculation, the FCC proclaimed that the
competition it was seeing between cable modem and DSL services, and
hoped to see from fiber, would protect consumers more than regulation
possibly could. In 2004 and 2005 it steadily removed all oversight and all
infrastructure-sharing requirements from all forms of last-mile high-speed
internet access.52 Nothing new was put in place to stop any of these
companies from collaborating or choosing lines of business that they
could dominate.
Through a series of mergers and combinations, the two largest
remaining telcos (Verizon and AT&T) had already acquired substantial
wireless businesses at the time the internet access marketplace was
deregulated. Those wireless businesses—mobile cellular monthly
subscriptions—were more profitable than wired DSL subscriptions, and
AT&T and Verizon steadily transformed themselves into mostly-wireless
businesses. Fiber was too much up-front capital expense for their
shareholders to swallow. Today, about 70 percent of Verizon’s revenues
comes from its wireless segment, and AT&T is about 54 percent wireless.
(CenturyLink, the third remaining large telco, doesn’t have a wireless
operation but is also backing away from residential last-mile wires in
favor of a higher-margin line of business: more than 75 percent of its
revenue comes from business customers.)53
Verizon, under the leadership of CEO Ivan Seidenberg, did briefly
launch a fiber-to-the-home service, FiOS, beginning in 2005, but Wall
Street hated the heavy up-front capital expenditures, and Verizon stopped

expanding FiOS in 2010. Seidenberg left Verizon in mid-2011, and in early
2015 Verizon sold off its FiOS networks in California, Texas, and
Florida.54 So although Verizon is our only “nationwide” provider of fiberto-the-home services, FiOS residential internet access actually reaches
only about five million households, mostly in leafy suburbs on the east
coast.
At the same time, the phone companies ceded the wired internet access
marketplace to the cable companies in most urban areas of the country.
The telcos’ shareholders were happy with wireless, and it was cheaper for
the cable industry to upgrade its cable modem services to provide higher
capacity data flows than it was for the phone companies to dig up their
copper lines and replace them with fiber. Cable modem services began to
capture more and more new internet subscribers as well as people
switching over from DSL. A huge percentage of net new residential
internet access subscriptions went to cable: 89 percent in 2014, 106
percent in 2015, 122 percent in 2016.55 (How could you have more than
100 percent of all net new subscriptions? When some of them are from
people switching from DSL to cable.) Cable companies added about
855,000 subscribers in the fourth quarter of 2016, while telco companies
lost 120,000.56 This has been a steady trend. As Wall Street analyst Craig
Moffett told investors in June 2017, “There are no signs of any moderation
in Cable’s win rate in broadband. . . . The first quarter of 2017 marked the
eighth consecutive quarter when Cable captured more than 100 percent of
market growth—that is, that the TelCos shrank in aggregate—and the
seventeenth consecutive quarter that the Cable industry captured higher
share than in the corresponding quarter a year earlier.”57 Cable companies
have steadily merged and swapped systems so that they control entire
markets and never enter each others’ territories.
Today, if you are one of the 100 million Americans living in the most
densely populated 37,000 square miles in the continental United States, it
is very likely that your only choice for internet access over 25 Mbps is
your local cable monopoly.58 You’ve got one choice of a second-rate
technology at a very high price. There may be a small competitor who is
allowed to have 10 percent of your local market, but is careful not to

radically underprice the big player so as not to be put out of business.
There are two cable giants, Comcast and Charter Communications (now
known as Spectrum, and including the former Time Warner Cable), both of
which charge a lot for high-capacity internet access and charge even more
if you try to sign up for internet access without also subscribing to their
pay TV services.
Because of their explosive growth, their discipline in carving out
exclusive territories for themselves, and the expense of their core highspeed internet access product (the prices charged for it are 95 percent
profit), Comcast and Spectrum have few people left to sell to; their growth
from now on is coming from simply raising prices on their existing
customers.59
If you live in a suburban area, as one of the 100 million Americans in
the less-dense areas that make up 158,000 square miles of the country,
your local cable monopoly also likely has dominion over your internet
access. If you’re in a particularly wealthy suburb, one of the telcos or
Google or an independent player may have shown up with fiber-to-thehome service, but it’s unlikely.
And if you’re in a rural area, all bets are off. About 123 million
Americans live in the least-dense 3.2 million square miles of the country.
If you’re one of them, you’re likely relegated to a local incumbent telco or
cable company offering poor-quality wired service at best. You may have
no wired service at all and be stuck with satellite—meaning that you have
to send data packets 22,300 miles into space in order to communicate,
which involves lots of delay and high expense.60 Or your local telco
incumbent may be trying mightily to persuade you to drop your copper
line and be happy with mobile wireless service, which will limit your
internet access to smartphone data plans.
I heard that wireless story several times during my travels. In the tiny
town of Otis, in the foothills of the Berkshires in Western Massachusetts,
selectman Bill Hiller complained to me about the town’s DSL service from
Verizon. “The service is not good,” he said. “It’s getting worse; it’s
degrading. And once you lose it, you don’t get it back.” Verizon was taking
DSL lines out of service whenever it could and not adding new DSL
customers. Aaron Bean at Westfield Gas & Electric, just outside Otis, told

me that when a woman subdivided her property and sold off parcels, the
parcels were no longer served by Verizon as DSL customers, even though
the property as a whole had had DSL before it was divided. The same thing
happened in rural Nevada City, California, where Michael Anderson told
me that home buyers who thought their new houses came with DSL were
being told by AT&T that the service wasn’t available any more. “And so
we’ve had people fall out of escrow, the realtors are out of their minds.”
Sellers are now keeping their names on the DSL bill even though they
themselves have moved to Florida.
The crucial thing to understand is that the American wired data market has
been very effectively segmented, both geographically and by service.
Comcast and Spectrum overlap nowhere. Verizon and AT&T overlap
nowhere for last-mile wired services. Although Verizon FiOS is a better
service than cable, FiOS is present in very little of the territory of major
cable companies: just 13 percent of Comcast’s territory and just 5 percent
of Spectrum’s.61
CenturyLink isn’t even trying to compete with cable. Instead it sells
inexpensive DSL, unchallenged, in large portions of the rural United
States: CenturyLink faces competition from Spectrum in just 16 percent of
its territory, and in areas where CenturyLink overlaps with either Spectrum
or Comcast, its offers are concentrated in far lower speeds and are seldom
comparable on speed with either cable provider. CenturyLink has done
small demonstrations of fiber-to-the-home in some neighborhoods, but
mostly to gin up interest in the lower-capacity copper network options that
it actually makes available to customers in those places—to take
advantage, in other words, of the halo effect of fiber.62 As CenturyLink’s
CFO, Stewart Ewing, told Wall Street analysts in 2016, “When customers
called and weren’t in the fiber footprint and realized they could get 20
Mbps or get 40 Mbps [over copper] and when they did they were willing to
switch. . . . The philosophy we have used when we have rolled out fiber to
16 markets is to be able to get the excitement in the markets, to have a gig
available in certain parts of markets and generate the phone calls from
customers, so we can sell them the speeds [over copper] that are available
to them.”63 CenturyLink’s fiber business, where it exists, is focused on
businesses, not residences.

AT&T is pursuing the same strategy—selling residential DSL-based
plans concentrated on lower speeds than cable offers. Interestingly, it
prices those plans in line with, or even slightly higher than, comparable
offers from the local cable monopoly. In exchange for getting its purchase
of DirecTV approved in 2015, AT&T agreed to pass (note: not “connect,”
just go somewhere nearby) at least 12.5 million locations with a fiber
network. Both business and home locations could be counted.64 (This
fuzzing between residences and businesses is often present in FCC data,
making the entire area even more confusing.) But there was no regulatory
oversight of where those locations were, and news reports make clear that
AT&T has built its residential fiber-to-the-node services (in which copper
wire runs from neighborhood fiber hubs into houses, creating a bottleneck
for data before it reaches those hubs) disproportionately in higher-income
communities.65 It is impossible to know how many residents have actually
subscribed. We do know that AT&T’s pricing for fiber-to-the-node service
is quite high—$90 a month for gigabit access, or $119 a month if you
don’t allow AT&T to track your web browsing preferences and target ads
at you.66 In Stockholm, the same level of service costs $25.
The giants in the wired market are the two enormous cable companies:
Comcast, with about 25 million wired data subscribers, and Spectrum,
with about 23 million. AT&T has about 15 million DSL subscribers,
Verizon has about 7 million, and CenturyLink about 6 million. All three
continue to shed DSL customers.67
Google Fiber made enormous waves and jarred the marketplace by
announcing in February 2010 that it would bring fiber-to-the-home to
localities that sent the best set of responses to a questionnaire.68 The
Google announcement—made the same year Verizon stepped back from
FiOS—was accompanied by balloons, press conferences, and enormous
excitement. I distinctly remember cheering when I watched the videos
from my desk; finally, we would see in the United States what people in
Stockholm and Seoul had had for years. Google’s impact was mostly
inspirational, because more than a thousand U.S. cities got excited by the
offer and started getting their act together to attract Google. (Topeka,
Kansas, temporarily renamed itself “Google” in order to get the company’s
attention.)69 Although Google ended up building fiber in just a handful of

places, serving fewer than a million customers, it made mayors jealous,
triggered lower prices and better service from local cable monopolies, and
launched many municipal efforts.70 Google’s investors found fiber too
capital-intensive for their tastes, and Google announced in late 2016 that it
would not expand to additional cities.71
As of spring 2018, the fiber-to-the-home picture in the United States
was worse than spotty. Together, Verizon FiOS, AT&T GigaPower, and
Google Fiber carried expensive services to about 10–11 million customers
in about 119 million households, or less than 10 percent of the population,
all in dense urban or suburban areas, mostly on the coasts, and all on a
“demand” basis—not evenly across entire cities.72 The connections are too
expensive for many people. Cable modem monopolists powerfully
dominate urban areas, and do this without constraint in locations that do
not have fiber. Rural locations are often relegated to mobile wireless, poor
cable modem service, or DSL over copper lines. Sometimes they have
nothing other than expensive, jittery satellite access. AT&T and Verizon
are aggressively backing out of the DSL marketplace across the country in
an effort to shift subscribers to mobile-wireless-only services.73
The Obama FCC moved in February 2015 to relabel high-speed
Internet access services as regulated services in connection with multiyear
“net neutrality” scuffles.74 But under the Trump administration, the FCC
has removed that label.75 Under neither president has the FCC been
willing to take on the fiber upgrade problem—the competition problem,
the productivity problem—for the country. The Obama FCC launched a
plan to give billions of dollars in subsidy funding (the money comes from
a 17 percent fee added to the bills of long-distance landline customers,
which is its own story) to existing carriers—AT&T, Verizon, CenturyLink
—to ensure that they would maintain “high-speed” 10 Mbps connections
in rural areas. That’s the standard the commission has set for rural
locations at a time when the FCC itself defines “high speed” as 25 Mbps
downloads.76 This subsidy is a waste of federal funding: it supports a
ridiculously low threshold of service and the wrong technology.
Predictably, AT&T is using the money to provide cellular service in those
places, something it probably would be doing anyway.77

You may be thinking, “But isn’t the world going wireless?” Of course it is.
The important thing to understand is that 95 percent or more of a wireless
connection is the wire that over-the-airwaves communications need to
reach in order to get anywhere. Fiber and wireless are complementary
technologies. Saying “the future is wireless, who cares about fiber” is like
saying we can have airplanes without airports—those wireless signals
need a wire in order to travel any real distance.
Exciting things are coming in wireless: vastly increased capacity, new
ways of encoding information, better use of the airwaves. And we love our
wireless devices. But if fiber is provided by a single private monopoly in
each locality, and that private provider also sells wireless services, we’ll
be sunk.
All wireless connectivity works the same, simple way. Wires are
connected to physical locations that host a transmitter of some kind. That
transmitter, or antenna, transmits radio frequencies over the air. Your
device receives those frequencies and understands what information has
been encoded onto them. Decoded, that information can sound like a
phone call or represent a database; it’s all just information. Looked at from
the other direction: you speak into a device, that device transmits the
information over radio waves to some form of receiver, and that receiver
sends your information over a wire to its ultimate destination.
You need both wires and radio frequencies for this system to work. But
just as there are different flavors of wires, with different capacities to
transmit data, there are different flavors of radio frequencies, all lying on
a spectrum, with different levels of power.
The basic idea is that electromagnetic radio waves wobble up and
down at regular intervals. We measure the frequency of those waves in
hertz, where one hertz is one cycle per second. We’re also interested in the
related measurement of how much distance each wave cycle covers.
Imagine you’re standing on a pier jutting out into the ocean, watching
from the side while waves break on the beach. You’re busy measuring the
time between the crest of one wave and the crest of the next. If that time
interval is one second, that means the wave frequency is one hertz (1 Hz).
You then might want to measure the distance from one peak to the next:
the wavelength. For light, there’s an exact inverse correlation: the higher

the frequency, the shorter the wavelength. (This correlation also holds for
water waves, but it’s not exact because bigger waves travel faster.)
The more waves per second—meaning the higher their frequency—the
more information can be conveyed across a given distance. If you think
about this, it makes sense. More wobbles per second means more
opportunities per second to encode differences in information. As long as
you’ve got something on the other end of the transmission that can decode
what you’ve said, you can convey much more information at higher
frequencies than at lower ones.
But at higher frequencies, in the gigahertz or billions-per-second
range, the wavelengths get astonishingly short—close to a millimeter in
the 28 gigahertz (GHz) range that is used for 5G communications.78 Those
very short waves have trouble carrying information over anything more
than very short distances, particularly when they are sent out using lowpower transmissions (as Wi-Fi currently is). In engineering jargon, veryhigh-frequency radio waves “attenuate” extremely rapidly, so to take
advantage of their high communications capacity you have to be very
close to the hotspot (the device connected to a wire that is sending and
receiving wireless communications)—no more than a few hundred feet,
for example, for transmissions in the 28 GHz range.79
At very high frequencies, transmissions can also be easily disrupted—
the jargon for this is “interference.” Walls, buildings, rain, leaves, and
people can all get in the way of a millimeter-wave transmission.
To think a bit more about interference, imagine throwing a small stone
into a smooth lake. The ripples going out in ever-widening circles from
that stone, once it has hit the water, initially have a certain frequency—
their peaks and valleys are regular and can be measured, just like the
waves you watched from the pier. If it was just a small stone, the ripples
won’t spread very far, and the water will quickly be smooth again. If there
is a rock jutting up above the surface of the lake, it will block and change
the predictable propagation of those ripples.
You have just imagined a wireless transmission, in water form. The
energy you used to throw that small stone is akin to the energy applied in
sending a transmission. The ripples can be overlaid with data, and thus
carry information in a circular area around where the stone fell. Leaves,

trees, weather, other buildings, and humans are like the rocks sticking up
above the water’s surface—they disrupt the information-carrying ripples,
interfering with them, often blocking them, and eventually make them
unintelligible.
Beginning in the 1920s, the U.S. government took on the allocation of
radio waves at particular frequencies, licensing their use to commercial
and governmental transmitters.80 Radio waves used for television and now
internet access wobble at anywhere from 700 megahertz (MHz) to many
gigahertz. That means 700 million waves a second, or several billion.81
That’s a lot of wobbling. The higher up the spectrum you go, the more
information the waves can carry.
A few portions of radio spectrum, way up the dial (at 2.4 GHz, 3.5
GHz, 5 GHz) are already available for unlicensed low-power uses or will
soon be available for low-power shared use (shared between the
government and commercial operators).82 If those airwaves were available
for high-power, licensed use, they could carry a great deal of information.
But that information might not penetrate walls at all, or as well as the
carriers’ existing 700 MHz spectrum does. The higher the frequency, the
lower the penetration.
You can pick up AT&T or Verizon mobile cellular transmissions near
windows inside your house because those companies are using relatively
low frequencies for transmission—700 or 800 MHz—that can penetrate
window glass and walls, particularly at the high power levels that their
licenses permit.83 But if you’re in the basement, you’re less likely to get a
signal.
Higher frequencies require a transmitter in your house. Your device
receives data transmitted through the air, and you quickly send data back.
Here’s the limiting factor: The transmitter has to have enormous capacity
in order for your device to be able to send enormous amounts of data back
to the outside world. The key mental leap you need to make is that
wireless communication is two-way: you are uploading as well as
downloading. (And in a creative, productive, working world, you are
uploading a great deal. Everyone’s download was once someone’s upload.)
All modern mobile data transmissions need to be close to highcapacity wires. To get those transmissions anywhere, poles and other

places where transmitters/receivers are placed have to be connected to
thick, high-capacity pipes.
Here’s the obvious payoff: now that we all want to be using devices
chugging and sending reams of data—and every surface, gadget, and
sensor in our homes, businesses, and civic operations may need to be
communicating—we’ve got to raise the information-carrying capacity of
our wireless communications as well as our wires. Carriers are seeing
clearly that the untold amounts of data that residents and businesses are
generating and demanding through their wireless devices will require
using higher frequency spectrum, where broader swaths of frequencies
might be available to use, and building many more towers and hotspots,
and connecting all of those towers and hotspots to fiber—because only
fiber will be able to cope with the flood. And that combination—more
spectrum, more towers, more fiber—is necessary for all the 5G predictions
you’ve heard to come true.
Now: What is 5G?
There are just three ways to increase the capacity of radio waves to
carry internet-bound communications. The first way is to get more
spectrum into the job of shipping data. So, for example, if you’ve had only
10 MHz of spectrum (in terms of width of the band on the dial—say
between 700 and 710 MHz) to use for data, and you get 100 additional
MHz, you’ll be able to send a lot more data. But most of the relatively
low-frequency (TV band-adjacent) radio-wave spectrum in the country has
been administratively allocated, one way or another. It may be
scandalously underused, but it’s been handed out. We have allocational or
regulatory scarcity of lower-frequency spectrum in the United States.84
Here’s an example that mobile carriers would like to fix: A giant band
of 150 MHz of spectrum, up around the 3.5 GHz area, has been allocated
nationwide to air traffic control radars on aircraft carriers.85 I don’t know
about you, but I hardly ever see an aircraft carrier in my neighborhood.
The United States has about twelve of them lurking offshore. But they’re
sitting on that band, and they’re probably not going to budge without a lot
of political pressure. The Navy is hoping to get licensed access to broad
bands of very-high-frequency spectrum (28 and 60 GHz get talked about)

and use it for higher-capacity communications. The trade-off is that these
millimeter-length waves will have trouble penetrating walls.
The second way to increase capacity of radio waves is to have cleverer
ways of encoding them with information. You can think of this as
dreaming up ways of forcing waves to carry more information across the
same unit of time than they used to. We’re making advances, but we’re
about to reach the limit that the laws of physics tell us is possible for
information-carrying capacity. (This is called the Shannon limit, for
Claude Shannon, a famous physicist who used to ride his bicycle in the
hallways of Bell Labs.)86
This march toward the Shannon limit is represented by a blizzard of
acronyms: CDMA, a transmission technology, allowed about 2.5 Mbps of
information to be carried across 10 MHz of spectrum (2.5 million bits per
second); HSDPA (or 3G) crammed about 8 Mbps of data into that same
bandwidth; LTE (or 4G) gave us about 120 Mbps of information using,
again, 10 MHz of spectrum.87 That’s about all we can do with coding
efficiency with single radios working independently.
So carriers are moving to a third way to increase the informationcarrying load of spectrum: reusing it by creating a multipath connection. If
you (1) set up a whole cluster of cells, or base stations, that have tiny
antennae on them, and (2) send out and receive simultaneous multipath
transmissions over the same very high frequency (where more spectrum is
available) but (3) coordinate the transmissions in a way that (4) can be
understood by a very clever listener, you can in essence send the same
communication across many different channels at once—busting through
the Shannon limit.88 The 5G part of this is the common protocol expected
to emerge in 2020 as a worldwide standard that will set up the multipath
encoding scheme.89
The hope is that 5G will deliver capacity up in the gigabit range to all
of our devices. It’s likely, at first, to operate on much higher frequencies
than are currently used, way up in the 28 or 37 GHz range, because that’s
where more spectrum is available. And it will use more spectrum—
perhaps an entire gigahertz.90 In order to work using this very-highfrequency spectrum, the 5G protocol is going to require millions of
additional base stations or cells in urban areas. These base stations will

have to be much closer to one another than traditional cell towers because
very-high-frequency transmissions cannot go very far before the signal
fades. (And we still need to figure out how to send them through walls.)
How closely spaced will these base stations have to be? Well, when
Verizon launched 4G in 2012, it needed to turn on just 30,000 base stations
in order to cover 93 percent of the U.S. population. Verizon was using lowfrequency spectrum, with its longer range. In order to get 5G into the
marketplace, it will need ten million base stations. None of the private
operators are talking about 5G outside urban areas; the distances you
would have to fill with closely spaced towers or base stations are too great
for private carriers to contemplate. Rural places will still require fiber, but
it will be fiber to the home, which both South Korea and Sweden have
already installed in rural areas.91
Here’s the kicker: the 5G protocol will have us sending huge amounts
of data from inside our homes and from our mobile devices, and in order
to transmit it across any distance, we will need very-high-capacity wired
connections—fiber—attached to every one of those small cells. Only fiber
can do the job. It may sound paradoxical, but the future of advanced
wireless services depends completely on how much fiber is in place.
Fiber will have to extend deep into neighborhoods and buildings to
connect these tiny base stations. This will work fine in Japan, where
companies can lease dark fiber (meaning fiber optic cable without
electronics connected to it firing pulses of light) anywhere in any city for
$50 a month.92 But you can’t do that right now in the United States: we
don’t have dark fiber to every corner, much less at prices of $50 a month.
If 5G evolves as a worldwide standard, there’s not going to be much 5G
coverage in the United States because we don’t have that much fiber.
We should not want Verizon or AT&T to be in charge of this new 5G
world. If we want that world to be more competitive than the existing
mobile wireless world—and we should!—we need to ensure that fiber is
available for lease cheaply everywhere. Whoever controls the fiber
controls the attachment to it—the 5G base stations. If a public actor
controls the fiber, it can require that all 5G base stations be platforms,
open to many competing players. But if a private actor, say Verizon or
AT&T, controls the fiber under city streets, and in particular the fiber

running all the way to these small cells, it can demand preferential
treatment for its proprietary 5G base station installations (or allow only a
few competitors to share them).
We do not want to replicate in the new zippy 5G world the grinding
monopolies we now have for wired and wireless access. Wireless mobile
data in the United States is only slightly more competitive than wireline
access: AT&T and Verizon together have a comfortable “duopoly with a
fringe” situation, with the two companies splitting the vast majority of
wireless customers and almost all free cash flow. T-Mobile and Sprint are
also-rans.
The yearning for control of the 5G world is already apparent. Verizon
has said that its 5G plans require it to lay 1,700 strands of fiber for each
cable it installs in Boston, with each fiber strand ending in a hotspot.93 It’s
hardly conceivable that Verizon plans to share those hotspots or access to
that fiber, except with a company whose services it needs in another city.
The Internet of Things in Boston will consist of only Verizon’s things.
Not only does wireless not solve our access problem, but both the need
for more fiber everywhere and the need for that fiber to be publicly
overseen (so as to avoid the risks of monopolization in the 5G world) are
far greater in an advanced wireless ecosystem. In the United States, what
we really need for the wireless revolution to occur is publicly overseen
dark fiber available for lease at reasonable prices everywhere, with
neutral, nondiscriminatory interconnection points for 5G platforms
attached to that fiber at frequent intervals.
All we need to do is ensure that the dark fiber is leased at reasonable
prices to anyone, runs to buildings and poles everywhere, and is accessible
by way of a common interface controlled by local government, akin to a
street grid. Here’s the problem. AT&T has a lot of dark fiber, but it is not
required to lease it to outside companies, and therefore won’t. Verizon acts
the same way.94 (Remember that AT&T and Verizon don’t overlap in their
last-mile fiber builds that might reach small cells, ever.) It’s well known
that AT&T and Verizon, who need each other in their different last-mile
territories, swap “backhaul” fiber (between base stations and aggregation
points upstream) between themselves.

That reality, absent public intervention, will make life extraordinarily
difficult for any new player wanting to get into the 5G or Internet of
Things world: upstarts won’t be able to get their data any distance at a
reasonable expense without a public dark fiber option, because AT&T and
Verizon, which can charge whatever they like for that transport, have a
strong incentive to keep competitors out of the market.
But operators will need a zillion hotspot points to make 5G work, so
cities will have a great deal of leverage. If cities made dark fiber available
to a common infrastructure of interconnection points, they would make it
possible for many different 5G operators to look for customers. One
infrastructure, useful to everyone. If cities don’t act affirmatively to set
the stage for 5G, the single actors and duopolies that dominate wireline
connections will extend that dominance into the wireless realm.
Confronted with a question about fiber optic last-mile connections, people
who don’t know better will often say, “Who needs fiber when we have
Comcast?” These people are the modern-day equivalent of those who had
just a lightbulb but no other electric appliances in the 1930s and could not
imagine anything different. But even today, Comcast’s last-mile wires are
not good enough to provide the service that is cheaply available elsewhere,
and millions of Americans are being left behind because they can’t afford
Comcast’s services, or because the company has chosen not to expand its
wires to where they live.
A private monopolist’s incentives are not necessarily aligned with our
public goals of social justice or even with economic growth. To be the
place where new industries are born, health care advances become
ubiquitous, and people get the education they need to thrive and move
toward new opportunities, everyone needs high-capacity connectivity at a
reasonable price, just as everyone needed electricity. Instead, after a
sustained thirty-year attack on the idea that government should play any
role in economic regulation, we’re hanging on to a distorted idea of
freedom that leaves everyone free to fail to thrive—to be without the basic
connectivity, and the economic and social benefits it creates, that people
elsewhere in the world take for granted. It simply is not true that
unrestrained private gain always leads to public good.

The question “Who needs fiber when the future is wireless?” merits a
similarly snappy response. Fiber is complementary to wireless. They do
not substitute for one another. In order to work, very-high-capacity
wireless connections—5G—require fiber to run deep into neighborhoods
and buildings, and future wireless networks will look like present-day WiFi in their architecture: relatively small areas, each attached to fiber. That
fiber will need to be publicly overseen in order to avoid the
monopolization we have already seen in wired internet access.
Jonas Birgersson of Sweden learned these same things, twenty years
ago: privately owned telecommunications companies that are responsible
to distant investors and operate existing copper networks will inevitably
divide markets so as to avoid competition, and resist investing in any
upgrade to fiber, claiming that it’s impossibly expensive. “They only have
one problem, the [incumbent] operators,” Birgersson said. “They’re
wrong.” Government officials believe these private incumbents’
arguments “because there’s a lot of money involved.” You need proofs of
concept, working networks, to persuade people. Open-access networks,
allowing lots of competitive retail choices that run across fiber, are best
for consumers and pricing—and require cities to rip up the streets just
once. “Even in the [incumbent] cartels,” Birgersson said, “the debate over
fiber is over. The big guys inside the cartels understand that they need
fiber to survive, and for wireless. The big bosses understand this. They
want to figure out how they can get there without thinking like
competitors.”
The good news for the United States is that more than five hundred brave
cities in this country are way ahead of the national trend.95 They have
realized that inexpensive fiber connections are critical to their survival,
and the locations that have actually installed these facilities are thriving.
Leverett, Massachusetts; Sandy, Oregon; Chattanooga, Tennessee; Wilson,
North Carolina; Cedar Falls, Iowa; and Lafayette, Louisiana, all offer their
citizens gigabit last-mile fiber access.96 But as Bill Hiller of Otis,
Massachusetts, diplomatically put it to me, “It’s a lot to get up to speed.
It’s a long learning curve. It’s a long move to get there.” The city leaders I
have met are determined to help others get up that learning curve.

CHAPTER FOUR

Community Stories

W

economic growth and social justice,
we are often stuck at the national level and we are often
complaining. You might think that the fiber story is a national
one as well. But it turns out that America’s awful, expensive data
connectivity is a national problem for which the solution is intensely
local: cities and localities are leading the way. Why? Because people live
locally. Pain is felt locally. And local officials and entrepreneurs are
responding with a thoroughly bipartisan, thoroughly practical movement.
I spent many days in Chattanooga, Greensboro, Wilson, Otis,
Winthrop, Nevada City, and San Francisco. I also went back to my
hometown of Santa Monica, California. Each of these places stands for a
different part of the story.
Chattanooga’s history of public electricity and public planning was a
source of great strength as it built its gigabit fiber network. Greensboro,
although similar in size to Chattanooga, has no such history and is
struggling to solve its connectivity issue. Wilson, a very small town in
eastern North Carolina, has a history like Chattanooga’s and has gone even
farther in making its fiber network affordable for poor residents.1 Otis, in
the foothills of the Berkshires in Western Massachusetts, used town
meetings—the most direct form of democracy—to gather support and
public funding for its fiber network. Winthrop, a tiny Minnesota farming
community, joined together with more than a dozen other nearby localities
HEN AMERICANS TALK ABOUT

to create a cooperative for laying fiber—a very promising form of
collective action.2 An entrepreneur named John Paul is trying to bring
fiber to Nevada City, California, just as Google brought it to Austin, but is
having difficulty without the strong support of public officials.3 San
Francisco, the shining gem of the country’s largest cities, is the first major
city in the country to take on its fiber problem.4 Santa Monica, where I
went to high school, is reaping the benefits of extraordinarily long-term
fiber planning by city hall.5
These community efforts show us that public involvement in fiber
networks—whatever specific business model is followed locally—leads to
lower prices and better communications services for everyone in a given
locality; clear and reliable prices rather than “teaser offers”; better
customer service, profits, and payments that benefit a local community
rather than distant shareholders; and an ability to plan for a community’s
long-term future. Public control of basic fiber infrastructure provides solid
ground on which everything else the private marketplace wants to do—sell
particular data services, increase productivity, support new forms of
industries—can flourish. I found these developments in every corner of
America. But I started off in Stockholm.
In the early 1990s, Stockholm’s businesses and its 900,000 citizens were
highly interested in fiber connectivity, but there was very little fiber
around. The incumbent phone company, Telia, had no great incentive to
upgrade its copper lines to fiber. The city’s leaders decided that they
wanted to have the streets dug up just once—Swedes are orderly—and that
the public sector should be responsible for fiber as it had always been
responsible for transport and other infrastructure. Any fiber line would
have to be provided by a neutral player and open to all service providers
on equal, nondiscriminatory, and easy-to-understand terms in order to
create competition in retail-level services. Stokab, a city-controlled
corporation, was created in 1994 to build out dark (passive) fiber over city
rights of way and to lease that capacity to telecom operators, businesses,
local authorities, and others.6 Stokab recouped its original expenses in
2001 and now throws off about $27 million a year in profits that help
finance the city’s other needs.7 In Stockholm, leasing dark fiber costs less

than a quarter of what it costs in New York City—where a purely private,
unconstrained market operates.
Stockholm is one of Europe’s fastest-growing cities, with talent
arriving on its doorstep from southern Europe as well as the United States.
New digital businesses are thriving, to the point that Stockholm has
become the world’s second largest startup hub after Silicon Valley.8 The
tech companies Skype and Spotify came from Stockholm, as well as
financial technology companies Klarna (online payment company) and
iZettle (card reader manufacturer) and many others; Amazon is building
multiple data centers there.9 “We’ve built for the last twenty years the best
open fiber network in the world,” Staffan Ingvarsson, Stokab’s CEO, told
me. “Did we know that one of the things coming out of that would be
Skype or Spotify? Nope.” Instead, Stockholm set general goals: to be the
“smartest city in the world” and to be fossil-fuel-free by 2040.10 It has a
host of commitments in education, health care (a dedicated fiber strand to
each house for health care services), city services, climate change, water
use—all based on the assumption that moving data will be easy and
inexpensive.
Not only that, but the horizontal strategy the region employed for fiber
—neutral, reasonably priced infrastructure leased to private players on a
nondiscriminatory basis—is being applied to every step the city takes in
new services: cell towers open to all competitive carriers, traffic light data
open to all, standard connections available to everyone, with the aim of
improving opportunities for all residents. The same kind of planning also
extends to “soft” social services, provided as basic assistance to anyone.
As Ingvarsson put it, “The key here right now is to build in a platform way
that really is open, that really makes it possible to go in various
directions.” The goal: to provide the highest quality of life to Stockholm
residents and the best entrepreneurial climate.
The United States will never be Sweden. But Santa Monica led the way in
America by providing a wholly municipal fiber network called Santa
Monica City Net. It took more than a decade of work, led by Jory Wolf, the
city’s chief information officer, to get the network up and running. Wolf
did the job incrementally, beginning in 1998 with a telecommunications
master plan that put him in the room whenever a public works official was

considering tearing up a street. Wolf ’s presence in those meetings ensured
that every opportunity to install city fiber was taken advantage of, and he
started by installing fiber infrastructure between municipal buildings and
city schools.
The city initially invested just $530,000 to do this work, but then saved
at least $700,000 a year by not having to lease lines from private
companies. Through endless, relentless persuasion of city authorities,
Wolf was allowed to reinvest those savings in a fiber network that now
serves downtown Santa Monica businesses as well as the city; those
businesses pay a third or less of what a private operator might charge.
Today, City Net is extending its services to residents, operates free public
Wi-Fi in tourist destinations, and makes possible (among many other
things) real-time data for apps that help people figure out where to park.11
Parking is an important issue in a beach town.
But media and medicine are also big businesses: the City Net 100gigabyte network allows a business to transfer a 40-GB Blu-Ray movie in
three seconds.12 It would take nearly an hour to do the same thing over a
standard cable connection. For “movie,” substitute any large data file,
including intense amounts of data associated with medical research. Santa
Monica wants to be known as “Silicon Beach” these days, and the League
of California Cities recently found that the city has seen new tech
companies moving in while its existing health care and entertainment
businesses stay in place.13
My favorite recent evening in Chattanooga, Tennessee, just four hundred
miles west of Greensboro, was spent walking across the Tennessee River
from downtown to the North Shore by way of the Walnut Street Bridge.
It’s a long pedestrian bridge with wide, soft wooden planks, and after dark
you can stop and look back at the lights of the city’s aquarium and many
downtown hotels and businesses. On that particular summer night, the
bridge was pleasantly full of diverse walkers and amblers, black and
white, families and singles, strolling back and forth. The bridge wasn’t
always this pleasant a place; it fell into disrepair in the late 1970s after it
was closed to cars, and decades of community and civic work were
required to bring it to its current state.14 That same narrative—desuetude
to vibrancy with enormous collective effort—describes Chattanooga’s

story as a city. Today, that story is being pushed along by fiber: once a
dying, dirty, old-industry city, Chattanooga now has one of the country’s
highest-capacity public utility fiber services, run by its electrical utility,
EPB.15
Formerly known as the Electric Power Board, EPB was founded in
1935 as a public distributor of Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
electricity to the residents of Chattanooga.16 The idea for the board started
with the downtown Kiwanis Club, which thought Chattanooga needed its
own electrical system to take advantage of low-cost TVA power and bring
new businesses to town. By the 1990s, EPB had become somewhat poky—
many public electric utilities have forgotten their heroic past as key
players in America’s story of electrification—and “really had a very
internal focus,” in the words of its current CEO, David Eaves: “We would
have businesses come into town [looking for electrical assistance] and we
had hurdles and rules and stuff in place that were obstacles.”
In 1996, EPB brought in a new CEO, Harold DePriest, who had already
been with the utility for twenty-five years. DePriest, a heavyset, extremely
intelligent man with an easy bearing, went to see mayoral candidate Jon
Kinsey—a former real estate developer. DePriest remembered thinking,
“Oh, here’s another ol’ mayor I have to train.” Ken Hays, Kinsey’s chief of
staff then, was in that meeting. He remembered that EPB at the time
seemed to think “they were God Almighty, and their job was just to run
electricity” but not get involved in economic development. During the
meeting, Kinsey and Hays challenged DePriest, asking, “What does EPB
do for the city?” At first, DePriest was angered by the question.
“Everybody knows what we do, we provide electricity,” DePriest
remembered muttering to himself. “If he’s going to try to get into our
money, or if he’s going to try to push EPB around, I’ll just resign.”
But after he calmed down, DePriest took the question to heart and
started to think about how EPB could actually advance the community’s
economic development. “If you think about it, back in the thirties, when
we were created, that’s what we did. . . . We really needed to go back to our
roots,” DePriest said. The talk with Kinsey and Hays was a “catalytic
moment” for EPB.

Beginning in the late 1990s, DePriest led EPB through dramatic
cultural changes, charging his employees to think of themselves as part of
the city’s economic development efforts rather than as bureaucrats at a
difficult-to-work-with electrical company. EPB’s electric grid clearly
needed to get better and more reliable. Digital monitoring equipment able
to sense and report electrical faults in the field was coming onto the
market. But EPB’s home office couldn’t communicate remotely with that
digital equipment. “In those days,” DePriest remembered, “if you wanted
to communicate with a digital relay, you sent a young engineer out with a
microprocessor. You physically wired up to that one relay, and you sat
there and punched buttons to change the coding.” That was no longer
workable: EPB’s electrical system had a thousand relays, and the company
was also starting to use personal computers. All of those digital devices
out on the electric system needed to be connected by a communications
system touching all of them as well as the desktop PCs. “We started out
looking at getting into the communications business,” DePriest said, and
wondering, “how do you make a decision today that won’t seem like a
stupid decision in ten years?” As David Wade, DePriest’s successor, put it,
“What electric company around would build a substation that would meet
today’s needs? They would build it based on meeting a need that they’re
projecting to be out in the future.”
DePriest and his team landed on fiber as an elegant solution to many
problems. Some smaller electric utility systems in the Tennessee Valley
had already put fiber in their last miles. By running a fiber optic network
alongside EPB’s electrical lines, the utility could reap enormous benefits
in the form of reduced outages and quick responses to problems. Fiber
was, as far as they could tell, future-proof. So in 2006, EPB went into the
business of providing telephone service over fiber to its electric
customers. There were many hoops to go through, including getting city
council approval, EPB board approval, public comments, and approval by
the TVA; getting a bond issued; and negotiating with Chattanooga and the
eleven other municipalities and six counties served by EPB for phone
franchises—all of this took more than a year.
With $229 million in bond proceeds, EPB was able to build fiber to
Chattanooga’s city limits.17 The utility found many ways to reduce its

installation costs: “This was one project that was built ahead of schedule,
way below budget, and with sales that were eventually about twice what
we had estimated in the business plan,” DePriest remembered. The bond
proceeds were used to pay for the headend (the brains of the
communications network, located in a central office), the electronics, and
the computers that ran the communications system. EPB started offering
internet access and telephone services to its customers in September 2009.
Then, in 2010, an Obama administration smart grid matching grant of
$111 million paid for more fiber, electric meters (“smart meters”), and
1,200 intelligent electrical switches, none of which necessarily had to do
with communications.18 But that grant did allow DePriest to keep building
the communications network outside the city limits. “We’d already
borrowed the money” to build the fiber network, DePriest remembered,
“and we still had $100 million left to spend” when the smart grid money
became available. “But because we got that smart grid grant, we were able
to build our smart grid at the same time we were finishing the fiber.”
Also in 2010, EPB started offering gigabit-per-second access, years
before any other company in the United States did so. Chattanooga
proudly adopted the nickname “Gig City.” Today that gigabit connection
costs about $70 per month—more than you’ll pay in Singapore, but better
pricing than almost anywhere else in America.19 In the first three quarters
of its 2016–17 fiscal year, EPB Fiber made more than $111 million in
communications revenues and earned $14.5 million in profit.20 The fiber
is paying for the smart grid, helping to keep electric rates lower, and the
smart grid is preventing and correcting power breaks. Chattanooga has
decided that providing everyone with world-class technology at a
reasonable price is the right thing to do, for both social justice and
economic growth, and that decision has served the city well.
Chattanooga and Santa Monica are both urban places. I needed a new
adventure, so I drove southwest from Minneapolis into the RS Fiber region
on a blue-gray winter day. The “R” stands for “Renville” and the “S” for
Sibley, two Minnesota counties into which a new fiber network is planned
to run. I could not have felt farther from Santa Monica: on either side of
the highway, the flow of bumpy brown fields edged with snow was
moderated only by an occasional farmhouse or two. My destination was

Winthrop, Minnesota, a struggling town of a few hundred buildings that is
home to the extraordinary RS Fiber cooperative.
Stokab is a “dark fiber” wholesale leasing model controlled,
essentially, by the City of Stockholm, in which retail services are provided
by private companies rather than the city; Santa Monica City Net is a
soup-to-nuts, city-owned and -operated model, a true municipal network in
which the city itself sells services to businesses and residences. RS Fiber
is yet a third flavor of community network. It’s a fiber services
cooperative, a nonprofit whose members are its customers: farmers, local
businesses, and individuals. The network will serve, eventually, ten small
towns and seventeen “townships,” or large, sparsely populated areas that
are smaller than counties. But the towns and townships in the RS Fiber
region aren’t members of the co-op themselves. They are not managing
anything and have no formal power over what the cooperative does.
Instead, they trust that the cooperative will do a good job, and on the
strength of that trust have lent it money to string up fiber.
It’s an amazing, many-years-long story. At the center of it is a former
small-town journalist named Mark Erickson who used the GI Bill to go to
the University of Idaho to study journalism and economics. In 2008, after
serial careers as a journalist, a newspaper owner, and a leader of Hiawatha
Broadband (the fiber company now stringing fiber for the RS Fiber
cooperative), Erickson came to Winthrop as the city manager. He was
disruptive—he had a lot of ideas and was willing to work hard. The only
internet access service in town was provided by MediaCom, a local cable
company, and its data service and customer service were both awful.
“We’ll come to Winthrop on Tuesday” was what people would hear from
MediaCom—when they called the company on a Friday.
Within a year of his arrival in Winthrop, Erickson and Dave
Trebelhorn, then the town’s mayor, had met with local telecom companies
asking them to upgrade the whole Renville-Sibley county region, both
little towns and family farms, to fiber. They would figure out the financing
later; they thought they could raise the money from issuing bonds. The
telcos said no.
In the absence of company interest, Erickson and Trebelhorn planned a
fully public network. The original projection—which took a couple of
years to generate—was that wiring the area’s farms and small towns with

fiber would cost local government about $70 million, and the resulting
network would be owned by the two counties and the towns in some sort of
regional agreement.21 About 40 percent of that funding would come from
bonds issued by Sibley County. That plan didn’t happen. Last-minute
reluctance in 2010 on the part of two Sibley County commissioners
blocked the county’s participation. Shannon Sweeney, who did the
financial work, said that happened because “you’re entering a business
that is traditionally a private business in Minnesota, and you’re competing
with other private businesses, and that’s not something that units of
government are always used to.”
The Sibley County commissioners’ 3–2 vote against participation in
the fiber plan was a dramatic moment.22 The whole plan seemed to be
dead in the water. The county was representing the rural interest in having
fiber, and I was told by several people that the “rural folks then went to the
bar” right after the meeting was over and formed a cooperative, saying, in
Sweeney’s words, “‘We’re going to create this cooperative because we
want to have a voice in this whole thing because it’s important for the rural
areas to be served.’” Erickson and his colleagues then spent months
regrouping; the cooperative, they concluded, was a fine idea—in fact, a
better idea, because having a private entity rather than local government
own the network eliminated any discomfort over having government
selling services that had traditionally been the province of private actors.
But where was the money going to come from to build the network if the
county wasn’t involved?
Sweeney cracked the nut: interested townships and towns could issue
“general obligation” bonds and lend the money they raised to the private
cooperative.23 This plan might have scared some people off: if future
revenues from network services weren’t enough to make debt service
payments, the towns and townships could be sued by bondholders and
forced to raise taxes to make those payments, meaning that money that
might otherwise have gone to fire protection or road maintenance would
go to paying back the investors in the RS Fiber network. On the other
hand, general obligation bonds are low risk for lenders; there have never
been any defaults, because unless all the taxpayers suddenly leave the

area, the tax is going to be paid and the debt will be covered. And if the
project was successful, the taxpayers would never make a payment.
The farmers and the towns were desperate for fiber. In the towns, they
were sick of MediaCom, the local cable monopoly. The farms were
struggling along on terrible and expensive mobile data plans. By 2014 it
was time to figure out how to implement the plan—now slimmed from a
budget of $70 million to $50 million in light of the county’s exit.24 The
cooperative contacted Hiawatha Broadband, Erickson’s former company,
which had done fiber builds in more than a dozen rural areas.25 Hiawatha’s
CEO, Dan Pecorino, recommended stringing fiber in the towns first,
getting adoption and cash flow going, and then installing fiber to the farms
in a second phase of activity. In the meantime, the farms could be served
by a lower-capacity and less expensive “air” service—wireless high-speed
internet access—handled by transmitter/receivers on water towers and cell
towers that were themselves attached to fiber wire. By July 2015, the
bonds were issued—after some elaborate joint planning between the ten
towns—the loans for Phase One were in, and the towns started getting
wired. The cooperative was determined to reach the fiber-to-the-farm
phase as soon as possible.
One nearby town, Arlington, stayed clear of the RS Fiber planning and
bonding. The city administrator was a dyed-in-the-wool Tea Party
Republican, according to former Arlington economic development officer
Denny Schultz, who thought government had no place in the utility
business. Schultz thinks Arlington may end up as a ghost town, an island
of non-connectivity in a sea of fiber. He’s already worried about the town’s
inability to attract new business; these issues, he feels, go hand in hand.
Bob Fox, of the city of Franklin in Renville County, was straightforward:
“I’ll feel sorry for any area, ten or fifteen years from now, if you don’t
have fiber. I’m guessing there’s not going to be a lot of people.”
The RS Fiber deployment was ongoing as of spring 2018. One of the
key lessons the cooperative has already learned is the importance to
people of both great customer service and just plain better
telecommunications service. RS Fiber is always the “service provider of
choice,” meaning, said Sweeney, that “the majority of the market takes
their service because they provide better service.” And unlike cable, the

fiber service can be infinitely upgraded. By contrast, people in the RS
Fiber area felt they’d been begging the incumbents, both cable company
MediaCom and telco New Ulm and others, for fiber for years and being
ignored. Local phone companies said, basically, “We don’t need that
service here.” These companies also spread rumors that RS Fiber was a
startup that wasn’t going to be able to give good service and would fail.
Fiber is just better than what the incumbent is selling. As the Hiawatha
Broadband employee charged with wiring up the RS Fiber towns, Toby
Brummer, put it, “The fiber’s going to be there forever. Unless we invent
something faster than the speed of light, you’re not going to get anything
faster.” Upgrades to the electronics on either end of the fiber are available
every six months or so. Meanwhile, the fiber will last: in the early 1980s,
Brummer’s father installed fiber that is still being used. There are no
teaser rates, where people get a package for $29.95 for the first year and
then the rate jumps to $300. The price is the price, and rural farmers will
pay the same rate as the people in town.
People love the fact that when they call RS Fiber for help, they are
talking to someone in either Winthrop or next-door Gaylord. Toby
Brummer said, “If there’s a problem, local people, from here, come out
and we get it fixed. Right away. There’s no waiting.” People also love that
the money stays local. “We want to be profitable,” Denny Schultz, a
member of the co-op board, told me. “but we don’t have any shareholders
in New York to answer to.” Money going to Mediacom, by contrast, flows
far away from the community.
The grassroots, stubborn character of the local farmers and
townspeople is amply reflected in the RS Fiber project. People in the area
are descended from homesteaders, as well as from Scandinavians who
very early on brought the cooperative model to Minnesota; they are
comfortable trusting one another, and with the idea that you can do much
more working together than you can as individuals. The cooperative isn’t
in this business to make huge profits or dividends. It exists to bring a
service to the area. And the people who stubbornly worked for years to get
RS Fiber off the ground don’t like being bossed around.
When I visited, the cooperative was feeling a bit undercapitalized. It
had been planning to take advantage of a federal tax credit structure—New

Market Tax Credits—that had gotten delayed.26 Sweeney was optimistic
that things would work out in the end, but he cautioned that, so far, private
banks had not bought in to the idea of fiber startups sufficiently to be
willing to lend money to them. It is crucial, he thinks, to get units of local
government to finance the project costs and subordinated loans: “There are
no banks that we’re aware of,” he told me, “that are willing to fund a
startup cooperative that wants to build fiber without some other large cash
infusion that’s subordinate to their interest.” At the moment, federal
funding is almost inaccessible for regular projects. “Cities have to see this
as their role,” Sweeney said. Cities have to put up the necessary collateral
to secure the private funding needed by any fiber cooperative. If they do,
fiber becomes an ordinary city commodity, “the type of enterprise that you
fund, build, and operate every day,” like a street grid, public
transportation, or a bridge.
Life in the RS Fiber region can be a struggle: the towns have to work every
angle to get a new business to move in. San Francisco doesn’t have that
problem, for the moment, but it is suffering in its own way in terms of its
connectivity. It has been embarrassing for the country’s leading tech city
not to have inexpensive gigabit access for everyone; right now, AT&T and
Comcast are the leading internet service providers (ISPs) in the area, but
although both companies have said they plan to deploy gigabit service,
neither has given the city a timeline. Meanwhile, tens of thousands of San
Francisco residents—12 percent of the city’s population—lack high-speed
home internet access, and 50,000 others have only dial-up service. Many
of San Francisco’s public school students—14 percent—lack internet
access to do their homework, mostly because their parents can’t afford to
pay what AT&T and Comcast charge.27 And because of the city’s
inadequate current wiring, its mobile access is often awful: RootMetrics
ranks San Francisco as 58th out of 125 metropolitan areas in quality of
mobile network service.28
And so San Francisco has become the first major American city
considering a city-owned community fiber network that will reach every
home and business. Mark Farrell, the moderate and relatively young
former member of the city’s Board of Supervisors, is leading the effort.
Farrell, like Chattanooga mayor Andy Berke, has political ambitions that

are likely well served by working on a citywide fiber network. He said he’s
genuinely interested in having high-speed internet access viewed as “an
economic right, not just a nice-to-have, in today’s society.” But, in 2017,
his remaining time as supervisor was short—his term would be over at the
end of 2018. He told me if he wanted to run for another office, he would
need to show progress. Like many San Franciscans, he was sick of paying
$250 a month to Comcast for inadequate services and upset that the city’s
“download speeds are on par with Mexico City right now.”
A native San Franciscan with a private-sector background in venture
capital, Farrell recently had the Budget and Legislative Analyst’s office of
the Board of Supervisors—a kind of internal consulting arm for the
supervisors—work through different business models for providing fiber
in San Francisco.29 Spurred on by Farrell’s efforts, the late mayor of San
Francisco, Ed Lee, said he too was interested in taking the substantial
political risk of a large, ambitious fiber project. This story has been
bumping along for years; in the early 2000s, Board of Supervisors member
Tom Ammiano proposed studying municipal fiber, but the effort was
stalled by a failed multiyear effort to deploy Wi-Fi in the city in
partnership with Earthlink.30 A fiber study was done, but nothing
happened. In the ensuing years, the city dug up all its streets to put in new
sewer lines, but missed an enormous opportunity to address its fiber
connectivity deficits.31 Only now, pushed forward by Farrell’s urgency and
helped by his current role as interim mayor, is a plan beginning to take
shape.
The city has multiple goals. It would like to help close the digital
divide, ensure that world-class internet access over fiber is ubiquitous
within its footprint, deliver the best value it can to taxpayers, have any
agreements with private actors about internet access over fiber be flexible
enough for changing circumstances, and generate competition in services.
It is focused on a Stokab-like dark fiber model that will separate
availability of a wholesale network from retail services. The city is
considering charging a low monthly property-related fee for fiber and
issuing general obligation bonds to support construction costs.32
The battle with the incumbents will be a kind of holy war. We’ve seen
similar conflicts in other areas: the soda industry vehemently opposed the

city’s efforts to impose soda taxes and health warning labels, spending
nearly $10 million on ads claiming that any soda tax would lead to higher
prices for milk and bread.33 That lobbying effort was likely a ripple
compared with the tidal wave of opposition incumbent communications
companies can mount to a big-city assault on private telecommunications
services. We are likely to see every tactic that has ever been used in the
past, including proposed new state laws, announcements of planned fiber
networks from AT&T and Comcast that are short on timeline but long on
special pricing promises, advocacy by telco-funded minority nonprofits
and craven academics, announcements that fiber is passé and has been
superseded by advances in wireless communications, a drumbeat of claims
that any municipal network is destined to fail miserably and cost taxpayers
unnecessary millions, and a variety of attempts to limit the scale (and thus
the economic strength) of any San Francisco–led fiber plan.
It’s important that San Francisco prevail, because cities are the
counterweight to the state- and national-level swing toward increasingly
individualistic policies. Farrell believes San Francisco’s move to
community fiber is of a piece with other city-led efforts aimed at
improving citizens’ lives. As he and former supervisor Eric Mar wrote in a
February 2017 op-ed in the San Francisco Chronicle, “San Francisco has
led the way for California and the rest of the country on advancing equal
rights and universal health care, and improving the environment. Cities of
similar size that have tried to deliver on this vision and goal have been
met with stiff opposition. We can lead the way on delivering the 21st
century utility—Internet access at home—to every San Franciscan.”34 If
San Francisco succeeds, America’s fiber story may begin finally to
change. At the same time, city-level dedication to liberal democracy may
ultimately strengthen the country as a whole. Laissez-faire is not serving
us well.

CHAPTER FIVE

Sustaining Economic Growth

T

the leadership to establish utility-style fiber
networks reaching all residents and businesses will have a leg up
when it comes to economic growth. Fiber isn’t just a story of
technology. It is also a key ingredient in working toward communities of
opportunity.
Chattanooga has clearly been able to harness its fiber for economic
development, but it has much more work to do. Wilson, North Carolina,
while it has a terrific fiber network, is still working to revive its downtown
and attract new employers. Greensboro, North Carolina, by contrast, has
business leaders who talk a lot about fiber but has neither a long-range
fiber plan nor a convincing economic development plan; its future as a
thriving locality is uncertain. Follow the money: the story of reaching for
light is importantly about economic growth.
HE CITIES THAT HAVE

Chattanooga’s efforts to reinvent itself didn’t start with EPB fiber and will
not end there. The fiber story in Chattanooga is just one chapter in a
history of long-term collaborative planning. “The Chattanooga Way,”
people call it: working together for the greater good. From the many
stories I heard there, the “Way” involves local philanthropy, local
businesses, and local government putting aside their egos—a bit—in
service of progress for everyone.

Chattanooga in the 1970s was an alienating, hollowed-out place.
Walter Cronkite famously called it “the dirtiest city in America” in
October 1969.1 Massive layoffs and plant closings in the steel and textile
industries had eliminated tens of thousands of jobs, created a discouraging
atmosphere, and left empty lots downtown. The city was deeply divided
politically and geographically by race, class, and religion, and its
leadership was fractured and opaque. The place felt like a backwater. Ann
Coulter, who shares her name with a famous conservative firebrand but
has been working on Chattanooga’s redevelopment efforts for decades,
graduated from high school in Chattanooga in 1975 and is now a strategic
planning consultant for Chattanooga’s downtown Enterprise Center. “It
was awful,” she told me. “Everybody that could get out when I graduated
from high school, went.”
In 1980, Jack Lupton, a local philanthropist whose grandfather had had
the foresight to own the world’s largest Coca-Cola bottling company,
commissioned a study examining Chattanoogans’ perceptions of their
city.2 The report’s author, Gianni Longo, wrote, “There is a noticeable lack
of communication between the city’s leadership and the citizens at large,
particularly members of the poorer strata of society and blacks, who are
conscious of an unstable relationship between people of different social
and economic status as well as different races. There is a sense of
powerlessness, a lack of receptivity to their needs and problems, and a
feeling that the powers that be reflect entrenched local interests rather than
taking into account the broad needs of the community.”3 Both wealthy and
poor residents of Chattanooga, it turned out, were frustrated by the city’s
lack of progress and closedness. Something had to be done to improve its
quality of life. The place was a mess.
Spurred by Longo’s report, over the next several years Lupton’s
Lyndhurst Foundation invited many people from inside and outside the
city to think through how Chattanooga could change. There wasn’t a plan;
they muddled through, sponsoring and co-sponsoring a huge range of
events and activities, including publications, musical performances, art
exhibits, and conferences, all aimed at increasing citizen engagement and
stimulating downtown development. A sense of hope began to emerge.
Over three years, dozens of open meetings focused on what should happen

to Chattanooga’s riverfront—to which access was blocked by big buildings
and a four-lane highway. In 1983, about fifty Chattanoogans from all parts
of the city traveled to Indianapolis to learn about how that city had created
regional public transport, expanded its arts facilities, and renewed its
downtown. They took home a wide range of ideas, including that a city
could change its personality if it involved all stakeholders in its
transformation, and that foundation funding could be a critical catalyst. An
informal study group was convened to learn about how other cities had
tackled similar situations.
All of this activity led to the creation, in August 1984, of a broadly
representative public participation effort called Vision 2000, linked to a
public-private partnership coordination entity, RiverCity Company, that
was charged with answering the question, “What kind of city do we want
Chattanooga to be?”4 It had a young, diverse staff, funding from the
Lyndhurst Foundation, and a sense of mission. Eight years later,
encouraged by Vision 2000’s work, RiverCity’s implementation efforts,
and a $20 million gift from Jack Lupton, the city opened the spectacular
Tennessee Aquarium on its waterfront in 1992.5 That was just the
beginning.
RiverCity, in partnership with mayor Jon Kinsey (1997–2001) and his
chief of staff, Ken Hays, subsequently carried out another major publicengagement process, Revision 2000, for several years.6 By the time Bob
Corker became mayor in 2001, the project recommended through that
process—the 21st Century Waterfront—was ready to go: the city narrowed
the riverfront highway to two lanes, eased pedestrian access to the river,
and spurred more waterfront development, including a second phase for
the aquarium, a children’s museum, and an addition to the art museum.7
Chattanooga’s downtown, now connected to the river, experienced a
substantial revival beginning in 2000, with many restaurants, several
hotels, new retail outlets, and a slew of residential buildings springing up.
Another broad-based visioning/participation project, CreateHere, also
funded in part by Lyndhurst, worked for five years beginning in 2007 to
survey more than 25,000 local residents, host all-night parties, incubate
small businesses and artists, and draw attention to the potential of
Southside Chattanooga (Main Street in particular) for creatives and

investment. At the end of the process, more than two hundred small
businesses had been launched, artists had moved in, and real estate was
beginning to change hands in a formerly blighted area.8 A 2013 City
Center Plan aimed at linking the revived riverfront to the revived
Southside has resulted in nearly a billion dollars of investment in
Chattanooga buildings.9 More recently, in 2015, the city designated a 140acre area of downtown as its Innovation District. It has consciously
worked at creating an anchor for the area, open to the public and housing
many new companies and community meetings, in the ten-story Edney
Building at the corner of Market and 11th Streets.10
These processes of thinking together about the city’s future have had a
transformative impact on citizens’ attitudes, willingness to connect, and
readiness for change. The big idea is, again, the “Chattanooga Way”: a
long-term, collaborative public-private partnership with leaders from
many walks of life “having those really challenging forward-looking
conversations and thinking ahead,” as Kristina Montague put it. It is a
norm of behavior that is universally supported. One civic leader, who
wanted to remain nameless, told me that “Just to protect the Chattanooga
Way, there have been multiple coffees where I’d sit down with somebody
and say, ‘Man, I appreciate what you’re doing but you need to shut up
because you’re distracting, you’re causing disunity. That is not where we
are right now, and we need to move this ball forward not backwards.’
Because I’ve always believed that cities either grow or decline, but they
don’t stay the same.”
Today, with the arrival of fiber, economic growth is a big story in
Chattanooga. New jobs are flooding the area: in 2016, Hamilton County,
where the city is located, was expecting ten thousand new jobs to arrive in
the next few years, mostly in advanced industries.11 Most will require
some kind of post-high-school certification but not necessarily a college
degree. Volkswagen and Amazon are the name-brand players, but a host of
smaller businesses—automotive supply, logistics, aircraft maintenance—
are also adding thousands of jobs. Tech startup guys and gals are buying
each other coffee at The Camp House, a large, welcoming first-floor space
anchored by a wide altar at one end and a DJ booth at the other; it’s used
for religious services and parties as well as pitches. Terrific restaurants are

opening all around the downtown area, particularly on South Main, the
first area of the city to gentrify. The hype about Chattanooga’s growth is
powerful: today it is, for many city planners, a poster child for midsized
success.
The connection between the EPB fiber network and Chattanooga’s
resurgence is obvious to Andy Berke, the city’s ambitious, hardworking
mayor. “We’re supplying important economic development,” Berke told
me. A recent economic study by Bento Lobo, professor of finance at the
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, said EPB’s fiber optics network,
in its first three years, saved $130.5 million in power outages, boosted
business energy efficiency by $234.5 million, and spurred $461 million in
new business investment.12
Like Chattanooga, Wilson, North Carolina, had the advantage of having
run its own electric utility for a long time before it launched its fiber
network in 2010. Dathan Shows, who started the fiber project and now
serves as the city’s chief operating officer, was trained as a city manager
after having worked in city operations. In the 1990s the Wilson city
council proposed addressing citizen complaints about poor service from
the local cable monopoly. “It was the typical cable industry, ‘We can
schedule between noon and five, and we’ll let you know when.’ And
pricing seemed to just escalate, arbitrarily, from year to year. Service
interruptions, too,” Wilson lawyer Jim Cauley told me. The city council
wanted to build a cable system to be run by the city, and it asked Shows to
research the idea. He talked to people in Morganton, the only city in North
Carolina at the time that had a cable system. “They’re the ones who said,
‘Don’t do [cable wires]. It’s dead. Copper’s dead, it’s dying.” Morganton
was moving to fiber, and Shows “looked at the throughputs of fiber versus
copper and what was on the horizon for each, and it was a crazy difference.
There was just no way.” Shows kept learning, talking to the operators of an
early municipal fiber system in Bristol, Virginia, and the people at EPB in
Chattanooga. “Chattanooga had not done anything yet, but they had done a
chunk of research. We talked with them.”
Shows decided Wilson needed fiber. “I learned everything I could
about fiber and how to build a fiber network.” He brought in engineer
Gene Scott to design the network. That was a good call: Scott arrived at

Greenlight, Wilson’s municipal fiber company, from a twenty-eight-year
career with a telco in the eastern North Carolina area, “Embarq, which was
Sprint, which was Carolina Telephone,” Shows joked. “He knew how to
build it, so we didn’t have to figure that part out.” And for operating the
network, “we stole several people from Suddenlink [a cable company that
is now a subsidiary of Altice USA].”
Shows had the good sense to give Scott freedom to oversee the design
of the network. “I was just told, ‘We’re going to build this. We’re going to
do it for the community, and we want it correct. I had a clean sheet of
paper,” Scott told me. He wanted the network to be reliable, robust,
flexible, and upgradable. He planned to have a dedicated fiber for each
address in the city, which meant that there would be no active devices to
maintain out in neighborhoods. There would be electronics in the central
office and electronics in homes. “There are no active devices in between to
go wrong or be damaged by lightning. If I can keep the squirrels off of it,
it’s going to work,” Scott told me. He put all his fiber neighborhood access
points below ground. “Unless you hit it with a backhoe, you’re not going
to get it.”
Now, when upgrades are needed, Wilson can simply change out the
electronics in the central office. “You don’t have to go out and do a
massive rebuild in the field,” Scott said proudly. The fiber will last, he
said. “Some of what we put in from my early career is already thirty-fiveplus years old and still operating.” Scott is also proud that he carefully
documented the entire network; his records are immaculate and detailed.
“I think many entities and maybe other cities that get into this don’t
realize the importance of documenting their networks,” he told me.
“Because you can build it, and you turn it on, and it works, and you go,
‘Great.’ But then the guy who had it all in his head retires.’”
Scott deliberately designed the Wilson network as a public utility
rather than a demand-driven business. The entire network was built out at
once. “Whether you want the service today or you want it a year from now,
or you sell your house and somebody else wants the service, it’s already
there.” The whole point was to have the network available to everyone in
Wilson. “It wasn’t all driven by, ‘Are we going to make money in this
neighborhood or not?’ because we built every neighborhood regardless of
their socioeconomic conditions, because it’s supposed to be something to

help,” Scott told me. “Obviously we need to make enough money not to go
out of business, but it’s not all about funding Wall Street.”
Shows and Scott, a good team on the operational side, were joined by
an experienced city manager, Grant Goings, and Jim Cauley, a calm,
resourceful lawyer who had survived a ten-year fight with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and the Fish and Wildlife Service over the city’s water
supply (“baptized by fire,” Cauley joked) and worked for years counseling
the city through its fights over fiber with incumbent cable providers both
locally and at the North Carolina statehouse. Wilson had a city council
that, according to Cauley, kept together and was consistently brave. “You
don’t see the infighting that you see on some boards,” Cauley told me.
“They are together, and I think that makes a big difference in what they’re
able to accomplish.” Shows, Scott, Goings, and Cauley were a band of
brothers, full of gallows humor, and all with different skill sets.
Wilson’s employees also had needed skills: they knew all about poles
from their electrical experience, and so were ready to cope with using
poles and conduit for fiber. “Due to our extensive experience operating
utilities, particularly an electric utility that owned most of the poles in
town, we were not intimidated by the infrastructure build,” city manager
Goings told me. And, importantly, Wilson had Will Aycock, who Dathan
Shows brought out of the city’s information technology department to be
general manager of Greenlight. Aycock, said Shows, was “the one who
really took it to the next level and got the national attention for Wilson.”
Shows said that high-quality local customer service, also ready to go
because of the utility’s electrical business, has been essential to Wilson’s
success: “The people we have here is why people switch to us and why
people stay,” Shows said. “Local customer service representatives of
Greenlight pick up the phone and someone from eastern North Carolina
answers it. And we will send a truck to you for anything that goes wrong.
Even if your TV’s not working right, we’ll roll a truck to you. It has just
amazed the citizens.” And the citizens love that all the money stays local.
“Customers love the fact that the people they talk to are local people,”
Scott told me. “You wouldn’t have thought that would have made that big
a deal. . . . I think it’s a kickback to, right or wrong, a feeling that large
companies don’t care about the customer anymore.” Working on a fiber
system, according to Cauley, is not for every local government. “It takes a

lot of skill; takes a good bit of assets; takes a staff that’s capable. You’ve
got to have all the pieces to make it work, and not every local government
does,” he said.
As Will Aycock put it: “The network undergirds and connects most
everything going on in the community, but it’s in really subtle ways.” He
was standing in front of a fifty-foot-tall kinetic sculpture of a man on a
bicycle, a sculpture made of brightly painted metal shards, red, blue,
yellow, its rider blunt-nosed and eternally capable of whirring along, high
above the ground, as he circles in place: this is one of Wilson’s Whirligigs,
undergoing painstaking restoration before taking a starring role in a new
downtown park.
Wilson’s tobacco warehouses and auction barns, a dozen low-slung
enormous buildings, were once a center of life in eastern North Carolina.
Decades ago, everyone came to town for the auctions and the dances that
followed them. Wilson’s mayor told me, “It was the biggest thing in the
world, right here.” Every street would be lined with cars waiting to get to
the tobacco sales. The local radio station’s call letters reflect Wilson’s
identity in those years: WLTM, for World’s Largest Tobacco Market. But
the auctions have been gone for twenty years or more. All the small farms
are gone, and restaurants and hotels have vanished from downtown.
Wilson, in company with developers, is creating a new plan for its
downtown. They’ve chosen whimsy as part of the attraction, and that’s
where Vollis Simpson’s Whirligigs fit in.
Simpson, when he was alive, met the description of “curmudgeon,”
sometimes abrupt and sometimes a loner. He transformed old army surplus
vehicles, rigging them up into wreckers, and dug stuck cars out of ditches;
then, for his own amusement, he constructed a huge number of tall, playful
Whirligigs made up of machine parts from Wilson’s manufacturing past,
and put them on his land out in the middle of nowhere. Where they rusted.
After Simpson died, Wilson, in company with a family foundation, bought
the Whirligigs from his family and began painstakingly restoring them.
The plan is to erect thirty of the Whirligigs on land downtown, three
blocks from City Hall, where several tobacco barns have been removed;
there will be walkways, gardens, and a grassy amphitheater around the
ungainly, unlikely structures Simpson left behind. On the blocks of
Goldsboro Street, looking at the Whirligigs, there’s the beeping, bustling

activity of construction: one of the last two auction barns in town is being
converted into ninety loft-style apartments, with ten thousand square feet
of commercial space below to be filled by shops and restaurants. There’s a
new brewery on South Street, the street that borders the new Whirligig
Park, created by a husband-and-wife team where an old mule stable once
stood. Wilson’s planning and community revitalization director, Kimberly
Van Dyck, told me the city can support hundreds of residential units
downtown; their other projects have drawn young professionals and
empty-nesters, and she’s confident the new units will do well. “Give us ten
years, come back here, and this entire place is going to be booming,” she
said.
Wilson’s fiber invisibly connects and supports every element of this
story. To get the Whirligigs moving and shining, restoration specialists are
working with other experts around the world. They can do this easily
because Wilson’s fiber network allows them to share high-resolution
digital imagery quickly and easily. A special-effects company, Exodus FX,
moved to Wilson a while ago just for this reason. It does work for topflight movies and television shows, and advertises that its location in
Wilson allows it “to offer very competitive rates for high-end work, while
providing access to gigabit fiber broadband to deliver our work faster.”
More people are commuting to Wilson to work these days than are
commuting out, which is a dramatic development in a poverty-stricken
region. Wilson County’s population isn’t declining even as nearby
counties that don’t have fiber are losing people. The city has the strongest
manufacturing sector, with the most jobs, of any locality in eastern North
Carolina.13 “Our efforts to position Wilson for long-term success have
been very intentional,” Grant Goings said. “Our city council has
repeatedly shown the political courage to make bold investments in our
future, often before the projects were pushed for by the general population.
Their leadership has made a difference for Wilson.”
Kimberly Van Dyck says that she moved to Wilson because she heard
about the fiber network. “I saw a small town that was doing big things and
I thought, ‘Oh, my gosh, this place really has vision. They’re incredibly
forward-thinking.’” In turn, she’s working on attracting creative people to

Wilson who work in fields that are generating jobs. She told me, “some
are already here and we didn’t even know it.”
Like Chattanooga, Wilson is still in transition: standing near the
Whirligig Park, I see empty sidewalks as well as construction projects.
The progress that Van Dyck promises hasn’t quite come into being yet, and
it’s not totally clear that Whirligigs are the answer. If Wilson can leverage
downtown development and its fiber network into a place that feels dense
and diverse and allows for proximity and a flow of investment capital, all
of that together will create the difficult-to-measure flow of change and
energy that prosperous, growing places have. Fiber alone is not enough,
but it’s necessary.
Greensboro, North Carolina, several hours west of Wilson, is quite a bit
smaller than Raleigh, the state capital, and Charlotte, its finance hub. It’s
part of the Triad—not to be confused with the Raleigh–Durham–Chapel
Hill Research Triangle—in the middle of the state: Greensboro, WinstonSalem, High Point. If you look at a map of the state, Greensboro appears to
be both geographically central and central to commerce: it’s right in the
middle, where all the big roads run. Railway lines located their central
repair yards here a century ago, and today several logistics and shipping
companies have set up shop in the Greensboro region. Greensboro also is
home to a long list of colleges and universities: University of North
Carolina–Greensboro, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State
University (NC A&T), Bennett College, Guilford College, Greensboro
College, and Guilford Technical Community College.
At the time of my visit there, I had just read George Packer’s The
Unwinding, a set of essays that focuses in part on the Piedmont region of
North Carolina, where Greensboro is located, and how the collapse of the
textile industry here affected peoples’ lives. I wanted to be able to report
that Greensboro’s region was raising itself up in part by focusing on fiber.
The story I found did not fit my narrative plan. Instead, it illustrates what
can happen in places where both the state government and local inertia,
intentionally or accidentally, support the incumbent-controlled status quo.
Jane Nickles, the instigator of the Triad consortium and the chief
information officer of Greensboro, is a soft-spoken, well-coiffed, gently
determined woman who grew up in Greensboro and was a dance major at

the University of North Carolina. After a job during her college years
introduced her to the puzzling glories of computer programming, she
started working for the city’s IT department. She worked her way up over
decades and eventually found herself running the city’s technology
infrastructure. And when she became chief information officer in 2014, it
troubled her that the Triangle was getting all the fiber attention: Google
Fiber was showing up there, AT&T was issuing press releases saying it,
too, would be building last-mile fiber in the Triangle, and CenturyLink
was selling fiber services to Triangle businesses.14 Nothing of the sort was
happening in the Triad. “I was curious as to why Greensboro was left out,”
Nickles told me.
So Nickles quietly nudged the TriGig group into existence.15 “We
wanted to heighten interest around broadband in the Triad, and how to
promote it, and how to get internet service providers interested in building
here and encourage competition, and to bring services into low-income
neighborhoods and things such as that,” she said. A North Carolina law
passed in 2011 at the urging of Time Warner Cable—in direct response to
the success of the Wilson network—prohibits municipalities from
providing communications services directly to customers.16 But Nickles
and her legal counsel in City Hall took the position that the state law
doesn’t prohibit cities from leasing city-owned dark fiber, or facilitating
access to poles and conduit. Greensboro has about two hundred miles of its
own fiber that connects up the city’s traffic signal system and wires about
ninety-three city buildings and facilities, and Nickles figured someone
would be interested in using that fiber to serve customers; she was
particularly interested in innovative ways of reaching low-income
neighborhoods.17
The TriGig group issued a request for proposals in mid-2016 looking
for companies willing to operate an open-access fiber network that would
attract additional retail operators. In exchange, the municipalities and
universities were prepared to lease their own dark fiber for ten years and
provide access to their own conduit, poles, and buildings. AT&T showed
up at all the vendor meetings that followed, and even asked that the
deadline for responses be extended, but then declined to bid. A hundredyear-old local company, North State, responded favorably, and during my

conversations with Nickles in early 2017 she told me that she was working
with North State on a series of pilots aimed at providing Wi-Fi to poor
East Greensboro neighborhoods. “Our role as local government is to
facilitate partnerships and bring people together,” she told me.
Nickles stopped talking about the city’s overall communications
problems and suggested focusing on public housing and United Way
neighborhood comprehensive services locations, called Family Success
Centers, as targets for Wi-Fi services offered by North State. “We think
these are very promising pilots for Greensboro.” She told me she planned
to look for grants from the city’s housing authority, or perhaps community
foundations, workforce development programs, or other nonprofits that
might support TriGig’s pilot projects. Her plan was to say that these
projects were simply filling gaps; she did not want to trigger concerns that
the city’s actions would disrupt the existing private market in
telecommunications. Leasing Greensboro’s dark fiber would have led
more directly to all residents of the region paying reasonable prices for
last-mile fiber, but Nickles didn’t think the city was ready to consider that
step.
Even Nickles’s limited first steps encountered problems. Eighty
percent of Greensboro’s city fiber was on poles, but the city didn’t control
the poles: the local power utility, Duke Energy, and telco, AT&T, did. The
city raised the question of having North State, or another provider, attach
its equipment to those poles, and the pole owners told them, essentially,
“No, we can’t do that. We can’t put multiple carriers on the pole. There’s
just no way.” If the city went underground with its dark fiber network,
digging those trenches would be expensive—although potentially less
expensive than waiting for permission from AT&T and Duke Energy.
But no one seemed willing to make city money available for any of
this. The city council and mayor knew about the projects but weren’t sure
whether to support them. “This is more like a grassroots initiative,”
Nickles said. She pulled together a draft summary of all the benefits of her
proposed pilot projects for her city council. She got the council’s support.
In April 2017, Greensboro’s city council approved Nickles’s pilot
project. The grand aspiration of leasing dark fiber throughout the city was
substantially narrowed: now the plan was to wire up a single Family
Success Center that would serve as a hub for high-speed Wi-Fi in one low-

income neighborhood. Nickles’s strategy was to use this pilot as a model
for similar projects in low-income and underserved areas of Greensboro.
She also made it possible for nonprofit agencies to buy used City of
Greensboro computers at discounted prices and make them available to
low-income Greensboro residents. June 2017 found her waiting for North
State’s attorneys to approve Greensboro’s draft contracts.
The fiber story in Greensboro and its surrounding region, despite
Nickles’s best efforts, is less than a work in progress. It’s a process toward
a procedure that might someday result in a plan. At the moment, Nickles is
filling gaps, not disrupting the region’s broken marketplace. Greensboro
may end up slowly withering—it is at risk of becoming a North Carolina
ghost town that got only bits of fiber from monopolistic carriers, and only
in the leafiest, richest areas of town. Nickles remains determined: “We’re
going to be the desert in between the Triangle and Charlotte, and we can’t
let that happen. We have to take an active role in this.” But it is unclear
what she can actually do without public money or the strong involvement
of city leadership. I think the world of Jane Nickles. But in Greensboro,
she’s a lone ranger.
You have to wonder what happened to Greensboro. In 1895 the Southern
Railway, the North Carolina, the Atlantic & Yadkin, and the North Western
railroad tracks met there and triggered a boom in downtown development,
giving Greensboro its nickname, the Gate City.18 As a 1903 pamphlet,
“Progressive Greensboro: The Gate City of North Carolina,” put it,
“Greensboro, altogether, is one of the healthiest and most desirable cities
in the country,” and “There is no question but that Greensboro affords an
ideal location for the establishment of certain lines of manufacture.” The
city boomed in those years. By 1903, Greensboro had fifty manufacturing
plants—producing textiles, carpets, furniture, lumber, metal goods, and
tobacco, among many other things—and sixty trains came and went each
day; today, Greensboro has an airport serving the entire Piedmont region.
So why is it that between January 2007 and November 2016, the
Triangle added 383,000 net new workers, while the Triad added just
3,000?19 Greensboro’s population growth is slow and flattening, the
percentage of people between ages twenty and thirty-four who live there is
declining, its average wages are low and stagnant, and its poverty rates are

stubbornly high—about one in five residents in Greensboro lives in
poverty.20 It is ranked tenth among American cities that lose the most jobs
each day. Jeff Thigpen, a longtime civic leader who met me at a local
diner, told me there’s little intentional effort to keep young people here.
“A lot of them leave. I’ll just be honest.”
Zack Matheny, a pugnacious man in his mid-forties working on
downtown economic development, said the city has a history of lack of
foresight and planning: “North Carolina National Bank talked about
putting their headquarters here, and our forefathers said, ‘We’re good.’
NCNB is now Bank of America. Probably weren’t thinking ahead on that
deal.” He told me the city fathers were protecting the textile industry, just
as those in Wilson once protected the tobacco industry. But when textile
and furniture manufacturing left the city, a hundred thousand jobs were
lost and never really replaced.21 It was late on a Friday afternoon in his
high-ceilinged downtown Greensboro conference room, and Zack was
weary.
In Nickles’s office, I met with Joe Magno, a man in his mid-sixties
who struck me as a connector extraordinaire, a man of enormous energy
and many overlapping projects, bald and straightforward, the kind of guy
who, within five minutes of your meeting him, will have offered to
introduce you to seven people. His role was to tell me how hard it is to get
any large economic development project off the ground in Greensboro.
Magno tried for two years to launch a large new business in town—a
biotech company—and was enormously frustrated by the lack of regional
leadership. “The twenty-minute ride between Greensboro and High Point,
or between Greensboro and Winston-Salem, might as well be going across
the Atlantic Ocean,” he said. Leaders in the Research Triangle, he told me,
accepted that they had to relinquish some power in order for the entire
community to move ahead—and, indeed the federal government forced
collaboration among Triangle-area universities as a condition of getting
certain science-related funding—but that hadn’t happened in the
Greensboro region. Magno told me he eventually gave up: the more he got
involved, the more he “realized that everything was very insular.”
On all of my visits to Greensboro, I sensed its residents’ amiable,
unfocused hope for their city, as well as the lack of zeal among high-level

leadership. The place was subsiding genteelly into poverty, with a few
bright spots in downtown development not enough to stop the gradual,
invisible decline. The lack of local energy for fiber, alongside the state’s
strenuous efforts to ensure that a Wilson-like network never happens
again, is part of that overall slump.
Chattanooga is less dense than Greensboro and has a smaller population;
the square mileage of the two metro areas is about the same.22 Neither
Greensboro nor Chattanooga is the biggest city in its state. Greensboro is
not as famous, large, or well-resourced as either Raleigh or Charlotte.
Chattanooga is the smallest, slightly, of the four large cities in Tennessee,
and it doesn’t have a major educational institution. But the growth story
for the two places is strikingly different. Unlike Greensboro, Chattanooga
seems to be a place of genuine economic hope.
Greensboro faces the problems many American cities are confronting:
it needs downtown energy and new businesses, both of which will require
great connectivity. Zach Matheny is working hard on Greensboro’s
downtown. But when it comes to connectivity, Greensboro’s city leaders
seem to fit into a long local tradition of failing to think of anything greater
than themselves. The city hasn’t yet cooked up a Greensboro Way analog
to Chattanooga’s purposeful approach to progress.
Wilson is a step ahead of Greensboro, because it already has fiber and
it is attracting and retaining businesses. BB&T (Branch Banking and
Trust), now one of the largest banks in the southeastern United States, was
founded in Wilson and maintains a large office downtown with about two
thousand employees. BB&T’s presence is a feather in the city’s cap, and
the bank is the city’s largest employer. Bridgestone is also a major
employer in the area, and the pharmaceutical companies BD, Merck,
Purdue, and Sandoz collectively employ about a thousand people in
Wilson County.23 At any moment, at least five hundred well-paying jobs
are unfilled in Wilson, and Wilson is a top-ranked small U.S. city in which
to launch a startup.24 But its downtown economic development is where
Chattanooga’s was twenty-five years ago: Wilson is trying to rescue its
urban core and bring street-level energy to a faded set of sidewalks.
Inexpensive, ubiquitous fiber access, by itself, won’t bring economic
development and prosperity. Without it, however, a city is likely to be in

trouble. Who will want to move there? Why will people stay? Why will
new businesses show up?

CHAPTER SIX

Education and Fiber

C

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics) magnet high school is in a former warehouse on
the campus of Chattanooga State Community College, which was
one of the first places connected to the EPB fiber optic network in 2010.
So far, the coolest curriculum element using the gigabit fiber connection
has been a biology project with a distant partner: the University of
Southern California, located in downtown Los Angeles.1 Professors David
Caron and Richard Weisberg of USC had taken an advanced digital video
microscope—called a “4K” microscope—and put it under the control of
the Chattanooga students. From their desks in Chattanooga, almost two
thousand miles away, the students observed live biological specimens
swimming around in real time. The “movies” came across with zero delay
or jitter, so the students were able to get the feel of actually operating the
microscope.2
Keri Randolph, then the director of innovation for Hamilton County
schools, told me: “The kids did experiments. They used Pacific Ocean
water that we shipped back and forth, and they used Tennessee River water
that we shipped back and forth.” The experiments allowed the students to
appreciate the complexity and beauty of the microworld on huge screens
instead of tiny ones. There was something magical about having two 4K
(ultra-high-definition) monitors in Chattanooga, with the USC scientists
on one screen and the feed from the microscope on the other. The students
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were able to point together to the microscope images, and to talk to the
scientists on the other screen—it was a fascinating collaboration.
At a work table in one of the STEM school “classrooms”—more like
an area than a formal room, because all the walls move and none of them
reach the ceiling—I sat down to talk with six STEM students who had
been part of the USC microscope experiments. One student told me: “I
didn’t think you could see so much on there! And you get to do it yourself,
hands-on.” Another student, a bright senior named Erica who told me she
was going to Howard University the following fall, said working with the
scope made her want to major in biology. Inspiration, from eighteen
hundred miles away.
Today it’s a 4K microscope they’re pushing and pulling; tomorrow, the
operation of any form of complex equipment. Medical robots, radio
telescopes, or power generation plants could be made available to
students. Today the Chattanooga students are observing the world of
microbes using their gigabit connectivity; tomorrow, because so much
information can flow over fiber without any delay, they could be fully
present in classrooms located thousands of miles away.
The only way the students were able to see microbes with 4K clarity
and move the scope around in real time was with an enormous amount of
data flowing back and forth between California and Tennessee, and that
required Chattanooga’s last-mile gigabit fiber connection.
Fiber alone, of course, doesn’t provide an education. But when you use
it to give students opportunities that will open up their lives, the
transformations can be electrifying. Physical schools like the STEM
school; schools in rural places like Nevada City, California, that aren’t
large enough to hire teachers for specialized classes; all-virtual skillsbased courses taken by millions of people through the Coursera platform;
hybrid physical/virtual schools like Minerva, which marries urban
exploration with critical thinking skills; “hands-on” job training using
devices and glasses that provide instant, realistic feedback to students—all
of these models require last-mile fiber connections in order to function at
their best and help humans thrive wherever they live. Upper-level
education is changing rapidly, and mostly for the better. To be great,
education needs fiber.

The Chattanooga STEM school was launched five years ago with seventyfive freshmen and now has more than two hundred ninth through twelfth
graders.3 The central hallway of its nondescript building, four miles up the
Tennessee River from downtown, opens right into the classroom building
at Chattanooga State Community College. Juniors and seniors enrolled in
the STEM school can take as many of their classes at the college as they
want, and they have the option to graduate with both a high school
diploma and an associate degree. Every “ordinary” public high school in
the county is allocated slots in each STEM school class, and seats are
filled by lottery rather than academic achievement.4 This is a key part of
the charm of the STEM school for me: the same kids who attend Howard
High could come here.
The school has a strict dress code, and a yearbook is handed out at the
end of the year, but just about everything else about the school is
nontraditional. The STEM school in Chattanooga seems to have figured
out the recipe for student empowerment: focusing on projects instead of
rote learning, weaving “content”—skills and concepts the school district
and the state require—into quests that are drawn from real life and involve
working with teammates who are different from one another. The school
also places enormous emphasis on student engagement in running the
school itself, subject to administrators’ veto if a bright new idea might
pose risks to students’ physical and emotional safety.
When I walked in, assistant principal Jim David, a large and friendly
man, greeted me. He’s a booster: “I was in a traditional school for a lot of
years before I came here,” he said, “and you couldn’t drag me away from
here, not with ten horses.” Many things about the STEM school represent a
big upgrade to traditional schooling, and they’re all connected to EPB’s
fiber. “It’s not just about sticking fiber in a traditional school,” David said.
“We’re fiber in a very nontraditional school.”
There is a fundamental link between the school’s abundance of data
connectivity and its nontraditional educational model. Upper-level
students these days don’t want to be talked at, but they do want to learn.
Teachers can no longer hide facts—because everything can be found
online—but they are still needed as coaches and mentors. An enormous
amount of learning and mentoring goes on at the STEM school every day.

And the advantage of the fiber connection is that it enables real-time,
satisfyingly human interaction with distant resources (experts, cascades of
data, other students) that had never been possible before.
Even the USC scientists had some trouble understanding that the
STEM school firmly did not want them lecturing to their students. Keri
Randolph said she told them, “We can give them some of those tools on
our side. We want them to be scientists, not learn science.” Erica, one of
the students on the other end of the fiber connection to USC, said she feels
sorry for her friends at other public schools. She told them, “‘You have no
idea what you’re missing out on. I have so many opportunities that you
will never know about. You missed out on being prepared for life. You
missed out on an experience.’”
The school is looking for more projects that take advantage of very
high bandwidth. Ken Kranz, a retired Air Force engineer, runs the school’s
Fab Lab (“the greatest part of the whole school, pretty much the beating
heart!” said Angelica, the young student assigned to give me a tour) and
wants to help students use drones to collect images of the STEM campus
and make a miniature 3D model of it; processing all that data and stitching
it together will take processing power that the STEM school computers
don’t have. Kranz wants to find a remote partner with the right computing
center, and have that partner allow the STEM students to manipulate its
computers from Chattanooga. The STEM school is mostly funded by the
county, but many of its projects are built on partnerships with private
companies and other funding elements.
One of the STEM students, Jeff, had long, messy hair and a frank way
of talking. He told me that the Chattanooga STEM students recently
teamed up with a school in Vermont that also had a fiber connection.5
They had a concert: “And half of the people were in another state. And
they were in rhythm, playing the same time. . . . When they were actually
playing and getting into it, it was like they were in the same room. It was
like, wow, this actually feels like we just created a portal connecting the
rooms together.” He paused to reflect. “It was like we just stitched two
parts of the world together.”
Two other schools in the district are taking a simpler approach: they
have a live stream from the aquarium downtown into a few classrooms. It

comes straight from the jellyfish tank, live, in 4K resolution, on enormous
screens. It’s quite a sight—a wall of jellyfish. The students ask zillions of
questions; the writing teacher brings that view into her classroom. Their
curiosity has been sparked—a locution handed down to us from the time
when electricity was new.
There’s another key connection between fiber and public schools in
Chattanooga: the availability of fiber is bringing in young tech workers
who will be working with startups that rely on Chattanooga’s low-latency,
high-capacity fiber connections.6 Many of these workers are also parents
who want their public schools to be great, and like many other parents,
they will likely be engaged in their kids’ education.
Tiffanie Robinson’s career was propelled by the arrival of fiber in
Chattanooga; she is an energetic, forceful, and tech-aware young social
entrepreneur. In 2015, as the parent of a five-year-old and a toddler, she
saw that the school system—the worst in the state, chronically
underfunded by the county and constantly threatened with a state takeover
—needed passionate people to get involved.7 And so she did: she ran
against a long-time incumbent for the county school board, and won by a
hair.8 Robinson is both the youngest woman ever to serve on the school
board and the first white person to be elected to her particular seat.9 She
believes middle- to higher-income parents in Chattanooga don’t know
enough about the schools: “There’s a big trust gap, and it’s really
stemming from, ‘Well, that school looks like it’s falling down. My kid will
never go there.’ When, in reality, that school may be awesome.” She
believes that if she can get young, involved, fiber-attracted parents active
in the schools, she can turn the system around. “I’ve noticed that the lack
of buy-in to our public school system creates a lack of diversity in our
schools. Which obviously creates this major divide and huge issue
whenever it comes to kids learning,” she said.
Robinson, who said she knocked on just about every door in her area
during her campaign, is worried about the connection between the poor
quality of the city’s public schools and Chattanooga’s continued evolution.
“If we don’t fix this,” she said, “we’ll be trying to get better and there will
be this big bump in the road. We’ll just stay right here forever.” For her,
the tie between fiber and schooling is vital and pressing: Chattanooga is

changing as it attracts businesses and people to whom a terrific internet
connection is important, and those people need to be drawn into
engagement with the city’s public schools.
Rural educators see a direct connection between fiber and the classroom:
with fiber connections, these under-resourced schools could share teachers
with other similarly situated places. They could, in effect, open virtual
portals to a combined, twenty-first-century one-room schoolhouse. Talking
to a cheerful man named John Paul (everyone always uses his full name—
he’s never just John) and members of what he calls his “beloved
community” in the foothills of California’s Sierra Madre mountains led
me to this story. Because John Paul himself has been through many of the
twists of the local fiber narrative in America, it is worth pausing for a
moment to introduce his community.
To get to Nevada City and Grass Valley, California, you drive east from
Sacramento toward the Sierra Nevada. The sparkling late-winter morning I
was there, ample rainfall had turned the flatland fields into fiestas of
bright yellow forsythia; cows stood decoratively alongside the road. Route
49 winds up gentle hills covered with very tall pine trees (which play a
major role in the area’s connectivity challenges) into downtown Grass
Valley. It’s a small town of about seven thousand people, with some lowslung, ramshackle commercial buildings and a tall Art Deco movie house
sign—the Del Oro.10 Nevada City, with its charming narrow storefronts
and Gold Rush atmosphere, is four miles uphill from Grass Valley and
four times larger.11 It was traditionally the place where the mine owners
had their houses; the workers lived in Grass Valley. These paired towns are
still somewhat at odds. In the little downtowns, Comcast is the dominant
provider; right beyond those downtowns, it’s copper DSL service from
AT&T or mobile wireless. A lot of people complain about their internet
connectivity. I chose to visit this area because it’s relatively close to
Silicon Valley and San Francisco and because it includes two small towns
surrounded by rural, hilly, treed areas, all bundled up in a beautiful,
desirable place for people to live—unless they need reliable access to data.
I turned into an empty, quiet parking lot as I waved to John Paul, a man
I’d met six months before at a giant trade show in Nashville who had
thrown all his energy into planning a fiber network for his area. He’d spent

years grappling with both shady locals and the forces of AT&T and
Comcast, and hadn’t pulled it off yet; I had begun to recognize in him the
optimism and half-newsy updates of someone trying to keep everyone in a
boat that isn’t quite seaworthy.
John Paul stood on that sidewalk in early March, waiting for me
outside the South Pine Cafe in Grass Valley, a man in late middle-age with
prominent upper teeth, bright-eyed and helpfully friendly, wearing a soft
plaid shirt and a wide smile. He came up to Grass Valley/Nevada City
twenty years ago from the Bay Area with his partner Chip Carman, both of
them looking for a warmer place to live. Carman had been a networking
guy, working for MacWorld and deploying the first high-capacity
connection between San Francisco and Tokyo in order to deliver
MacWorld content. John Paul’s background was in media and advertising.
Carman was more of a behind-the-scenes presence and often worked at
home, while John Paul was the networker and the Rotarian. After they
settled in, Carman was immediately furious about the poor internet access
at their house.
It took a few years, but in 2006, Carman and John Paul launched a
company they called Spiral that resells DSL internet access over copper
phone lines from an office in downtown Grass Valley. Spiral was dedicated
to providing first-name-basis customer service.12 But without better lines
than the copper wires over which they were reselling internet access, the
service itself couldn’t be any better than what AT&T was selling. So John
Paul began his search for funding to support fiber.
At first, John Paul and Carman thought they might be able to bring
better access to community members by hanging wireless equipment on
poles that were themselves attached to fiber—cutting out the middleman
of the badly maintained copper lines outside downtown. In 2009, when the
Obama administration announced a grants plan supporting rural internet
infrastructure, Spiral applied for funding.13 The grant request wasn’t
successful; John Paul didn’t notice that the local economic development
agency had loaded its entire budget into the application, and a competitor,
Smarter Broadband, told the federal government it could provide
equivalent service at a far lower price. (Smarter Broadband, selling fixed
wireless services in the area, has not been successful; the very tall trees

and hills surrounding Grass Valley and Nevada City make wireless service
unrealistic.)
In early 2010, Google announced that it was looking for cities to apply
for Google Fiber wired connectivity—last-mile fiber optics running all the
way to homes and businesses. John Paul had the idea of throwing a
community parade to try to attract Google’s attention. The parade led off
with a visual demonstration to the crowd of just how much better fiber
optic connectivity would be than what was already in place: “We had a
juggler with a tennis ball, a basketball, and then this huge beach ball,” he
told me. “We said, ‘The tennis ball is DSL, the basketball is cable, and the
beach ball is gigabit fiber.’ These big beach balls came out, and it was
really exciting. Then we had a party; we had three bands and everybody
danced.” John Paul was excited and laughing as he described the goingson, and on the wall of his office behind him was a picture of him with
Carman, both dressed in Google colors. Five hundred people marched for
fiber that day, but Google Fiber ultimately didn’t come to Grass
Valley/Nevada City.14
John Paul changed direction again. Fiber-to-the-home remained the
goal. Spiral applied in February 2013 for state California Public Utilities
advanced network funding that hadn’t been used up when it was set aside
to match the Obama program grants. The company was looking for $16.2
million in grant funding plus a half-million-dollar loan, and John Paul
would have to raise an additional $10 million to get the network built. He
brought CPUC staffers to the area to see just how tall the trees were and
why a wireless network wouldn’t work. Finally, in December 2015, after
an arduous three-year process during which Spiral’s application was
challenged by Comcast, AT&T, and local fixed wireless entities that didn’t
want anyone else coming to the area, Spiral won the CPUC grant.15
In May 2014, Chip Carman was diagnosed with stage-four lower
esophageal cancer. He was gone six months later. John Paul told me he
promised Carman before he died, “Don’t worry, I’m going to make this
network happen.” John Paul is still working on raising the remaining $10
million from private sources to build fiber in Nevada City/Grass Valley.
He told me, “It’s the Chip Carman fiber network. His name is going to be
on all the cable.”

One of the people I met in Grass Valley/Nevada City was Stephanie Ortiz,
the dean of Sierra College, the local community college. She has more
than thirty years of experience at the community college and university
levels and was sporting a few streaks of purple mixed into her short black
hair. Ortiz has been the executive dean since 2009; before that she was a
divisional dean and a teacher of business, after a career in human
resources management for the Fresno Bee newspaper and General
Dynamics. The Grass Valley branch of Sierra College, founded in 1936,
has an attractive, well-maintained hundred-acre campus and is part of a
well-respected countywide system that includes three other community
colleges offering more than 125 degrees and certificates—in everything
from administration of justice to welding technology. About 1,600 twoyear students go to classes on the Grass Valley campus, and the website
says course work at that campus “is available in most degree and
certificate areas, with some exceptions.”16 The problem is that Ortiz’s
campus can’t offer what she believes her students need.
A true believer in the power of education, Ortiz told me that by sheer
number of students educated, the California community college system is
the largest system of higher education in the United States. Over two
million students a year enroll in its classes.17 It’s an “amazing
springboard,” she said, for people who “do not have silver spoons in their
mouths.” She’s convinced that the availability of high-capacity, no-delay
data service “is a social justice issue that goes right to the core of how
education is being delivered now and in the future.”
Here’s Ortiz’s problem: she’s in charge of a small campus with a tiny
budget, and she often has to cancel classes when not enough students are
enrolled to take them. Recently, she’s canceled tech classes—classes on
coding or on particular computer applications—because of thin student
populations. She desperately wants to provide engineering courses that
then transfer to the baccalaureate level. Her dream is that if the much
larger Rocklin campus thirty-seven miles southwest of Grass Valley had a
class, her campus and the Truckee campus (an hour in the opposite
direction) could each contribute two or three students to it, sharing the
cost of the teacher. With fiber last-mile connections to all campuses, she

said, “we could then live-stream to all three campuses and have kind of a
one-room schoolhouse.”
Unconstrained internet connectivity could also help her students plan
for their post-college future—something that Ortiz says few know how to
do—by opening their eyes to other worlds. “Our younger people need
more career guidance than they receive, and they probably don’t receive
enough guidance, the vast majority of them.” So students end up doing, by
default, what their parents or grandparents did. “It’s a part of their
education that’s really missing.” She’s particularly concerned about the
young men up here, who are often hopeless and jobless, and she wants
structures to help them find work. “They deserve guidance,” Ortiz told me,
“and they deserve it from society, and the best place to get it at this
juncture, I think, is from their educational providers.”
Twenty miles farther east in the canyons and hills above Nevada City
is the even tinier community of Washington. It’s all tall trees and rivers.
Rorie Gotham, an ethereal older woman with white ringlets and large
brown eyes, told me Washington has “only 166 registered voters and 12
kids in our little two-room schoolhouse.” She loves living there, she told
me, on a street called Alpha Loop with the constant noise of water around
her. “The view from the stove and the living room is of the river and the
mountains off in the distance, and I don’t see another house.”
But she’s worried about the downside of that isolation, namely the
effect her community’s poor internet access will have on those kids: “Our
school is disadvantaged because we’re a two-room schoolhouse. If we
could get high-speed internet down there, we could improve the
educational process. Right now it’s one teacher with an aide trying to
accommodate K through 8. The students could get materials that are a lot
more conducive to their learning and the grade that they’re in.” Where
Gotham lives, you can’t even buy a DSL subscription; until very recently
people were using dial-up connections.18 People try to get by these days
using satellite internet access, but it’s extremely expensive and you hit
your data limit very quickly. “If you want to have movies or music or
something like that, then you’re paying 120 bucks a month,” said Gotham.
That’s far more than people in the area can afford. And you can’t do

anything that requires immediate response from a remote computer, like
make a two-way video call.
For someone who looks like a delicate sprite-child, Gotham was
surprisingly firm about this: “We must educate our children,” she said. “If
we don’t educate our children at least to take care of themselves, we make
the biggest mistake ever. I mean, there’s no reason to dumb down an
American citizen. This is a land of opportunity, right? Every person
deserves to have information. Who is this group of people who chooses to
ignore basic things at the biggest level? That’s wrong.” She glared at me,
her be-ringed hands and immaculate nails flashing.
Although the federal government has tried in its $3.9 billion E-rate
program to subsidize internet access over fiber to schools across the
country, students in Washington, Grass Valley, Truckee, and Nevada City
are among the 1.2 million Californian students who don’t have access to
that bandwidth. More than 11 million students across the country don’t
have the internet access they need for learning while they’re at school, and
tens of millions more don’t have the access they need to do homework
from home.19 Singapore, by contrast, made getting gigabit access to 100
percent of its schools a goal for 2015, and did it. New Zealand has
committed to getting fiber to 99.9 percent of students by 2017. Finland
makes 100 Mbps access for students a basic right.20
In my travels, I kept hearing about non-college alternatives aimed at
getting people into good jobs with local businesses. I started with a bias
toward traditional colleges. Both my father and his father taught at
traditional universities and loved that life.
But the more I listened to people around the country, the more I
became convinced that a college education isn’t for everyone. It isn’t for
Americans who don’t enjoy thinking about abstract concepts. As time goes
on, I’ve grown less and less sure what a university is good for.
I met Stephen Kosslyn during the fall of 2012, when he was
considering leaving the Stanford Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences to start an entirely new and mostly online educational
venture. He had already left Harvard after thirty years and was clearly in
an intense mulling period. Several months later, in April 2013, the news
broke that he had made the leap and become dean of faculty for the

Minerva Project. He replied to my note of ebullient congratulations: “I
decided to roll the dice. It’s unlikely I’ll ever again have the opportunity to
‘make a dent in the universe,’ and the team here is fabulous. So far, so
good.”
Things have gone extremely well for the Minerva Project. They handle
about three hundred students a year who rotate through term-long stays in
dorms in various global cities—San Francisco, Berlin, Buenos Aires,
Seoul, Hyderabad, Taipei, and London—and are expected to immerse
themselves in these cities while studying.21 Each class, of the more than
seventy on offer, has no more than nineteen students, and all those classes
are conducted online using an active learning platform (they call it the
Active Learning Forum, or ALF) developed by the school. ALF records
every seminar and provides an enormous amount of data about students’
participation to teachers in real time, making immediate, frequent
feedback possible as the students move seamlessly between discussion,
breakout groups, debates, simulations, quizzes, polls, and team
presentations.22 The Minerva belief, supported by a 1972 study, is that
memory is enhanced by “deep” cognitive tasks: applying material and
talking about it rather than reading it quietly.23 There’s much feedback,
personal attention, and no lectures—just what the Chattanooga STEM
students told me they wanted. Very few students leave the program, and
more than twenty thousand apply each year for the three hundred spots.24
Minerva uses the “flipped classroom” model, in a sense, for
foundational courses: before they start classes that require background
knowledge in things like calculus and economics, Minerva students take
large online courses (known as Massive Open Online Courses, or MOOCs)
on their own time. As Kosslyn put it, “MOOCs are for information
transmission. We’re about information use, which is a different thing.”
Once they demonstrate mastery of the MOOC material, students are ready
to participate in the Minerva seminars. Minerva professors are trained at
length to understand the science of learning and map that into active
discussion and participation by students, and they are expected to be
educators, not cross-subsidized researchers. Many professors are
interested: Minerva had more than sixteen hundred applications for

nineteen teaching positions in 2017. The project will measure success by
the quality of opportunities their students have when they graduate.25
One key metric says the project is doing well: student retention is
north of 90 percent.26 All of the employers, including Apple, Twitter, and
Ashoka, who have had Minerva students as interns have said they would
be happy to have them again. The annual cost is about $30,000, far less
than the price of tuition for a year at Harvard or Stanford.27 And a great
fiber connection is unquestionably necessary for the Minerva model to
reach its full potential.
It’s a two-hour drive from Greensboro to Wilson, North Carolina, and
Durham is in the middle, so I stopped at Duke University to visit a college
friend named Daniel Egger. I’d never been to Duke before, and the
uniformity and promise of the grand Collegiate Gothic buildings made me
wonder why anyone would want to go anywhere else. Egger, now the
executive in residence in Duke’s Master of Engineering Management
Program, wonders why people are spending so much time at universities at
all.
One of the MOOC sources for Minerva basic learning is the battery of
Coursera courses available online. Egger developed one of Coursera’s
most popular courses, Mastering Data Analytics in Excel.28 It is one of
five, all developed by Egger, that students can take to get a specialization
certificate in data science from the University of Illinois. He tells me that
people routinely list Coursera specialization certificates on their resumes
—they’re just as proud of them as they are of any other degree, and
Coursera certificates have become a widely recognized informal
credentialing system. Videos must last no longer than eight minutes, Egger
told me, on the theory that “most people are doing the course in their little
snippets of free time”; all learning objectives have to be fully operational,
as in “You will know how to calculate the optimum value for the certain
price of a good when there’s a demand curve.” “It’s very concrete,” Egger
said. “For a lot of people, the basic nuts and bolts skills are incredibly
valuable.” Online learners can watch all the videos for free; only those
who pay can take the graded quizzes.
Until recently, Coursera’s CEO was former Yale president Richard
Levin. Coursera reaches tens of millions of learners—note, these are

“learners,” not students—around the globe, offering thousands of courses.
As of mid-2017, 164 universities around the world had deals with the
company, and hundreds of businesses are starting to ask for skills content
customized for their needs to be made accessible through the platform.29
You can offer a Coursera course only if you are a faculty member at a
university with which Coursera has a master agreement, and your
university has to back you to do it. That’s a pretty good filtering function
for quality control. Although you can get an online degree through
Coursera, such as the master of computer science in data science offered
by the University of Illinois, I’m more interested in what Levin calls
“micro-credentials” and the courses sponsored by businesses.
The physical campus of Yale, I’m confident, will still be here and still
be valuable five years from now. What Yale and a handful of other great
universities offer is what a healthy, thriving city offers: proximity, density,
fizz, resources, beauty, and interesting people; what Levin calls “education
outside the classroom.” But not everyone wants or needs or can spare the
time or money to gain that experience. Millions of people want skills,
techniques, and learning that can be acquired in a classroom—but without
also buying everything that is currently bundled with that classroom.
Coursera, through its relationships with businesses, is learning a great
deal about what it takes to bring a learner into an actual paying job. Its
partner businesses can help Coursera identify the skills considered
necessary in today’s business environment, and someday, with adequate
two-way connectivity, Coursera mentors could help students directly as
they go from goal to goal and move toward employment. Without fiber,
genuine eye contact and full-size, fully human assistance—akin to
physical presence—won’t flow easily among these teachers and mentors
and students. To fill large screens with real-time, real-seeming images and
be able to respond and interact in real-time, real-seeming ways, you need
last-mile fiber. “For the promise of barrier-less access to the world’s
knowledge and to great teachers,” Egger said, “you’ve got to have great
connectivity.”
Certificates, skills, adult education: that’s the workforce development
model that mayor Andy Berke of Chattanooga is focused on, and the one
Nevada City/Grass Valley and Greensboro don’t seem to have. It’s working

well in Chattanooga, but students must physically go to a center, with its
high fixed costs for buildings and grounds, in order to access adult
education opportunities. Once they get there, they are able to step into
jobs. Berke points out to me that although the local community college,
Chattanooga State, has a graduation rate of only about 10–11 percent, the
Tennessee College of Applied Technology (TCAT), which is located on the
same campus but is not part of the community college, has about an 80
percent completion rate and a 94 percent placement rate. It provides
certificate training in computer technology, machining technology, and a
host of other job-focused skills.30
TCAT works in partnership with local employers. Volkswagen, for
example, which is doing a large hiring push in Chattanooga and now
employs more than thirty-two hundred people, has set up a five-week
Volkswagen Neighborhood Talent Pipeline program that rewards its
graduates with a Chattanooga Manufacturing Excellence certificate from
TCAT. Jared Bigham, the executive director of Chattanooga 2.0, a
foundation-funded effort aimed at improving educational opportunities for
all Chattanoogans, said the Talent Pipeline program was launched after he
got fed up with people saying “Volkswagen can’t fill jobs.” He asked,
“Well, does TCAT know what Volkswagen is looking for?” He got vague
responses, so he drove to Volkswagen and asked for a page of bullet points
listing what the company wanted in entry-level employees—which turned
out to be not so much skills as traits, dispositions, and affinity for the jobs
available. Bigham took that list and brought it to TCAT, which created a
program that has now been widely deployed. Seniors in their spring
semester can take this program for free, and graduate with both a high
school diploma and a credential that guarantees them a well-paying entrylevel manufacturing job at Volkswagen’s Chattanooga plant. Both
Volkswagen and the city knew in setting up this program that they had to
reach students where they are, so students can go to a neighborhood center
—the Brainerd Youth & Family Development Center, located in a highpoverty area of Chattanooga—rather than the distant Chattanooga (Chatt)
State campus.
Similarly, in partnership with Chatt State and the local school district,
Volkswagen has launched what it calls a Mechatronics Academy. High

school graduates can simultaneously apprentice at the VW plant, working
in robotics or on welding, and in three years earn a specialized technical
associate’s degree from the community college as well as a certificate
from the German-American Chamber of Commerce allowing the graduate
to work abroad with Volkswagen. It’s a wildly popular program, as are the
many industry-specific certifications offered by TCAT.31
What if people looking for high-paying entry-level advanced
manufacturing jobs could get safety and expertise training at home? Going
to college may not be for everyone, but getting a credential that employers
will value is enormously popular. And it can be a way of helping students
figure out whether they actually want the jobs for which they are being
trained. Many people don’t realize they’ve made a bad decision until
they’ve actually taken a job; churn in advanced manufacturing jobs is
alarmingly high—around 40 percent, Jared Bigham told me.
There’s a chicken-and-egg quality to the certification narrative: to go
beyond talking and pointing, toward actually getting a feel for the job—
touching the controls and wielding the machines—you need haptic (touchsensitive) controllers and augmented reality or virtual reality glasses. The
word haptic comes from Greek words meaning “suitable for touch” or
“palpable.” “Haptics” allows humans to interact with the digital world
through touch; the device, in turn, gives the user feedback in the form of
force or vibrations that create the sensation of physical connection.
“Virtual reality” glasses immerse the user in a digitally created 360-degree
world (that feels absolutely real to your stomach and brain); “augmented
reality” glasses allow you to see a layer of digital information on top of
the physical world. Add these things together and you can have students
exploring new jobs. Veterinarians are already using a Haptic Cow and
Haptic Horse to train students about their future patients’ internal
organs.32 There’s no need for any of this to be isolating: with enough
bandwidth, anyone can work in a team to learn new skills.
But to be available to everyone, those devices and glasses need to be
inexpensive. That in turn requires a big market for them, so it is
worthwhile for manufacturers to invest in the research and materials
development needed to make them cheaper. Which, in turn, requires fiber
everywhere: without very high bandwidth flowing almost instantaneously

between these devices and the remote computers that respond to them,
they will remain wacky and unfamiliar one-offs. You may scoff, but you
shouldn’t. Haptics and VR/AR devices are just appliances.
People used to think that refrigerators were extraordinary luxuries not
needed by everyone. A 1926 Frigidaire electric refrigerator from General
Motors cost $285, the equivalent of nearly $4,000 today, and an ad for it
shows a Wall Street man in a formal golf outfit and his extraordinarily
well-dressed wife gazing into the open doors of their miraculous new
Frigidaire with anticipation and wonder. A salesman had visited their
house to consult with them about having a refrigerator, because that’s the
way it was done in those days, and the couple has clearly just come in
from a morning of golf (there’s a magnificent touring car drawn on the
border of the advertisement, and a set of golf clubs lie at the couple’s feet)
to admire the new thing that invisible hired hands have installed while
they were out. The ad copy reads: “Satisfaction . . . that only Frigidaire
can give.” It’s called an “Electric” refrigerator because electricity was still
a glamorous item.33 (Just as in the early 2000s “e-commerce” was still a
thing; today it’s just commerce.) The ad is aimed at women, because they
are the ones who will persuade their husbands to buy these devices, and
the wife in the ad is tightly clasping her hands in front of her throat and
rising to her toes in her high-heeled shoes with amazed delight: her dearest
desire has been fulfilled. Today we can’t imagine life without
refrigeration. The same reasoning goes for haptics and AR/VR glasses.
One piece of great news for education, human relationships, and every
other realm of human endeavor is that when haptics and glasses become
cheap, we will stop looking down at our phones. True, we will all be
wearing glasses. But the stooped-over, lost look of gazing at a phone will
seem just as strange to us as this 1926 electric refrigerator ad looks today,
with its well-dressed man bending his knees and leaning forward to
examine the interior of this amazing new device.
To ensure that every American has the opportunity to thrive, we
desperately need these advances in adult certification and training to be
put in place as soon as possible. We need to do a far better job preparing
young people for a successful launch into the labor market. The kind of
adult education program Chattanooga is working to provide is sorely

lacking in parts of the United States where adult education was decimated
budgetarily during the Great Recession. Adult training can step in and be a
delivery mechanism for younger males, in particular, that don’t take to
school. We could do this, at a distance, with great communications
connections, for everyone who wants it in every corner of the country.
Many important elements of America’s education story require fiber
connections. With more last-mile fiber everywhere, more students at every
level can have exciting, hands-on engagement with great educational
resources, both conceptual and applied, wherever those resources happen
to be located—as the STEM Chattanooga students had with the
microscope at USC—and more students will be able to do their homework
online. With fiber, local institutions can share the cost of teachers. More
students who want to go to a great university but can’t afford it can study
online; if Minerva scales, it will provide excellent seminar-like education
for thousands of students. Many more students who don’t want to go to
college can find and pursue certificate training, either through an allonline model like Coursera or, even more promisingly, a hybrid certificate
model that is done in conjunction with local businesses and includes some
online-only content (like the TCAT model). And once haptic and VR/AR
devices become commonplace, “hands-on” training can become standard
wherever you happen to be.
With fiber connections, the kind of personalized mentoring and goalsdiscussion young adults need could be made possible by older people who
are not nearby—a whole new job category. The dispossessed young men
Stephanie Ortiz worries about and any student waiting for the clock to tick
in his or her middle-school classroom all need this.
For students—or rather, learners—this is a good moment. If we insist
on excellent, equal fiber connectivity everywhere, plus general support for
dynamic forms of common education to spur workforce development,
learners will have many more possible paths to follow.
A structural, seemingly immovable obstacle in the way of this studentcentered future is the same one we stumble over for the fiber discussion as
a whole: how much does it matter to Americans in any given community
that all children, and not just their children or their relatives’ children,

have similar opportunities? Insufficient government support for public
schools has many causes. Communities have different ways of funding
their school systems, and the balance of power among local, county, state,
and federal actors is constantly shifting (and again is different in different
regions). But the disparity and equity problems are real and getting worse,
triggering limited opportunities and cramped social mobility for
increasing numbers of Americans.
Bernadine Joselyn, of Minnesota, ties everything together—education,
fiber, a caring community—into a message of hope. “The connection is
really about helping people feel hopeful about what’s possible,” she told
me. Joselyn spent part of her life living in Russia, and saw a deep contrast
with the United States during her time there. In Minnesota, you assume
that things work and that you can trust the system. “In Russia,” she said,
“it’s very much not that way. It’s a deeply broken system, where people are
cynical and checked out. And they think that if you follow the rules you’re
a chump. . . . There’s just an assumption that you gotta take care of your
own first because it’s a scary place out there.” She goes on: “The
infrastructure alone does nothing. The real endgame is really about people
integrating the technology and harnessing it up to their dreams about equal
access and equal opportunity for everybody.”
I typed these words in the Rose Reading Room of the New York Public
Library, one of the most beautiful public spaces in New York City. One
day, walking into the grand marble ground floor of the library building, I
looked up and saw these words carved on a pillar:
ON THE DIFFUSION OF EDUCATION
AMONG THE PEOPLE
REST THE PRESERVATION
AND PERPETUATION
OF OUR FREE INSTITUTIONS

The quote is unattributed, but it comes from a speech Daniel Webster
delivered around 1837.34 For Webster, the survival of liberal democracy
depended on access to education for everyone. “Open the doors of the
schoolhouse to all the children in the land,” he said. “Let no man have the
excuse of poverty for not educating his own offspring.” He believed we

could better prevent crime through education than through detention or
punishment—education would “provide for its never occurring.” It is a
fine speech. It is part of the great American doctrine of fairness of
opportunity. I think Webster was right, and every corner of this country
will need fiber to make his words come true.

CHAPTER SEVEN

Health and Fiber

I

backward down two flights of stairs in your
house and landed on your back, in terrible pain. Luckily, someone was
nearby (or you were able to blink significantly through your digitally
enabled glasses, which somehow stayed firmly on your head as you
tumbled) to summon emergency assistance. Now two burly men are
gingerly examining you and beginning to move you onto a board and then
a stretcher for transport to the local hospital.
They have a tablet with them that allows the attending physician back
at the hospital to be essentially present at the scene. It’s your local
geriatric care doctor, whom you have seen often in person, both in his
office and, when you had home appointments, on your living room wall.
The doctor supervises what the emergency medical technicians are doing
and asks you questions. At the same time, he is accessing your records to
check whether the heart or pain medication the technicians have on hand
can or should be given to you right away. He is reviewing radiology results
from an injury you suffered in a car accident six months ago. And he is
scheduling scanning and surgeries in your local hospital and putting
people and resources in place that will be waiting when you arrive. This is
the kind of care you expect—it’s been this way since you were a child, but
this is your first fall as a frail eighty-year-old, and you are scared. The
voice of your doctor, and a glimpse of his face when you can manage to
open your eyes for an instant, are immensely comforting to you.
MAGINE YOU’VE JUST FALLEN

Or imagine you are a bright but lonely teenager in a remote area. Your
parents are doing their best, but you have shut them out of your inner life.
They chose a place to raise their only child that is peaceful and quiet, and
you are grateful for that, but you are experiencing overwhelming anxiety
that you do not understand and feel powerless to stop. You have friends at
school, but they are busy with their lives and their own inner demons, and
you’d rather not have them know how awful you feel each morning. The
one light in this darkness comes several times a week, when you join in a
group session with other kids your own age—facilitated by a skilled
counselor hundreds of miles away from any of you—during which you all
talk about whatever is on your minds. The weekly individual sessions you
have with that counselor are also important to you. She can see every part
of your facial expressions and body language while you sit and talk
together; she can tell when you are hiding your emotions and gently call
you on it; you can see her care and respect for you in her eyes. You trust
her and you feel less alone.
These low-cost, high-quality health services are not a reality. At the
same time, we spend more than $3 trillion each year on health care,
upward of $10,000 a person, twice what most other developed countries
spend. Health care spending is growing at a faster rate than the national
economy. Something like 30 percent of our spending is excessive, because
we pay such high prices for our fee-for-service reimbursement system—
and suppliers have enormous market power. According to Bob Kocher, a
partner at the Silicon Valley venture capital firm Venrock, “We waste the
equivalent of the entire health care system of Spain annually.” Yet
Americans’ life expectancies are shorter than those in other developed
nations, and our rates of infant mortality and diabetes—on which we spend
more than $240 billion a year—are higher. The largest share, 32 percent,
of the $3.3 trillion goes to hospital care, followed by care from doctors
and other clinicians (20 percent); most spending goes to about 35 million
Americans who have multiple chronic diseases and are poor.1
Every part of the health care system could be vastly improved by
eliminating distance, bringing data, doctors, and counselors where they’re
needed via communications networks, rather than making 330 million
Americans travel to where these specialists and databases are. Preventive

care for people living in at-risk zip codes needs to be revolutionized. Elder
care needs to support people living in private homes and apartments.
People suffering from chronic illnesses and mental health issues need
ongoing support. What needs to change? The methods of helping—so that
patients receive more timely, convenient, less expensive, and more
personalized care. In order for patients to get the care they need when and
where they need it, and feel a sense of engagement and autonomy, we’ll
need fiber everywhere.
Most U.S. states already require private insurers and Medicaid to
reimburse for a wide range of telemedicine-provided services without
discrimination. But the field is still in its infancy: often, “telemedicine”
means either very-low-bandwidth remote patient monitoring (of blood
pressure, for example), or simply a phone call with a provider. It’s hard to
imagine a doctor-patient relationship forming through just phone calls,
emails, text messages, and online questionnaires. Several states have
restricted or banned reimbursement for telemedicine services that fall
short of full-bandwidth communications. That makes sense: the gamechanging, cost-reducing developments will require the real-time, reliable,
visible presence of health professionals in patients’ actual lives; a human,
two-way connection that can convey empathy and compassion as well as
two-figure data updates. Those are the connections that can vastly reduce
the country’s spending on hospital and in-office care.
The problem is that the vast majority of Americans—upward of 84
percent of us—don’t live in a house that has a fiber connection to the
outside world.2 And unless we upgrade to fiber as a country, we will never
be the nation with the world’s most advanced health care system. Instead,
we will make more people unsafe and sicker, keep people waiting
unnecessarily at medical offices and hospitals all over the country, and
spend untold billions on services that are inadequately tailored to people’s
individual needs.
To look to the future, consider Sweden. The United States will never be a
social democracy, and Sweden’s health care system—fully government
funded, paid for by taxes rather than through insurance—is completely
unlike ours. But one element of the Swedish experience should be
instructive here in the United States: in the beginning of the Swedish

movement toward fiber optics, decades ago, they didn’t really foresee its
uses for health. Now that they are able to consult a doctor online or easily
move enormous medical files around, Swedes see health care as
necessarily powered by fiber communications.
I talked to Fredrik Jung-Abbou, a young man who has launched a
Swedish business called KRY that allows patients to see doctors in real
time over video. To book an appointment with KRY, you securely log into
an app using your bank ID; you can upload images of symptoms if that’s
applicable. You ask for an appointment time, and then a doctor calls you
through the app. The video is encrypted and not recorded, and the doctor
keeps a record of the visit, which costs about $30. If you need a
prescription or a referral, he or she can take care of that.3
The reliability and capacity of fiber make a huge difference when it
comes to health. “If you are running a game on your cellphone over WiFi,” Jung-Abbou said, “it’s not that important if it is an unreliable
connection. Once you start running more important services that are more
precious to you, like health, well, I think we will have a lot of pride that
we did this [installed fiber in Sweden] ten years back.”
Reliable health care at a distance couldn’t happen without fiber, he
said. “The countries that haven’t invested in fiber before, they’ll start
seeing the pains now.” He has launched his service in London as well as in
Sweden, but it is text-based in the United Kingdom “because we don’t
know if the video experience is strong enough for the client. In Sweden,
we can skip the text part any day because we know the video part runs so
smooth.”
Jung-Abbou thinks “it’s the video part that makes it more interesting.
The experience of talking and seeing and [the doctor] being able to really
see your skin and eyes.” The barrier in Sweden is not infrastructure but
reimbursement; he’s had to spend a great deal of time persuading Swedish
county councils that KRY’s services should be reimbursed. The first
country council to budge was Varmland County, in central Sweden, which
launched a pilot using KRY at the end of 2016.4
Based on the data he’s seeing and the reviews KRY has gotten, JungAbbou said his customers think “this is better than going to the physical
doctor.” Customers “are exhilarated by the time they save, all the hassle,

all the logistics, and the quality of the video meeting is great, so it creates
a real-life communication experience.” In Sweden, they think about fiber
as electricity. “It’s just there,” said Jung-Abbou, in every remote corner of
the country. “That’s where the U.S. needs to move to.”
In addition to imagining doctors’ visits, consider fiber’s benefits for old
age and isolation. Again, there’s a lesson from Sweden, which has no
system of assisted-living centers; the only public-paid facilities are
nursing homes, and they’re hard to get into. “You need to be really sick,”
said Stéphanie Treschow, founder of a company called Villa Nest that will
provide a new form of assisted living for seniors. At the same time, the
population is aging rapidly: by 2045, according to Statistics Sweden, a
quarter of Swedes will be over sixty-five, and the country’s fully public
care system probably won’t be able to cope with their needs.5 Treschow is
negotiating with five cities in Sweden to place Villa Nest housing facilities
for people over fifty-five that will provide a transition between the period
they can still stay at home and the time they need to be in a nursing home.
Those seniors will be using technology services that will allow them to
push a button to call their doctor, schedule an appointment for the same
day, and then talk to the doctor over video. Treschow told me, “I think
we’re slightly ahead of the curve because people keep saying, ‘Well, the
elderly, they won’t understand technology. They don’t know how to use
this.’ That’s no longer true. They’re absolutely super capable of managing
technology. Especially when it comes to iPads.”
When it comes to fiber, it’s never about the fiber itself but rather what
it enables. For example, iPads connected to a fiber network are ideal for an
older person. The device is big but still capable of being held comfortably
by an arthritic and trembling hand, the text on it can be big, and the
interface can be really simple: just buttons saying, “Call doctor,” “Call
home health care provider.” Or prompts like “Don’t forget to take your
medication.” Wearables, tied into the same communications capacity,
could augment this system, triggering warnings to both you and your
doctor when your blood pressure goes too high. The home health care aide
could visit by camera at times. That’s already happening in Vasteras, a
municipality in Sweden that has been a pilot site for experimenting with
health care technology. Public care can be hit-or-miss. “Where I live, in a

suburb north of Stockholm, we have 770 elderly using home care, and 11
providers,” Treschow told me. A senior could wait a long time, feeling
isolated and lonely, for someone to show up. Treschow plans to make her
for-pay services quite inexpensive, so that she’ll gain many customers.
“I’m doing this a bit early,” she said. “I do understand that, but in ten
years’ time or even in five years’ time, everybody’s going to be doing
this.”
Here in America we’ll need to catch up quickly. Over the next fifteen
years, the number of elderly in the United States will grow by more than
50 percent, at the same time that elderly people are becoming dramatically
more willing to accept and embrace technology. Today’s fifty-year-old is
(relatively) technology-savvy and, whether he or she lives in a rural or
urban area, will very likely want to age in place: a recent AARP survey
showed that nearly 90 percent of Americans sixty-five or older want to
stay in their homes as long as possible.6 They’ll need to be connected to
fiber in order for their quality of life to be its best.
The obstacles in Sweden are not people like Jung-Abbou or Treschow. But
as in the United States, an enormous barrier to success in telemedicine is
the attitude of the entities reimbursing for services; in the United States,
that’s the private insurance market, and in Sweden, it’s the government.
But the structural barriers are the same.
In Stockholm, in the offices of the local county council, I talked to
Daniel Forslund. He’s a young, fast-talking man in a hurry who has been
charged with leading the county’s strategy for e-healthcare and
government innovation. (Sweden is divided into twenty counties or
regions; counties, not cities, have responsibility for health care and
transportation, while cities are responsible for elder care.)7 Forslund, the
first county councilor in the country to be designated as responsible for
innovation in his region, is focused on the county’s pilot experiments to
test the appropriateness of treating online services as reimbursable
equivalents of in-person visits. In collaboration with researchers from the
Karolinska Institute, four general practitioner clinics in the HässelbyVällingby borough of Stockholm are trying video-based visits for people
with chronic illnesses or who otherwise need frequent care.

Forslund told me he is interested in reforming the county’s
reimbursement systems so that video conferencing is a “true and integral
part of the health care offer” for all residents of the Stockholm region.
Without reform, clinics have to resist providing services in the most
effective way: you can’t get services online because “you have to go
through my door then I get reimbursed.” He went on: “That created such
strange incentives, because you are locked into the older ways of working
because that’s the only way you can do it.”
Forslund is lucky; like all Swedes involved in health care, he’s
confident that his patients will be able to connect. “All of this requires
good fiber connections, both in the clinic and to the home of the patient,”
he said. “I feel very comfortable doing this because we have such a great
fiber infrastructure. In Stockholm City, about 96 percent of all homes have
at least a 100 Mb connection. . . . The coverage of e-health services is
much better [in Stockholm than in the United States] because no one is left
behind on the digital level.” In the future, Forslund predicted, “you will as
a patient want to have access to huge quantities of data. You will want to
see that film from your operation or from the MRI scan. You will want to
see how everything is working with your tissues and joints, and you will
want to produce live-streamed data from your connected device—a
glucose level, or your heartbeat, or anything else—and that will require
very large data connections from the individual patient to the health care
sector.”
These connections will need to be extremely secure and reliable: “If
I’m on life support in my home,” he said, “I will really be dependent on
my fiber cable into the home to be meeting top-notch standards.” He
pointed out that we would never accept the low-tech level of current health
services—faxes! required in-office visits!—in any other part of society.
We’re simply used to a lower service level in health.
The pilot studies in Hässelby-Vällingby are designed to help
researchers develop new ways to measure the quality of patient care—not
just counting the number of sessions, but also looking hard at quality-oflife metrics and outcomes. Forslund is also interested in effects on
medical staff quality of life. “We’re putting a lot of emphasis on
describing value created for individual citizens, individual health
professionals, for society, and for tax payers,” he told me. His studies are

also testing the effects of increasing the level of reimbursement for homecare services for the chronically ill and elderly, on the assumption that
paying more for at-home health care over video will save the county
bundles of money while sacrificing nothing in quality of care. He has to
start with small pilots to ensure he can answer all the objections that
institutions always raise; he needs to pinpoint all the risks and have
answers to them.
Forslund is particularly excited about focusing on e-health for elderly
people, for whom getting to the doctor can be an ordeal. “People think
that, ‘Well, this is kind of cool, [these are] new ways of meeting health
care needs for you and me who like technology and are fairly young and
tech savvy.’ Perhaps the most value will come when my grandmother
doesn’t have to go out in the snow in the mid-winter and fall on the
pavement because she is going to the primary care clinic. Now she can sit
on her sofa and have a dialogue with her doctor online.”
Forslund told me that in the thinly populated north of Sweden, health
care services over fiber have been routine for years, but mostly via
connections between small local clinics and large regional hospitals. His
pilot studies are forging the way toward individual services in homes, and
he hopes to expand them to reach the general patient population as well as
patients in more sparsely populated areas.
He’s also interested in identifying the cost to society of not
reimbursing fiber-based online services. “If we don’t have it,” he said
flatly, “it costs us perhaps billions a year because we lose so much
productivity in so many areas of health care.” He’s got the fiber; he just
needs to change the reimbursement models.
In Chattanooga, Dr. Allen Coffman is leading an ambitious effort to use
school clinics in elementary schools, and EPB’s fiber connections to those
schools, as central places for local families to get health services. Families
in poorer areas often don’t have the access to transportation needed to get
basic preventive care, but everyone trusts the school nurse and can find his
or her way to the school. He’s focused on areas of concentrated poverty
within EPB’s service area—five zip codes where most of Chattanooga’s
black and Hispanic people live.

What he tells me about health outcomes in those five zip codes is
terrifying. “We’re on pace now to have, by 2020, a third of our adolescents
finish high school obese,” he said. “You look at the projected impact that’s
going to have on health, and it’s just mind-blowing.” Many kids already
have type 2 diabetes or joint problems. Many young adults can’t get jobs
because they simply can’t move. My face must have registered surprise at
this, because Coffman went on to explain: it’s not as if at one time these
kids were active and then something happened. “These kids have been
obese forever, always,” he said. “It’s a whole new adult patient population
that’s going to be coming out of the pipeline that our payment systems just
can’t handle.” It’s not just obesity, either, that dogs youngsters in these
areas; they’ve got behavioral issues, attention deficit–hyperactivity
disorder, anxiety, depression, and asthma, at rates that far exceed those in
richer zip codes. Infant mortality in these areas is three times what it is in
areas more populated by whites.
Everything maps into those five zip codes, he noted: low levels of
school readiness, high absenteeism, food insecurity, high crime, lack of
street lights, lack of public transportation. And in those five zip codes
there are about 4,200 kids, out of a total population of about 11,000
school-age children, who don’t have access to primary care services at all
—often for logistical reasons.8 “Parents working shifts, nobody available,
grandma can’t drive, mom is disabled,” he said. “It’s completely like we
need UPS to come in and look at this issue.”
Coffman is a very busy pediatrician. In his spare time, as a “hobby,” he
laughed, he has launched a plan aimed at asthma, “even though what we’re
trying to do is build better comprehensive health.” (Everything from tulips
to palm trees can grow in Chattanooga’s climate, but the downside is that
pollen seems endemic to Chattanooga’s valley; the beautiful mountains
that encircle the city trap the air, and the pollen combines with high ozone
levels and particulate matter from car exhaust to create a lot of bad air
days.)9
Coffman thinks he can short-circuit poor families’ logistical barriers
in getting access to care by bringing telemedicine services to the schools
and helping school nurses act as care coordinators. Like Daniel Forslund,
Allen Coffman is focused on a series of pilot studies; his are in five

elementary schools, each of which provides free or reduced-price lunches
to 99 percent of its students. He hopes that the pilots will be so valuable
that people will ask, “Why aren’t these in our high schools?”
School nurses are highly trusted, Coffman has learned, and many
families rely on them exclusively for all forms of health care. “They’re a
part of the family, where the teachers are not seen as such,” he told me.
Parents in Chattanooga schools say, “‘When the teachers call me it’s
always something bad. The [school] clinic is a good place that I trust.’”
He’s been working on training the school nurses, most of whom are
underappreciated by their schools, to use a telemedicine unit to consult
with doctors in the downtown children’s hospital. To the child who has
come to her clinic office and, if available, a parent or other responsible
adult, the nurse will say, according to Coffman, “You know me, I’m here
with you and I’m here to help. We’ll talk to the doctor through the
computer, and then I can actually show them things about you. Then
they’ll help us figure out what’s going on, and they can write a
prescription and we can have it delivered. And you can get it. Isn’t that
great?” The school nurse’s empathy helps the child navigate the
telemedicine setup.
It’s still too early to talk about outcomes. Coffman is midstream on a
host of plans. He’s also working on having a community clinic pediatrician
see patients in her clinic office and then follow up via a telemedicine link
to the school with the child, a parent, and the child’s teacher all together
on the other side. “So often,” he said, “People don’t get this as a systemic
problem. There aren’t resources right now. There’s no way you could make
this a short-term revenue-producing business model with a hospital system
or within a county government.” He knows the long-term payoffs of his
approach will be enormous, even though the medical community he is in
“is just not concerned at all.”
At the same time, he’s clear-eyed. He knows that the cultural obstacles,
the logistical problems, the trauma experienced by the people living in
those five Chattanooga zip codes make any easy answers impossible. As
damaging as the medical establishment’s indifference is what he calls
“medical populism”: doctors who resist treating their patients in new
ways, and patients who want to “rule their bodies” yet take the position
that “there better be something out there to help me later.” He sees

experimentation through pilot studies, knowing your population, listening
to what they’re saying, encouraging further development of plans that are
working and killing off the ones that aren’t, as the only way to make
progress. Everyone needs to realize, he told me, that “we’re in a system
that goes to destruction. If everyone just takes care of their own and just
gets theirs, over time it degrades.”
Eventually, he said, we will have to see health as a part of a
community’s infrastructure, like streets, air quality, and recreation. Rural
counties in particular will need to take a regional approach to health in
order to remain sustainable. “Who’s going to build a plant in a county that
doesn’t have birthing services, that doesn’t have a pediatrician?” he asked.
But in both rural and urban areas, schools can be community health hubs
that serve every child and use telemedicine links to connect them to
distant resources—including, crucially, psychiatric services that can
address mental health issues. “If you have no capacity to absorb bad
stuff,” he noted, “at some point your life is going to go horribly wrong. We
live in a chaotic world. How do we build capacity into these kids, so that
as they go on, they can roll with the punches and be resilient?”
Pediatric health systems are cheap: “It’s a rounding error compared to
what we spend on highways.” Through these school hubs, parents could
get affirmative (rather than reactive or opportunistic) information about
their children’s development so they could parent appropriately.
Communities and regions that can take on the economic development
challenge of pediatric care based in schools will be able to turn the tide, he
thinks, giving everyone the opportunity to thrive. And a key part of the
“organic progressivism,” as he calls it, that will make these communities
successful is the ability to “be open to new technology and look at how it
pays off.” In his view, that means two-way video communication. That, in
turn, means these communities will have to have last-mile fiber
connections to make two-way video a realistic and cheap commodity
available to everyone.
There’s a strong connection among education, health, and fiber. Consider
the problem of sick youngsters who can’t get to school.
Twenty-six-year-old Karen Dolva is one of three entrepreneurs who
founded No Isolation, a Norwegian company that uses technology to

address loneliness. She’s a computer science graduate who began noticing
that technology developed for the elderly “did not solve their problems,
nor meet standards that you and I would expect.” And then she noticed that
other groups were being disrespected: “I have a friend who’s a nurse, and
she’d been talking to me about the children’s department at the hospital
she works at, and how sad it is that children just stay there. Nothing is
going on.” She was talking to friends over a beer about the effects of
loneliness, on them and on the elderly, and then it came to her: What
happens to those kids in the hospital when they’re lonely?
On-the-ground research revealed to Dolva that the school connection
with sick kids was a priority for parents. She decided she wanted to bring
some kind of telepresence solution into classrooms on behalf of very sick
kids, “because we can’t physically bring them there.” She also learned that
“the teachers cannot be involved because they do not have the time to set
up a computer, or to answer a Skype call.” She wanted to give sick kids
“who had stopped having the freedom of being a kid”—because doctors
and others monitor every detail of their lives—a measure of power, and
not really involve their parents.
Dolva and her colleagues came up with an adorable white robot to
bring into classrooms, about the size of a basketball, with two eye holes
that can light up and a ring of lights on top of its head. When the unit—
called an AV1—is not on, it stands with its head tilted down and its lights
off. When a sick child at home or in the hospital logs in using a tablet or a
smartphone, the AV1’s head goes up, and the LED lights in the eyes and on
the head go on. By swiping right or left, the child can spin the AV1’s
vision a full 360 degrees and move its head up and down.
If the student is feeling sad or passive, she can turn the lights on the
top of the AV1 to blue; to raise her hand, she can make the unit’s top lights
blink. It reminded me of WALL-E, the charismatic lead of the eponymous
2008 movie; sweet as can be, and equipped with a loudspeaker, an eighthour battery, a microphone, and a camera. According to Dolva, it works for
any age; she told me about a very grateful twenty-five-year-old Norwegian
woman who after years of being sick had finally been able to finish high
school by persuading the authorities that her attendance by AV1 could be
considered presence.

There’s a short video about the AV1, showing a young girl named Maja
who has cancer but is present in her classroom because of the robot. “It’s a
bit weird, but also a lot of fun,” she says to the camera from her home.
“It’s nice, because now I can be a part of society too.” The little white
robot, head down, eyes blank, sits politely next to her. “I can also be a part
of the class, and I can keep up with the others when I return to school.”
Through the robot, she says, she joins in; “When something fun happens,
my classmates bring me outside to join.” Before the robot, Maja says she
thought “it was very scary to come back to school.” She shifts in her chair,
awkwardly, remembering her fear when she spent so much time in the
hospital. “Back then, it felt like nobody saw me.” The video shows kids in
her classroom smiling at the robot, talking to it actively, even dancing
around it while its head swivels around. They’re clearly comfortable with
Maja’s robot presence.
I ask Dolva what it’s been like in the classroom, and she tells me the
most frustrating problem is the teacher. The kids know it’s “her,” Maja,
but the teacher doesn’t trust the technology the way the kids do. Dolva
hopes the teachers will begin to accept, if she keeps explaining it over and
over, that there’s a private, encrypted connection between the classroom
and the home and only Maja is behind the device. The company will also
add more emotional indicators to the next version of AV1, to comfort the
teachers who want to know how they are doing with their robot students.
No Isolation was surprised to learn how complicated it is to introduce new
technology to the school system. “We underestimated the role that the
school would play in implementing AV1. We always had the user’s needs
at the top of our minds, but never really considered the teacher’s needs,”
Dolva confessed. The schools need to get with the program. Their students
are way ahead of them.
A one-way use of fiber is already in place in the small town of
Independence, Oregon, about an hour south of Portland. It’s a “store-andforward” teledentistry program, possible only because Independence built
a gigabit fiber network ten years ago. The network, called MINET, allows
dental hygienists working in elementary schools serving fifteen hundred
kids in the Central School District of Polk County to upload (that’s the
“store” part) and send (“forward”) very-high-resolution X-ray images of

kids’ teeth to dentists in Portland or Salem. Independence is a “poverty hot
spot,” according to Linda Mann, director of community outreach for
Capitol Dental Care. Few dental offices nearby will take Medicaid
patients, and parents have to drive their children thirty miles for an office
visit. As a result, many of the kids in Independence have never seen a
dentist, and they all need preventive care.
With a grant of $112,000 from the Oregon Office of Rural Health, the
hygienists were able to go right into classrooms and cafeterias with a
laptop, a portable X-ray unit, and a camera.10 Dentists in Portland could
then see whether a particular child had a cavity; most of the children’s
cavities could be treated at the school by the hygienists using “scoop-andfill” procedures with fluoride-releasing fillings, a method of care that is
painless and doesn’t need drills. A major consequence of the pilot is that
the local dentist offices that do take Medicaid are freed up to provide
restorative care rather than routine prevention. Mann says most of those
offices are booked two to three months ahead for routine care due to the
demand for regular dentist appointments.
Like Allen Coffman in Chattanooga, the leaders of Capitol Dental Care
are focused on using schools as hubs of pediatric care. “Children are a
captive audience. You can reach them in schools,” said Eli Schwarz,
professor and chair of the Department of Community Dentistry at the
Oregon Health & Science University. In Denmark, where Schwarz grew
up, school-based dental care has been available in every school since the
1980s.
Store-and-forward works for transmitting pictures of teeth, but to change
minds you need two-way, real-time communication. In rural Minnesota,
where the RS Fiber network will soon bring “fiber to the farm,” Denny
Schultz, the farmer who ran economic development for Arlington until
that town decided it wasn’t interested in fiber, mused aloud to me about
fiber’s potential in psychiatric care. “With high-resolution two-way
video,” he said, “you can do psychiatric diagnoses. You can pick up on the
nuances of eye movement or facial expressions.” Mental health care is a
huge need in rural areas. “We’re in so desperate need of that,” Schultz told
me. “If you can have somebody doing it remotely and cover more people,

but cover them adequately and accurately, that’s what we need. That’s
where a fiber application can come in.”
It’s not just rural areas that urgently need mental health services: we
have staggering mental health problems in this country, and particularly in
the young. As many as one in five children in the United States have
behavioral health issues, but only 20 percent of those who need mental
health services actually receive them.11 And of that 20 percent, about half
end treatment prematurely because of access, transportation, or money
issues.12 The problems continue: about 20 percent of adults, or 43 million
people, are affected by mental illness every year, and most receive no
treatment whatsoever.13 The main barriers are stigma and cost.
Nationally, the number of “telemental health” visits is growing
steadily, starting in rural regions that have shortages of mental health
professionals.14 Roger Root, whose title is “person-centered telepresence
integrator” for the Minnesota state information technology agency, told a
Minnesota newspaper, the Bemidji Pioneer, that telepresence is “opening
. . . a whole new set of possibilities to get the right service to the right
person in the right place at the right time.” As the Pioneer reported,
students at schools connected to fiber can stay at school while meeting
with a therapist, and local emergency rooms can make therapists available
to patients with mental health crises.
Fiber isn’t the only barrier to providing these services. State law can
also get in the way. For example, Massachusetts has taken the position that
telehealth services will be reimbursed only in areas designated as having
shortages of health care providers—meaning mostly rural areas.15 The
state perceives telehealth mental assistance as unnecessary except for
people who would otherwise have to drive a long way to see a psychiatrist.
One of my students, Lin Wang, interviewed Omid Toloui, the vice
president of digital health strategy at Caremore, an integrated health plan
and care delivery system for Medicare and Medicaid patients. Toloui is
focused on the potential for telehealth to transcend language and cultural
barriers, by using video links to provide doctors with the language skills or
cultural sensitivities necessary to assist poor minority populations in
Boston for whom psychiatric care would otherwise not be easily available.
Toloui pointed out that the Massachusetts stance on telehealth makes

community clinics uninterested in providing these services, which means
that telepsychiatry services aren’t integrated into primary care for
Medicaid recipients in Boston.
Not all public institutions take this approach. The Veterans
Administration, for example, has embraced telepsychiatry. According to a
recent article by Joshua Kendall published on the online site Undark, the
VA has “already administered over 2 million video mental health sessions
with patients,” and the growth of VA telepsychiatry continues to
accelerate.16 New York State recently adopted a set of standards for
telepsychiatry, stating that “in order for telepsychiatry claims to be
reimbursed, videoconferencing equipment must be employed allowing
quality synchronous video and voice exchange between provider and
patient.”17 Both the VA and New York State are focused on hub-and-spoke
models, in which the patient has to go to a clinic in order to access service.
In the future, we’ll want to broaden availability so that the patient can be
served wherever he or she is.
It turns out that where telepsychiatry is available, patients are more
than satisfied with it. A great deal of evidence shows that they are happy
to avoid transporting themselves to and from appointments, and that they
feel comfortable disclosing the same kind of information they would
disclose in a face-to-face session. Parents seeking help for their children
are especially pleased with telepsychiatry, because their kids are
comfortable with screens and they are happy not to have to force a trip to
an office that may be freighted with stigma for their child. Assessments of
mental state by way of telepsychiatry appear to be comparable to face-toface assessments, with higher-quality observations when video and audio
quality is high. Overall, mental health interventions delivered via
telepsychiatry appear to yield outcomes no different from face-to-face
sessions. This form of treatment may be more cost effective as well.
Telepsychiatry makes it easier for more people, especially in isolated
areas, to access expert mental health care.
According to Mary Carpenter, a psychologist and CEO of the Range
Mental Health Center in Virginia and Hibbing, Minnesota, teenagers
actually prefer telepresence. She told the Bemidji Pioneer that
telepresence “really is their mode of communication, so their defenses are

down more so than in an office face to face.”18 Teenagers are used to
connecting via screens.
Adults are getting there too, and with a high-resolution screen large
enough to show us most of the body, not just the head, all the in-person
cues of body language, tone of voice, nuances of facial expression,
involuntary physiologic responses (shaking, sweating, blushing, blinking),
gestures, proximity, posture, eye contact and avoidance, and eventually
even touch (through haptic communication devices) will be available to
us. All of this will add up to human connection and a genuinely helpful
possibility of empathetic therapeutic assistance.
Eye contact is effective only over an extraordinarily high-resolution
connection. Yet eye contact is fundamental to doctor-patient relationships,
empathy, and mental health; its connection to psychological problems is
circular and reinforcing. When we avoid it, we make less of a connection
and are more likely to suffer from depression or feelings of isolation. The
patients of doctors who make eye contact are healthier. We can all
communicate more effectively, more richly with someone after we make
eye contact with them: Atsushi Senju, a cognitive neuroscientist who
studies the biological and cultural aspects of eye contact at University of
London’s Center for Brain and Cognitive Development, said that eye
contact “amplifies your ability to compute all the signals so you are able
to read the other person’s brain.”19 Static pictures don’t do that for us; we
need the direct gaze of another.
For all of this nonverbal communication to come through without
hesitation or delay (humans go nuts if we are more than fifteen
milliseconds off with the person we’re interacting with), we’ll need
tsunamis of data flowing back and forth—which will require fiber. I’m
convinced that the convenience and user-centered-ness of telepresence for
mental health purposes could someday feel standard, but only if we make
the upgrade to light-filled glass everywhere in the country.
Just as “e-commerce” has become simply “commerce,” we will someday
stop attaching “tele” to health services. The stories I’ve told here are about
pediatric health, elder care, loneliness, dentistry, and psychiatry. Their
protagonists just happen to be using high-capacity fiber connections. We

haven’t yet scratched the surface of the health-related implications of a
fiber upgrade.
But we have a very long way to go in America. A recent bill aimed at
setting telemedicine standards in Montana failed because more than half
of the state’s residents don’t have access—at any price—to internet
connections that could support a video session.20 Dave Trebelhorn, the
former mayor of Winthrop, Minnesota, remembered with a chuckle a story
about one of the Sibley County commissioners who, at seventy-one, was
deeply opposed to any government involvement in fiber. The man—let’s
call him Bill—was in the real estate business, had never really spent much
time online, and was well off. When he publicly expressed his opposition
to RS Fiber, one of the nurses from the local hospital in Arlington said,
“‘you know, Bill, if you ever come in to Arlington Hospital, and we have
to transfer you to Waconia’” (the nearest major hospital, twenty-seven
miles away), “‘it’d be pretty sad if we couldn’t get the records there in
time, because the ambulance beat the records there. Because we have to
transfer all your records, because they’re here.’” Given the region’s awful
data connections, taking the records in a thumb drive by ambulance from
Arlington to Waconia would take less time than attempting to upload them
for use by the other hospital’s doctors. Bill still voted no, likely because he
didn’t understand the technical or medical implications of what the nurse
was saying.
Imagine happier researchers, doctors, and radiologists, able to review
and send enormous medical files, wherever they are. And if you can’t put
yourself in the shoes of a researcher, medical student, or doctor, imagine
yourself as an older person, perhaps housebound or suffering from a
chronic illness. Loneliness and isolation are major risk factors for
premature death, coronary heart disease, and stroke. But there is little
evidence that public health professionals are doing anything about the
connectivity side of this issue.
What if empathetic people could easily visit others via a large screen,
just to chat? What if home care providers could check in briefly with you,
when needed, as needed, to foster connection? What if you could reach
others to serve them? Yes, an in-person visit would be better. But when
that’s difficult, you’d be happy if you had a fiber connection.

CHAPTER EIGHT

Inequality and Fiber

I

N MID-2017 , THE

Federal Reserve banks of Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, and
New York, together with a large group of private foundations, released
a report assessing the revitalization they had seen in several American
cities—including Chattanooga—after the Great Recession. The report’s
central finding was that economic growth alone does not lead to
opportunity or fairness; somehow, the authors suggested, “the arc of
growth” needs to be intentionally connected to “the arc of opportunity.”
Places that successfully connect these arcs by, for example, ensuring that
the benefits of downtown redevelopment and recruitment of new high-tech
businesses reach low-income and minority residents will emerge as
inclusive, prosperous localities that, in the long term, are better places for
everyone to live.1
Last-mile fiber should be part of this intentional connection. By itself,
fiber won’t fix the staggering, interlocking problems of inequality that
America confronts, but without fiber we stand little chance of taking on
inequality at all. And if we do not address inequality, we risk the future of
liberal democracy, in which responsible, self-governing people are
committed to everyone’s individual freedom. Every policy choice that will
support liberal democracy—adequate education, health, transit, and
employment opportunities, which together make an informed and engaged
citizenry possible—requires the bedrock of fiber everywhere, reaching

every home and business, in order to be effectively and fairly
implemented.
We have a distance to go to get there.
Digital inequality in America is on a dismal trajectory. Poorer, rural,
disabled, and minority Americans are far less likely to have wired highspeed internet access at home than rich people in urban areas, just as, a
hundred years ago, they were far less likely to have electricity—or if they
had enough electricity for a lightbulb, they were still unlikely to have
electric heating, cooking, or refrigeration. Today, these left-behind
populations are often forced to rely on the data plans of wireless carriers,
which are more expensive and less reliable than wired access—or to rely
on satellite access, which is also hugely expensive and full of delays. This
reliance on a third-rate form of access (first rate is fiber; second rate is
cable) has enormous consequences for their opportunity to lead a thriving
life.
The trouble in all this—a trouble even deeper than the travails caused
by treating electricity as a luxury—is that inadequate fiber connectivity
and the expense of connectivity generally both amplify and entrench
existing patterns of inequality and make it less likely that we will remain
the world’s beacon of democratic and economic opportunity in the future.
All of these relationships intertwine in a vicious downward spiral: we risk
dumbing America down.
This is a particularly painful problem in rural areas. Rural Americans
are ten times more likely than urban Americans to be unserved by any
connection that meets the FCC’s not-very-aspirational standard for highspeed internet access—currently 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload.2
Even where these connections are available in rural areas, only about one
in eight residents have a choice of more than one provider.3 About 24
million rural Americans can’t buy a 25 Mbps connection at any price, and
most of the rest are stuck with an unregulated monopoly provider. The
same problem faces rural schools. The situation is even worse in tribal
areas, where 70 percent of residents can’t buy such a connection even if
they had all the money in the world—which they don’t.4
As we’ve already seen, many communities aren’t waiting for their
states or the federal government to reach out. They’re tackling the fiber

problem themselves. There is an enormous payoff for this effort: areas in
the United States that have taken on the question of utility-style fiber
access are not only ready to close the digital divides that are making
inequality worse, they are also in a better position than most other places
to take on other structural aspects of inequality—to intentionally connect
the arcs of growth and opportunity.
This capacity story can be told by looking closely at three places:
Chattanooga, Tennessee, and Greensboro and Wilson, North Carolina.
Chattanooga’s fiber network has given it the capacity and vision to see the
next set of issues that need addressing. Greensboro hasn’t been able to
confront its communications issues and isn’t ready to take on its similarly
staggering inequality. Wilson’s fiber, and that city’s choice to make access
to fiber available in public housing units and apartment buildings at a
genuinely low price—$10 a month—helps it address the social justice and
workforce development issues it needs to confront. The rural framework
of this capacity story is revealed by comparing Nevada City/Grass Valley,
where local government refused to get involved in fiber, to the RS Fiber
region in Minnesota, and to Otis, Massachusetts—two places where local
government did all it could to bring fiber to town.
Chattanooga greets arrivals at its airport with an enormous sign reading
WELCOME TO GIG CITY. In many respects the city’s prospects look bright.
Volkswagen is expanding and hiring in Chattanooga; new midsized
businesses and startups are showing up; there’s a brand-new Innovation
District of which City Hall is justly proud. Economic growth in the city is
holding steady or ticking upward, a sharp contrast to many similarly sized
places in America. In the past five years, Hamilton County has added jobs
at a faster rate than the state of Tennessee as a whole, and Chattanooga is
second only to booming Nashville in job growth.5 The revved-up
ecosystem is attracting well-paying new jobs in advanced manufacturing,
logistics, and health care. City leaders will tell you that Chattanooga is
now one of the best places in America to live, work, or start a business,
and the EPB fiber network has clearly played a significant role.
But these developments don’t tell the whole story. The corrosive
effects of concentrated poverty in Chattanooga continue unabated. At least

four out of ten students in Hamilton County live in poverty.6 More than 80
percent of Chattanooga’s good new jobs in the coming years will require
some form of postsecondary training, but unless something changes, just
35 percent of students in the county will get that training.7 The buzzword
driving the discussion is “advanced industries.” Over the past five years,
spurred at least in part by its great communications capacity, Chattanooga
has seen a huge leap in the number of automated manufacturing jobs.
These, in fact, account for almost all of the city’s job growth. But they
require skills beyond what kids learn in a traditional high school
curriculum.8
Several of the city’s public schools fall in the bottom 5 percent of
schools statewide based on academic achievement; students there can’t get
the fifteen thousand jobs in Hamilton County that are open but unfilled
because people lack the training, skills, and education they require.9 The
problems start at birth and in early childhood: in 2017, only 42 percent of
the county’s kindergartners were ready to learn when they arrived in
school; only 38 percent of third graders were reading at grade level; in
middle school, less than 50 percent of students had reached literacy and
math benchmarks for their grade levels. Some county high schools
graduate no students that meet all the benchmarks for college and career
readiness.10 A black child in Hamilton County is thirty-three times more
likely than a white child to attend one of the lowest performing schools in
the state.11 Although most future jobs will require specialized post-highschool training, just a quarter of the local community college’s students
graduate with a degree. A decade ago, 62 percent of the jobs in Hamilton
County’s top industries were held by Hamilton County residents. Today,
just 57 percent of those jobs are—equivalent to ten thousand jobs leaving
the county. “We’ve got the jobs,” said Jared Bigham, executive director of
Chattanooga 2.0, the revitalization effort that began in 2015. “We’re just
farming them out to people who don’t live in Chattanooga.”
Concentrated, intergenerational black poverty and stunning inequality
are part of the city’s fabric. It’s not just an education issue. Five zip codes
near the base of the mountains surrounding Chattanooga have very low
incomes, very high crime rates, very low educational attainment rates, and
very poor health outcomes.12 Public transit to these places is awful; 84

percent of counties in America have shorter commuting times than
Chattanooga does. Commuting time has emerged as the single strongest
factor affecting the likelihood of escaping poverty.13
Keri Randolph, the former director of innovation for Chattanooga’s
public schools, is dismayed by the city’s Gig City brand. “This whole Gig
City thing?” she said to me. “I remember thinking if I could draw, I would
draw a political cartoon that had kids in a school looking out the window
and it said ‘Gig City’ and they’re beating on the window.” She’s thinking
about Howard High School, the historically African American school just
beyond the freeway that loops past Chattanooga’s gentrifying South Side:
“Our schools are so isolated. We have kids that go to Howard and haven’t
seen the river which is a mile and a half from where they live.” That
isolation has consequences; the “pretty incredible poverty” in West
Chattanooga, where Howard High sits, is often invisible to richer
Chattanoogans—many of whom live above the city on Lookout Mountain
or Signal Mountain. “We have a profoundly segregated community,”
David Steele, now the director of civic engagement for the University of
Chattanooga, told me. “There’s so much that goes along with that
segregation, so that even if you have people of good will on both sides of
the river, or both sides of the railroad track, the mere fact that you’re not
in a persistent, productive collaboration is its own pathology.”
Randolph told me she went through a leadership program in
Chattanooga a few years ago with a cohort of fellow trainees, most of
whom had grown up in town. “They had no idea that the West Side exists,”
she said. “We met over there on the second or third day we met as a class.
I can’t tell you how many of them said, ‘I had no idea.’ How can you
breathe in Chattanooga and not know that this was here?” Brandon
Hubbard-Heitz, who teaches at Howard, sees the inequality every day:
“The haves have quite a bit, and the have-nots are dodging bullets from
gang violence while trying to get through school. That’s Chattanooga.” He
sounded grimly cynical. “We were named in 2015 by Outside magazine
the ‘best town ever,’ largely because of our lovely proximity to plentiful
outdoor adventures.14 Most of which none of my students have access to.”
Chattanooga’s profound inequality makes many Chattanoogans I met
feel jaded or worried. The African American cab driver who took me to

my hotel after my arrival at the airport was immediately dismissive of the
city’s fiber project. “It’s just for the rich guys,” he said. “Doesn’t help me
at all.” Tiffanie Robinson, who now sits on the Hamilton County school
board, told me: “We just have a big divide between the haves and the havenots in Chattanooga. . . . I’ve watched us grow so much, but I’m actually
really nervous right now. We’ve built a lot of hype around our success.
And I’m worried that we’re running on those fumes.” Chattanooga’s
success is not sustainable, she knows, if it doesn’t involve everybody. The
city’s leadership is forthright about the city’s searing inequality problems.
“We have to be honest that there are people left out of the growing
prosperity,” mayor Andy Berke said at a downtown forum on diversity.
“Yes, even in the best town ever.”
Today, the Patten House, a former hotel turned Section 8 public
housing apartment building, stands directly across the street from the
Edney Building, the anchor of Chattanooga’s new Innovation District. Its
231 units house elderly and disabled people, mostly African American.
Ken Hays, executive director of the Edney, told me the Edney had worked
to have neighborhood events with residents—health fairs, Bingo games—
and he’s convinced that the Edney has helped Chattanooga businesses take
“more of a ‘They’re our neighbor’–type attitude.” But it’s hard to miss the
contrast between the worn public housing complex and the shiny
development nearby: Chattanooga’s rising tide has not lifted all boats.
Sarah Morgan, the leader of the Benwood Foundation in Chattanooga,
came to the city thirty-four years ago. “When I got here it was horrible, it
was broken,” she said to me. “So I participated in the long run of
renaissance around the city. Now we’ve gotten to a place where we can be
more courageous. We’re so proud of all our big stories, but we don’t want
to be two Chattanoogas.” The jobs going unfilled in the county serve as a
useful catalyst for collective action, I was told by many people I
interviewed. But it’s not just about jobs: “We started with an economic
imperative,” said Bigham. “As we started sharing the data, and talking to
people, and engaging with stakeholders, that economic imperative started
moving pretty quickly into a moral imperative.” Groups across the city are
thinking not just about economic growth but about how to ensure
opportunities and fairness—social justice—for every Chattanoogan,
including those in the five zip codes of concentrated poverty. These are

tough discussions; these patterns are connected to race and poverty issues
that have been around for a long time in the South. But without fiber, the
discussions wouldn’t be happening at all.
Morgan and Bigham are at the heart of the Chattanooga 2.0
redevelopment effort. It is the latest flavor of the Chattanooga Way: now
that the physical infrastructure is in place (the riverfront, the downtown,
the South Side, the fiber), the question has become what Chattanooga can
do to address Hamilton County’s glaring disparities. Old-fashioned civic
competition had something to do with the timing of the effort: Memphis
passed Chattanooga in school achievement in early 2015.15 Business
leaders, in particular Bill Kilbride, the head of Chattanooga’s Chamber of
Commerce, began to realize that if the area didn’t prepare its people
better, it wouldn’t continue to attract investment from new companies.
Kilbride and Morgan decided they needed to act in concert with the
county, which runs the school district, bringing everyone along by the
force of their logic and the breadth of their coalition.
Put in motion by the Benwood Foundation, the Chattanooga Area
Chamber of Commerce, the Hamilton County Department of Education,
and the Public Education Foundation, Chattanooga 2.0 began by issuing a
report laying out the early-childhood-to-job picture in the city. The data
were sobering; the problems were awful. “One of the things that I’m so
fond of [about Chattanooga] is the community’s relative willingness to be
candid with itself,” said David Steele. “I think that we are trying to solve,
in many ways, the problem of the South.” For the first time in
Chattanooga, businesses were thoroughly engaged in these difficult issues.
Rather than make suggestions for reform, that initial report ended with
a set of questions, including “Do we have the will as a community to do
something about this?” and “What happens if we don’t do something?”16
With a staff of just three people including Bigham, Chattanooga 2.0
quickly acted to convene a huge number of meetings and form action
teams—more than 150 volunteers, decisionmakers drawn from a diverse
range of groups, meet every single week—all focused on aligning their
efforts to reach two major goals, reflected in the coalition’s second
published report: by 2025, the plan is to have 75 percent of Hamilton
County residents have a workforce credential or postsecondary credential

of some kind, and to double the number of high school students with a
postsecondary credential within six years of graduation.17 Several people
ran for four open seats on the county school board with the 2.0 goals as
their platform, and three of them won, including Tiffanie Robinson.
Several funded programs have already been launched that are aligned
with these two goals. The work is not aimed just at education reform. In
those five zip codes, the neighborhoods are often just as broken as the
schools: housing, health, food, students constantly moving, crime, and
general insecurity are all issues. As Bigham told me, “You can have the
world’s greatest teachers, the best principals, but if you don’t address the
wraparound supports of what students are facing outside of school, we are
not going to improve academic gains. We have to address some of those
social issues.” Grants for transportation, housing, and just staying in
school; opening the schools to serve as community hubs for all parts of the
neighborhood, not just education—these are the kinds of steps that
Chattanooga 2.0 is taking, funding, and advocating for.
It’s not a top-down initiative—the community is all-in—but they’re
just beginning. It will take decades of steady work for Chattanooga 2.0 to
be successful; its alignment of funding and policy decisions needs to serve
people who are being born in Chattanooga today. Its leaders are proud of
the physical infrastructure that was planned—including, importantly, the
EPB fiber network—and are saying that it is now time to pivot to people.
According to Keri Randolph, the change of focus is real: “People talk
about the Chattanooga Way all the time,” she told me. “They talk about
revitalization of the waterfront. The Chattanooga 2.0 process, this second
wave—where we’ve come to is, it’s not about place, it’s about people.
Going from the dirtiest city in the country to what we have now gives
people hope that we can do this. There’s this sense of, ‘This is really hard
but we can do this.’” David Belitz hopes Chattanooga 2.0 will help break
the intergenerational cycles of poverty and joblessness in those five zip
codes next to the mountains. He would like students at Howard High to be
ready for jobs paying $50,000 a year by the time they finish high school.
“Without even having to go to a two-year college,” he said. “That changes
the world.”

Once again, local philanthropy is playing an important role in
catalyzing change. Sarah Morgan, leading the Benwood Foundation, is
funding Chattanooga 2.0’s coordination with Hamilton County and the
State of Tennessee as they work toward placing troubled schools inside the
city limits under the control of a jointly run nonprofit, with increased
resources, focused accountability, and greater autonomy. They want to
avoid having the state itself take over the schools.
The coming of fiber to Chattanooga had several related effects that made
Chattanooga 2.0 possible. First, the gig helped the city imagine its
postmanufacturing future. As Mayor Berke put it, “I grew up in a city that
had way too much concentration in manufacturing. . . . When the jobs of
the past left, so did our city’s energy and vibrancy. The fiber has allowed
us to reimagine what our city could be. To think of ourselves as a city that
can invent things again. We didn’t have that self-conception five years
ago.” Now the issue is ensuring that this upward trend of wealth creation
and job creation continues, and that its benefits are felt by everyone. “We
need to continue to grow our own people,” said the mayor. “The equity
piece is important from a moral standpoint, but it’s also important from a
development standpoint.” He envisions the city as a place “where each
person can live the life of his or her own choosing.” He knows this is a big
job: “We’re at a point now where we have the chance to give people that
hope. It’s going to take hard work.”
Chattanooga 2.0 wouldn’t have happened without the fiber. “Fiber
brings that entrepreneurial spirit,” Bigham said. “It’s a culture that is
conducive to trying to be a little bit outside the box, like [Chattanooga 2.0]
want[s] to be. Because we know there is no silver bullet in this; I keep
telling people it’s going to be a silver buckshot approach. We’ll have to do
dozens of things. Because if we don’t do something different, we’re going
to get the same results.” Steele agreed: “Whether it is how we ended up
revitalizing downtown and getting the aquarium here, or how we got the
gig, there is a relentless optimism and a willingness to act collectively that
is fundamental to our identity as a community.”
Fiber brought or encouraged the creation of jobs—the economic
imperative—that Chattanooga wants to fill with its own people. Fiber will
also lead to more opportunities for all Chattanoogans. “Automation is

changing America faster than our education system can keep up with it,”
David Belitz, who runs the Lupton family investments office and has quiet
influence in a host of civic arenas, told me. “Unless we figure out how to
deal with that, we’re not addressing the problem.”
On a more immediate level, the coming of fiber brought new and
different voices into the discussions about inequality. Eight years ago, said
Mayor Berke, “there wasn’t a tech industry in Chattanooga.” Today, drawn
by the fiber, hundreds of startups are churning away, hiring, seeking
capital, and working in the city’s Innovation District. Fortune magazine
has labeled Chattanooga “one of America’s most startup friendly cities.”18
Startup employees are often millennials. And for millennials, you can talk
about economic development until you’re blue in the face, but they also
want to hear about social justice: “Caring about social justice,” Ann
Coulter said to me, “may ultimately be [the millennials’] most valuable
contribution to this country. It’s what they do after five o’clock.” “The
most important thing about the gig,” David Belitz said, “is that it attracted
people who think. They are practical people who want to do things that are
good for Chattanooga.” Belitz, who calls himself a “right-leaning
conservative guy,” says these new arrivals are joining many in
Chattanooga who, like himself, thoroughly approve of the idea of
addressing inequality: “What’s good for the least is good for your city,” he
said, “because you’re growing.”
Jack Lupton, the Coca-Cola bottling heir who drove the downtown
redevelopment effort, died in 2010, and his descendants have mostly left
town. But a new generation of under-forty philanthropists, whose success
has been fueled by the fiber network, is ascending: Ted Alling, one of the
founders of the Lamp Post Group, a startup incubator in the Innovation
District, made his money in transportation logistics companies. Now
Alling and his wife are launching a leadership academy for boys called
Chattanooga Prep that will recruit its students from those five troubled zip
codes.19 Chattanooga Prep will be a charter STEM school modeled on a
successful girls’ school next door, the Chattanooga Girls Leadership
Academy, that is posting large academic gains. Fiber is playing a role in
focusing the city’s attention on solving its problems and informing the
city’s vision of its future: based on what I heard in Chattanooga, it seems

to me that the sense of civic purpose and, frankly, excitement associated
with the EPB network are contributing mightily to the city’s collective
capacity to confront its long-standing demons: isolated poverty and
hopelessness.
Greensboro is like Chattanooga in many ways. Race-based inequality is an
enormous problem in both places. The racial segregation and income
segregation found in each city is in the top 10 percent of all U.S.
communities: rich and poor, black and white live separate lives.20
Economic inequality is also spectacularly high; the cities’ “Gini
coefficients,” or comparisons of distribution of income compared with a
society in which everyone earns exactly the same amount, are in the top 5
percent of all U.S. areas.21 And in both Greensboro and Chattanooga, the
share of income held by the top 1 percent of the population is, again, in the
top 10 percent of all U.S. areas.22 When you get off I-70, the huge
highway running west across North Carolina from the Triangle toward
Virginia, East Greensboro is what you drive through to get to downtown. It
is a traditionally black area of Greensboro that, like the five zip codes that
worry city leaders in Chattanooga, is struggling with concentrated poverty
and lack of opportunity.
But Greensboro is experiencing none of the energetic cycles of broadbased planning, rebirth, renewal, and opportunity creation that make
Chattanoogans so proud of their trajectory. Greensboro in recent years has
had a tiny fraction of Chattanooga’s rate of job growth.23 Zack Matheny, a
former City Council member now encouraging Greensboro’s downtown
economic development, told me that he is still upset that city leaders
rejected businesses like NCNB long ago—protecting the textile industry,
he told me—and allowed existing corporations to simply decamp from
downtown to the rich western suburbs. The city has no broad plans for
fiber, although Jane Nickles is doing her best to nudge things along—
mostly on her own. And it has no broad plans for workforce development.
Although the downtown is seeing some new investment and new
restaurants, there are still many empty storefronts. Most importantly, the
sense that the mayor, the business community, and a broad group of civic
leaders are all in the same boat and rowing together—so palpable in
Chattanooga—was absent, as far as I could tell, in Greensboro.

I asked Matheny what the workforce development plan was for East
Greensboro. His frustration, never far from the surface, bubbled up:
“We’ve worked on that for, I think, a lifetime. I don’t know if we have a
firm response for that question. We talk about it.” As he was talking, a
train went by, sounding its horn—many notes at once, a major third at the
top—a gorgeous noise and a reminder that Greensboro has been a divided
city throughout its history. Matheny works on the east side of downtown:
from white Greensboro’s perspective, the wrong side of the tracks.
The day we met, Matheny told me he had spent the morning in an
economic development meeting where there was a lot of talk about
strategy. He was a City Council member for twelve years before he took
the downtown economic development job, and he was disappointed by the
circular, inconclusive discussion he heard: “They do it every four years. I
said, ‘This is the same strategic plan that I’ve seen for twelve years. This
isn’t right. We have to make changes.’” He broke down, just a little: “It’s
amazing, the people that will come up to you and just say, ‘Keep going,
keep fighting.’ I think our community . . . you are gonna make me cry.
You’re catching me at a tough time.”
Jeff Thigpen, a local civic leader, talked to me about the
intergenerational poverty and unemployment experienced in the 27406 zip
code—East Greensboro again, at the edge of the downtown area. There are
many layers of problems in 27406, including high crime, public
infrastructure that is in bad shape, very low levels of voting, and few retail
stores.24 Unemployment rates for blacks in East Greensboro are far higher
than for whites in West Greensboro, and their median household income is
far lower.25 Thigpen told me he’d been on the city’s economic
development committee for years. “All the white men,” he said, adding,
“There’s one white woman. We ended up helping expand that group at the
time and we put two African Americans on it.” Thigpen did not think the
Greensboro group was thinking about structural economic changes that
would help 27406. “They’re not thinking about those communities.
They’re not. They’re thinking about how they can bring jobs and capital
investment, and there’s a certain playbook they all go by, and back then it
was, ‘Greensboro doesn’t have a hook. If we had a hook we’d be okay.’”

The hook was usually a whale: a huge company that would come in
and change everything. There was great excitement about getting FedEx
and Honda Jet to come to the west side of town. But then the whales
started asking questions. “So how’s your transportation network?” Thigpen
said. “Because you want to get people from these poor communities to
those jobs.” Within East Greensboro, people don’t have assets,
opportunities, or strong public transit, and Thigpen is frustrated that
Greensboro isn’t cutting through “this cyclical stuff that keeps
happening.” “What does a just community look like?” he asked. He’s
looking for structural, long-term planning that incorporates a “common
understanding of the needs of a community,” including, particularly, 27406
and places like it. He says he’d be happy to step right into “the really
difficult discussions,” which clearly include race and racial tensions. But
it’s hard to see when and where those discussions would occur.
Thigpen wants me to understand that, especially for young people,
economic growth issues shade into social justice requirements. “The
under-thirty-five generation, you can’t come at them and say, ‘We’re just
gonna improve our economy and blah, blah, blah. You’ve got to deal with
the social issues. You’ve got to deal with it, because they’re trying to deal
with it, and they’re so over, as one of them said, ‘so over y’alls junk.’”
And they need support, focus, vision, and opportunity. He thinks the city’s
consensus-based traditions, rooted in the Quakers who founded Guilford
College in Greensboro in 1837, allow the city “to be positioned over the
long term to do the convening to do the work” of social justice, as well as
economic opportunity. That sounds to my ear like a very slow process.
“Greensboro has continued to portray itself as moderate and
progressive,” Duke University professor William Chafe, author of
Civilities and Civil Rights: Greensboro, North Carolina, and the Struggle
for Freedom, told CNN in 2011. “But the realities of it are that it has not
changed that much because the underlying issues of seriously listening to
black concerns have not really infiltrated the political process.”26 Zack
Matheny was blunt: “We have got to make changes,” he said. “I believe in
bridging those lines and gaps [between black and white], because I know
the more success [East Greensboro] has, the more successful the whole

community.” It was a Friday afternoon, and he was worn out. “I’m hoping
that’s in the works.” He didn’t sound optimistic.
I hope I have made it clear that Chattanooga is not the promised land. For
example, although the process of wiring Chattanooga with fiber has
unquestionably built the city’s capacity to take on its intergenerational
challenges of poverty, racism, inadequate education, unemployment, and
gun violence, it has not led to digital equity. The Section 8 building across
the street from the Edney is wired with fiber, but few of that building’s
residents have internet access. Most can’t afford it. Right now, EPB, the
public utility that runs the city’s fiber network, takes the position that state
law does not allow it to sell fiber access subscriptions for less than its
cost, which it conservatively calculates to be about $27 a month per
household.27 (EPB is trying not to attract further attacks from the
legislature or litigation from cable or phone providers.) Families living in
poverty are unlikely to want to pay that much for communications
capacity. “Nationwide, we so do not have a handle on something [digital
equity] that gets bigger and worse every day,” Ann Coulter said to me. “It
is painful,” Keri Randolph said. “We’ve tried several things, but I can’t
say any of them have been super successful.” The STEM school in
Chattanooga, for example, makes sure that every student has an iPad.28
But when those students leave the school grounds, most join the ranks of
the unconnected—or they have to rely on smartphones tied to expensive
mobile data plans. If they use too much data, the overage charges can be
overwhelming for a poor family.
This element of the Chattanooga story, like so many others, is echoed
across the country: having a wire at home is closely correlated with
socioeconomic status and, often, race. If you are low-income or African
American, you are far more likely than a rich white person to rely on a
smartphone for internet access—which means you will have trouble
applying for a job online, getting health information, or doing anything
that requires detailed production of large amounts of information rather
than consumption of low-bandwidth entertainment.29 The problem is cost:
those who can afford it have high-speed internet access at home, and twothirds of Americans say it is a major disadvantage not to have this kind of
data access.30

This is the additional hammer of inequality: not only is a five-year-old
likely not to be able to better herself if she is born in one of the troubled
zip codes, her inadequate internet access will also amplify the other
unfairnesses lined up against her. Her mother can’t sign up for SNAP or
social security benefits online. She can’t get access to the materials she
needs to do her homework, and there are no buses to take her to the library
—if the library is open.
The problem of socioeconomic and racial inequality in digital access
mirrors the history of electrification: absent government involvement,
change does not occur. Greensboro’s electric trolley lines, launched in June
1902, didn’t run to East Greensboro even though the city government tried
to require it. The city had little leverage: its trolley system was run by a
private company, the Greensboro Electric Company, whose president lived
in Hackettstown, New Jersey, and treasurer in Pittsfield, Massachusetts.31
The company had no particular incentive to serve poorer areas of the city,
presumably because those people wouldn’t be able to pay the same fares
that richer people could.
Electricity itself came much more slowly to the poor, black parts of
Greensboro and the surrounding rural areas than to the richer white
sections: a 1940 real property survey of Greensboro shows that blacks
were far more likely than whites to live in houses without refrigeration or
electric cookers.32 They had electric lighting, but that was all. The private
electric companies serving Greensboro did not consider it worthwhile to
provide electricity for powering more than lightbulbs in black areas.
The same was true in Chattanooga: in 1933, nine out of ten families
didn’t have electricity.33 “There was not much of a middle class in
Chattanooga,” Jim Ingraham of EPB told me. The rich families had
electric refrigerators, but if you were a factory worker you were still
lighting your house with oil or kerosene. Six months after EPB was
chartered in 1935, as a public distributor of electricity with a mission to
keep prices low and act like a utility (following the creation of the
Tennessee Valley Authority as a generator of electricity in 1933), rates
came down enormously, and “everyone in our 600-square-mile service
area had signed up for electricity,” Ingraham said.34 Everyone had it: all
the factory workers, all the African Americans. “We offered refrigerators

out of our office,” he said, “and we had a kitchen. We showed people,
here’s what these appliances can do for you.”
Today’s attitude, that relying on smartphone access using expensive
mobile data plans is good enough for poorer people, comes from the same
market-driven ethos that preceded EPB. Wired internet access in East
Greensboro is rare and expensive; Spectrum, the local cable company, has
80 to 90 percent of the market for the whole city, but only a few
households in the 27406 zip code subscribe to a modern internet
connection.35
Jeff Thigpen and Zack Matheny are worried about the city’s
extraordinary inequality, but they don’t see a realistic prospect of change.
Tiffanie Robinson, Keri Randolph, and Sarah Morgan are similarly
worried about inequality in Chattanooga, as is Mayor Berke, but there’s a
crucial difference between the two cities. Chattanooga, aided by what it
has learned from its shift to being the Gig City, is doing something about
it.
Here is a two-part coda to this difficult story of inequality, capacity, and
opportunity. Areas of the country that are considering fiber installations
often consult with one another. Fiber enthusiasts are a generous bunch.
Wilson, North Carolina, went with fiber in 1997 because Chattanooga’s
EPB staff shared research and thinking with Wilson employees.
Now it may be time for the knowledge to be shared in the other
direction. Wilson has the most innovative, helpful fiber access plan around
for low-income residents. If you are living in an apartment building or a
public housing unit, Wilson will sell you 50 Mbps symmetrical fiber
service for $10 a month.36
Tiffany Cooper, an African American single mother of three teenage
boys living in public housing in Wilson, could not wait to tell me how
excited she is about having a city fiber connection to her unit. The $10
monthly price of her subscription is added to her rent bill. “It’s the best
thing that could have happened to me,” she said. Cooper is working
several jobs. Already a certified nursing assistant, she’s been able to work
toward certificates in medical technology and phlebotomy, all using the
fiber connection that was turned on a few months before I met her. “And

I’m not going to stop,” she told me. Her next online program will certify
her to read electrocardiograms (EKGs).
Before Cooper got her fiber connection at home, she had to go to the
library to do her weekly homework assignments; the community college
used Blackboard course management software that could be accessed only
with a high-speed connection. And getting to the library was hard: “I don’t
have any transportation,” she pointed out. Now she can look up new
programs and participate online, from home.
The best part, the really important part about having this connection at
home, is that her sons’ grades have improved. “I noticed it and I couldn’t
believe it!” she told me excitedly. Before she got fiber, “I was getting
phone calls from teachers, and letters, because there were a lot of things
they could not do at school because we didn’t have access to the internet.”
She was emphatic: “Their education comes before anything.” The fiber
connection “is doing a whole lot of good in our home.”
Christopher Richardson, Cooper’s shy, polite fourteen-year-old son,
her youngest, was on the couch next to me, listening. His mother sighed
and told me Christopher wanted to be a pro football player. I asked him
what he loved about school these days, and he talked about the grading
system: “I’m shooting for all As,” he said, proudly. Cooper said that if she
were queen, she would give fiber internet access to everyone, “especially
if the price is good. I think it’s the best that Wilson County, whoever
discovered this idea, it is the best thing that could have ever happened in
life with these children. Honestly, it really is.” For its part, Wilson views
the unused fiber already installed in public housing buildings as a sunk
cost, and figures that some revenue coming in is better than nothing; if the
city charged more, residents in public housing and apartment units would
likely default.
In its efforts to become a stronger, fairer city, Wilson hopes to attract
more than just “creatives” and white millennials. Almost 50 percent of its
residents are African American now, and there’s a large Latino population
and many migrants.37 They have one of the largest advanced
manufacturing bases in North Carolina; the number of these businesses—
all needing fiber—is growing, and jobs in that sector need to be filled.38
Those jobs need to be available to everyone, black, white, and Latino. City

manager Grant Goings said the fiber network had given Wilson “a
tremendous amount of hope, and I would argue even momentum.”
I told the story of Wilson’s $10 per month service to people I met in
Chattanooga. “That’s what we need!” Keri Randolph immediately
responded. She was upset that EPB’s lowest-priced product is $27.99 a
month, and she didn’t understand why they couldn’t do better. “These
aren’t your customers that are switching to a low-cost option,” she said
wryly. The mayor was interested; so was the head of EPB, David Wade.
So far, we’ve been discussing midsize towns and their efforts to ensure
fairness and opportunity. Digital inequality in rural areas also produces
severe democratic deficits.
Rorie Gotham glared at me when she started talking about internet
access in Washington, California, her tiny town twenty miles east of
Nevada City in the Sierra Madre mountains. She’s relying on a satellite
connection that doesn’t work all the time, and yet it seems to her that
every transaction with the world requires going online—yet she can’t
reliably be online at all. “When rural communities can’t apply for a job,
and they can’t get their birth certificate, and they can’t apply for a
passport, and they can’t pay their taxes online, there’s something wrong
with that,” she said. “There’s something wrong with our leadership.
There’s a fairly substantial number of citizens of this country that can’t
communicate, so what that requires is that you have to go drive to these
places, and fill out forms, and then wait.” She’s especially annoyed when
people say, “You chose that rural lifestyle,” with its implication that rural
people are not entitled to modern-day internet access. “This is America.
It’s just wrong.”
All people, wherever they live, she said, “deserve to have equal access
to information.” She thinks internet access should be a required part of
getting a building permit: “It needs to be part of moving in, part of
growth.” Laissez-faire is not working for rural America, particularly in
areas like Nevada City/Grass Valley where the local authorities are
uninterested in intervening to ensure that their people have
communications capacity.

Gotham fled San Francisco for a rural retreat, and many of the people
around her are retirees who live in Nevada County for the same reason. It’s
a different story for the people in the RS Fiber area, in Renville and Sibley
counties southwest of Minneapolis–St. Paul, many of whose families have
been farmers for generations. In their view, the unregulated marketplace
for internet access has stifled innovation, artificially depressed economic
development, and brought inequality of opportunity. Their vision, as
Bernadine Joselyn of the Blandin Foundation put it to me, is to “integrate
the technology and harness it up to their dreams about equal access and
equal opportunity for everybody.” Fiber is “right behind sewer, water, and
electricity,” Denny Schultz, former economic development officer for
Arlington, Minnesota, told me. “Maybe [fiber] is even ahead of those
others.” A rising tide floats all boats, the people of rural Minnesota—
including their local government leaders—think, and they point out that
“you made your choice” to live in a rural area is not a responsible
argument. As Bob Fox, a civic leader in Franklin, said to me, “Some of the
people who are living out here are also feeding the world. If you expect the
world to be fed, the way it can be fed through American agriculture, you
have to have the technology that makes that possible.”
Much of the agriculture of the future will be data-driven. Sensor
networks will record data like soil moisture and temperature, while video
drones collect high-resolution images for analysis. Tractors are becoming
GPS-enabled sensor platforms keeping track of inputs (seed, fertilizer,
herbicides, and water) and outputs (yields). A large farm might generate
hundreds of terabytes of data, especially with video involved. Every
farmer’s goal will be to identify optimal timing and types of crop
rotations, maximize yields, and minimize resource waste and crop losses.
Cloud analytics will take advantage of other databases, like historical
weather and yields, and maybe even seed genomic data.39 It’s a big vision.
Climate change threatens agriculture with heat stress, drought, pests, and
brackish groundwater intrusion at the same time that the global population
is set to jump from seven billion to nine billion over the next forty years.40
And while yields per acre have grown tremendously, agriculture is still
relatively dumb; farms attached to fiber will be better able to take on this
problem.

The people I met in the tiny towns and farms that make up the RS
Fiber region kept reminding me that cities and rural areas are
interdependent. “If it wasn’t for these farmers, we wouldn’t have the
cities. And if it wasn’t for the cities, we wouldn’t have the farmers,” Dave
Trebelhorn, the former mayor of Winthrop, told me. The RS Fiber project
was aimed at helping not just the members of the cooperative but the
wider community. Farming is big business, and farmers need fiber as
badly as people in urban areas.
People I talked with in rural Western Massachusetts often had the sense
that political people in Boston and the cable companies uninterested in
running lines to them didn’t care how the rural small towns were treated,
and certainly didn’t want those little towns to make the leap to fiber. “We
have cable, why should they have something better?” Chip Bull, who has
been spearheading the town of Petersham’s move to fiber, told me,
paraphrasing what seemed to him to be the eastern Massachusetts
establishment’s sentiment toward modern internet access. But young
people in Petersham, and new small businesses, were miserable at not
even being able to get DSL. “Small communities out here in the
hinterlands are really having a hard time getting into the digital age,”
Aaron Bean of Westfield Gas & Electric said to me. And when people in
Western Massachusetts traveled to Tibet or Katmandu or Ukraine, they’d
find better internet access than they had at home. Eight years of effort to
get state grants supporting their fiber builds had brought little progress,
and the money allotted for those grants was never enough to support fiber
access anyway. That’s why Otis pushed ahead on its own.
Otis, Massachusetts, one of the many localities I visited in connection
with the country’s fiber story, is a small town a few hours west of Boston,
in the rolling hills of the Berkshires. Houses surround a lake, there isn’t
much of a downtown, and the city hall is located in a renovated former
elementary school. Although Otis is a rural place, unlike Winthrop and the
RS Fiber area of Minnesota, it is a magnet for second-home buyers, who
generate about two-thirds of the town’s property tax revenues.41 Those
monies will pay for Otis’s new fiber-to-the-home network.
Otis’s planned network is yet another variety of community-based
fiber: like Santa Monica’s City Net, it will be primarily funded and

ultimately owned by the town. (The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is
also putting up about $1.7 million of the $5 million cost of the fiber
build.)42 But the network will be built and operated by a nearby municipal
electric company, Westfield Gas & Electric—a public utility, like EPB in
Chattanooga—that is interested in helping other communities have fiber
and isn’t interested in making a huge profit. “We’re not looking at this as a
money maker,” Aaron Bean, Westfield’s operations manager, told me.43
“We’re looking at this as trying to provide a much-needed service out here
as cost effectively as we can. Small communities out here in the
hinterlands are really having a hard time getting into the digital age.”
Comcast doesn’t wire areas that have fewer than forty households per mile
of road, so Otis has no cable access. It relies on DSL and, sometimes, on
extremely expensive mobile wireless data plans.
But that will change: soon every house and business in Otis will have
its own dedicated fiber strand, as in Wilson. It’s taken several years for the
Otis network to take shape, and Westfield’s involvement has been crucial.
Westfield, in turn, learned a great deal from Wilson’s Greenlight network.
“When we were developing our business plan,” Aaron Bean said, “We
went down to Wilson, met all them. We had people over at EPB
Chattanooga as well. We’ve talked to all of them and picked the best ideas
from that.” From that due diligence, the municipal utility gained the
expertise to start installing fiber in its own town of Westfield.
Aaron Bean studied the history of public electrification in
Massachusetts for his MBA at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in
Troy, New York. He’s proud of Westfield Gas & Electric: “We are a 117year-old organization,” he told me. “Our roots go back to the 1860s. When
the town bought out the incumbent electric and gas plant, that was in 1899.
We’ve been operating ever since. We know how to string wire, we know
how to operate electricity.” WG&E had planned to be a cable TV provider,
but then switched to selling fiber connectivity to larger commercial and
industrial customers in Westfield. It found that its services were much
cheaper and far better than what any incumbent was selling. “The
townspeople are tired of Comcast,” Bean told me. “They’re tired of seeing
their bills go up. They’re tired of threatening to cut the cord, or reduce
their service, and then hearing about the next best deal.” For the utility, the

price is the price, and the price is the lowest one they can offer
responsibly. “We’re operating at just the minimum we can to support the
organization and have enough room for growth to keep it as an ongoing
concern,” Bean said. WG&E saved money and got a modest bond issued
by its city council, and it’s ready to build fiber to 70 percent of the
residences in Westfield. A 2015 pilot in a few hundred homes showed its
managers that the company was more than capable of doing so.44
Now they’re interested in helping Otis do the same, by being the
project managers for Otis’s fiber plans. Chris Morris, then Otis’s town
manager, told me that “they’re hoping to make some money over from our
project that will help them finance the expansion of their network in
Westfield.”
It’s very important to both Otis and Westfield that this arrangement is
local: “That money is staying in the region,” Morris said. “Half our money
is going to turn around and help the people in Westfield. The money isn’t
going off to the Cayman Islands.” It was also important that Otis not wait
for someone else to build its fiber network: “It’s, in the best sense, sort of
the old Yankee feeling, like ‘I’m not going to put up with this any more
and I’m going to do something about it.’” They’re not expecting that the
network will pay for itself; they see it as a public good that isn’t designed
as a revenue stream. “We’re going to have to pay for it, just like we pay
for the fire trucks and the maintenance guys,” said Bill Hiller, an Otis
town selectman.
They’re on a twenty-year payback schedule, said Hiller, which will
give the town maximum flexibility: “What are the demands going to be in
twenty years? We’re putting in extra fiber for stuff that we don’t even
know what there’s going to be. . . . But everybody thought, three years go,
DSL, three megabytes . . . Wow! I’m never going to need anything faster
than this. And now, it doesn’t work. It doesn’t work.”
Otis held town meetings to vote on the fiber plan. The meetings were
uniformly well attended. “Hundreds of people,” said Morris. The summer
people can’t vote, but they’re furious about the lack of internet access in
their houses and can’t wait for fiber. Whether or not a resident actually
signs up for fiber won’t matter, because a line will be run to every house.
To avoid inequality, Otis decided to treat the service like a utility and wire

every house whether its current inhabitants wanted fiber access or not.
They were, after all, doing the build with taxpayers’ money. “We’re going
to have 100 percent coverage,” said Morris. “Our feeling was, you’re
[everyone in town] all paying for it. And it could be, whatever your
situation or your life or, like, ‘I hate the damn internet.’ Okay, you don’t
want the service, but the fact is, ten years, fifteen years down the road, you
go to sell your house, the fact that the new buyer can, for a reasonable fee,
tap into the network—that’s going to be good for the value of your real
estate. And if you’re paying, you should have that benefit like everybody
else.” Westfield Electric will construct the Otis network in phases,
connecting homes and businesses one neighborhood at a time so as to
ensure a steady stream of revenue to support its operations.
The level of wealth inequality in America, already staggering and
continuing to worsen, feeds into other patterns of inequality: of transit, of
opportunity, of access to knowledge and skills, of health. These multiple
inequalities, arbitrary and demoralizing to those experiencing them, aren’t
consistent with the values on which a liberal democracy depends.
Although sustainable, effective interventions are unquestionably difficult,
it’s clear that ensuring reasonably priced fiber internet access to everyone
deeply affects the ability to address these other inequalities.
Inequality, after all, is not a side issue: it causes and worsens a steep
loss in social cohesion and trust. Wealthy people sense they must fence out
less fortunate people and treat them as objects, and the less fortunate feel a
deep sense of hopelessness. This loss of a sense of brotherhood and
community triggers extreme uncertainty that, in a barbaric circle, triggers
fear and lack of trust in civic institutions, at the same time that those civic
institutions and ideals are systematically being undermined, underfunded,
and hollowed-out.
Once we tackle fiber, many of the other problems we need to take on
will become more tractable. The arcs of growth and opportunity may begin
to intersect to support democracy itself.

CHAPTER NINE

Lessons from American
Communities

I

2017, EPB, Chattanooga’s city-owned electric utility,
announced that its fiber optic network had more than 90,000
subscribers.1 When the utility launched the network in 2010, it thought
it would need about 35,000 customers to break even. Just seven years later,
it had nearly tripled that number and paid back all the debt it incurred in
building the system. The fiber part of EPB now pays for both electrical
and fiber services, plus about 50 percent more than what delivering those
services costs. EPB also announced in June 2017 that power rates were
lower by 7 percent as a result of its vastly increased fiber revenues: “The
amount of increased revenue coming in from fiber optics as a result of
now more than 90,000 subscribers has been a huge benefit to us and we
estimate [that it] has helped to keep our electricity rates about 7 percent
below what we otherwise would have to charge if we didn’t have the
money flowing from our fiber optics side of the business to our electric
system,” EPB’s Joe Ferguson told the Chattanooga Times Free Press.
“We’ve been extraordinarily pleased by the acceptance of our fiber optic
services.”2
Electrical grids need data too, as they move to more distributed power
from many smaller sources of generation—including renewables—and
begin to price their products at different rates during different times of the
N
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day and season. EPB’s use of thousands of intelligent switching devices
responding to data carried over its fiber network to detect and address
power outages saved the area more than $130 million in just the network’s
first three years of operation, according to professor of finance Bento
Lobo of the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.3 EPB used to
generate 11 million data points a year from reading meters, but in 2017 it
generated more than 2.3 trillion data points about energy usage and
efficiency for buildings within its service area, all carried over its fiber
network.4 Using that data can help consumers and businesses manage their
electricity use by moderating consumption during peak hours—a third of
all the electricity we use is wasted—as well as look for outages.
PC Magazine rates EPB the best-quality internet service provider in
the country.5 Standard & Poor’s upgraded its bond rating in 2012 to AA+
based on the strength of its fiber service.6 The utility’s payments to
Hamilton County in lieu of taxes—equivalent to what it would be assessed
if it were a taxpaying entity rather than a nonprofit founded by the city—
make EPB the largest taxpayer in the region; roughly half of its payments
go to the school system.7 All of its revenue is staying local. As Adam
Kinsey, developer of the Chattanooga Choo Choo, told me, “I have several
friends who work at EPB, so I know when I go pay my EPB fiber bill that
they’re getting paid. That dollar isn’t going out of town. Those dollars are
staying in town, which should just raise everyone else.”
Nonetheless, EPB has attracted much criticism from Comcast and
AT&T. Part of what has made it such a model for the country is that its
community, its subscribers, have stood up successfully to those
companies. In August 2007, weeks before the city council was scheduled
to vote on EPB’s plans, 2,600 commercials were run locally telling people
to “‘call City Hall and stop EPB.’”8 DePriest remembered that someone
wrote a letter to the local paper saying, “Look, they want us to call City
Hall to stop this. Why don’t we call City Hall and say we support it?” In
two weeks, six hundred calls were made to city council members. “That
absolutely solidified the city council in their support of it,” said DePriest.
A few organizations, including one hired by Comcast, ran surveys; the
lowest level of support for EPB getting into the fiber business was 80

percent of those asked. In the end, EPB had to do very little marketing:
people wanted its fiber service.
Wilson, North Carolina, has also faced substantial opposition from
incumbent providers, in the form of badmouthing from local cable
installers asserting that the city’s Greenlight internet service was
unreliable and would be a flash in the pan. Wilson city manager Grant
Goings remembered getting “the Time Warner letter” announcing the
yearly price increase—except that the price increase for Wilson had been
changed to zero. He laughed as he told the story. “It was not even a letter
that was corrected on the computer and printed, it was a letter that had
been white-out-changed to zero, but it was mailed in the same batch that
went out with everybody else’s, except mine had been whited out with a
zero on my percent [increase].” Time Warner wasn’t being terribly subtle.
“They only had two price categories” on the Time Warner website, he
remembered. “North Carolina and Wilson.”
Time Warner also made special offers to Wilson residents for packages
designed to keep them from using the city’s fiber. Dathan Shows
remembered: “We had significant predatory pricing. Someone would call
and say ‘I want to disconnect to go to Greenlight,’ and they would say ‘I’ll
give you a break on your bill.’ ‘Nah, you could have done that before.’
‘I’ll give you 10 percent off,’ ‘No.’ ‘I’ll give you 20 percent off, I’ll give
you half off. You have $180 bill, I’ll charge you $90 for a year.’ It was just
insane.”
Wilson’s residents didn’t switch. They were comfortable with the
city’s involvement with fiber and backed their local network, with its
excellent, reliable service and local people answering the phones when
help was needed. “No churn. Everybody stays with Greenlight,” said city
manager Grant Goings. “It got to the point where our customer loyalty and
word-of-mouth advertising was so strong that we quit advertising.” The
people signing up for RS Fiber in rural Minnesota feel the same way; they
love that a local is answering the phone, they’re delighted with the
customer service they’re getting, and they’re not about to switch. This is
something fiber cities have in common: people in these places trust and
support the idea of community last-mile fiber.

Another thing fiber cities often have in common is a history of selfreliance and vision. Wilson has an extensive background in providing for
itself. As Greenlight’s general manager for its outside plant, Gene Scott,
told me, “When people [incumbents] would not provide a service, we’d
respond, ‘Well, we’ll do it ourselves.’” Wilson made sure its people had
electricity, gas, water—and now fiber. It built a massive water reservoir
project, city lawyer Jim Cauley told me, right before it took on the
deployment of its fiber network. “This community,” he said proudly, “a
relatively small community to take on a project of this size, without one
dollar of federal or state assistance, built Buckhorn Reservoir, which is
about five to eight miles outside of the city limits and now has secured
ourselves of a water supply sufficient for the next seventy-five to a
hundred years.” So when Time Warner Cable’s representative laughed at
Wilson city officials who wanted to partner with them for
communications, the city was not fazed. City manager Grant Goings told
me Time Warner Cable said, “‘We’re the second largest cable company in
the United States. Why would we partner with you?” Goings responded,
“Well, if you don’t, we’re just going to build it ourselves.” The TWC
representatives “sort of chuckled and left the meeting,” he said. The city
went ahead on its own.
The history of city planning in Chattanooga was similarly visionary
and self-reliant. As David Steele told me, “As we identify problems, we
are going to fix them. We just are. So even if somebody doesn’t like fish,
the aquarium makes this a better place. Even if you don’t really care about
the gig, the gig makes this a better place. But how we got that stuff, to me,
is just about magical.”
Fiber cities also know the difference between publicly overseen networks,
aimed at providing a utility service, and wholly private “demand-driven”
communications networks. There is no single meaning of the word utility,
but the concept is familiar to many people. The basic idea is that a utility
is a service that (1) relies on a physical network of some kind and (2) is a
basic input into both domestic and economic life. A utility is not a luxury.
Utility services can be sold by private or public entities, but they are
always subject to public obligations to reach everyone at a reasonable
price, with a service meeting public quality standards.

A utility-based approach would treat a last-mile fiber connection—
likely provided on a wholesale basis—as essential physical infrastructure
under a city’s legal control that is required to reach everyone. The logic is
that if a city controls when, how, and for whom the basic network is built,
and at what cost that wholesale facility is made available to private
competitors who want to directly serve customers, all premises in the city
could have access to modern essential infrastructure at a reasonable cost.
A demand-driven approach, by contrast, would allow a private operator to
wire only those areas that made sense under its business model.
Services that start off as luxuries can become utilities as their
centrality to life becomes clear—we’ve seen this with electricity, which
was initially sold by private companies following a demand-driven model.
Where investors saw the possibility of a stream of revenue that met their
expectations, they would borrow or put up the initial money to wire
businesses and homes with electricity. As a result, as we’ve seen, the
electrification of America followed a consistent pattern: municipal
buildings and businesses first, wealthy urban dwellers next, then poorer
urban dwellers, and, last of all, rural homes and farms. This was the
demand-driven model in action.
Now, after government intervention in the electricity marketplace and
decades of treatment of electricity as a utility subject to public
obligations, we take electricity for granted as a service that is available to
every home and business at a reasonable cost. Most of the country follows
the National Electrical Code, which requires every single-family dwelling
to be connected to at least 100 amperes of electrical power from the local
utility. This is a peak-load figure—the maximum current you can draw
through your electrical system at one time—and it’s the typical standard
for modern usage. Houses are built for a peak electricity use so that
everybody can plug in their devices and appliances and function in the
modern world.
Today, fiber optic internet access is available at a reasonable cost to
100 percent of residents in South Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, and
Singapore. China plans to have 100 million homes connected to fiber in
short order. Sweden also has extraordinarily high fiber adoption rates.
None of this happened by accident; none of these places used a demanddriven model. Cities in all of these places treat fiber access as a utility. As

a result, as Owen Narita, a mid-twenties employee of a small Tokyo travel
startup, told me that he never thinks about uploading large files (“It’s not a
drama”), works easily from home, and if he ever wants to switch
providers, he has only to install a new Wi-Fi router in his home. Don
Werve, an American computer programmer living in Tokyo, said the same
thing: “The fiber here is amazing.” He has never thought about it: “It is
fast enough to the point where the speed of my internet connection just
simply does not matter. It never has living here. It has never been a
concern.” He told me there’s fiber in Tokyo because “a large group of
people who were in power sat down and said, ‘We know that we need
connectivity. This is absolutely essential for us as the future of our
country.’”
For an example of the shift from demand-driven luxury to utility,
consider Singapore in 2002–3. Although about 80 percent of Singaporeans
had high-speed internet access at that point, it was expensive and provided
primarily by two private companies: DSL from a telephone company and
cable modem service from a cable company. Though the cable company
(in each location, as in the United States, there was one primary cable
operator) was selling relatively fast download services (about 100 Mbps,
compared with the 10 Mbps being offered by the phone company), it was
charging $80 or $90 a month and its network’s upload capacity was
sharply limited. The government of Singapore, having received complaints
from both residents and businesses about this state of affairs, decided that
its citizens needed inexpensive, two-way, virtually unlimited fiber
capacity.
After visiting cities around the world to investigate their fiber plans,
the government of Singapore decided to ensure that many retail fiber
competitors served all of their residents and businesses. The way to do
that, they determined, was to have a fiber line built that would solve the
island’s “last-mile” fiber problem. Because that fiber connection to homes
and businesses would be a natural monopoly—it wouldn’t make sense to
have two of them—it would be made available at a reasonable wholesale
cost to retail providers. Competition would come not from having many
lines running into homes and businesses, but from having at least one fiber
line in place that any retail player interested in providing services could
use.

The government put out a request for bidders, offering about $750
million in government support in exchange for a promise that the winning
bidder would connect fiber to every home and business in Singapore.9 The
winning bidder was not permitted to sell services directly to consumers
and businesses, and the maximum price it could charge for wholesale fiber
was set by the government.
Today, Singapore’s “last-mile” and “natural monopoly” problems have
been decisively solved: gigabit symmetrical fiber subscriptions cost about
$30–$40 a month, there are many competitive providers selling services at
different levels of capacity and cost, and no one has been left behind.
Singapore has stopped measuring residents’ capacity and subscription
rates for cable or copper internet access: the numbers are no longer
relevant.
As we’ve seen, this same model has been realized in Stockholm; there
as in Singapore, this approach has led to increased competition in the
delivery of telecom services and has driven the adoption of high-speed
internet access. A key common element of successful fiber cities and
localities is the mental shift they have made. They no longer think of lastmile fiber as a luxury that should be provided only by private companies
to those residents who can pay high rates.
In America, fiber cities have to be brave. That courage is essential at the
state level, where the major telecom companies have been able to corral
credulous state legislators into doing their collective will. Beginning in
2004, under pressure from national cable companies, telephone
companies, and the American Legislative Exchange Council, many states
passed laws making it difficult or impossible for most localities to have
much to do with data transmission. ALEC believes that “local government
entry into the provision of broadband services should be permissible only
in unserved areas and only where no business case for private service
exists.”10 (ALEC’s members include Spectrum, AT&T, and two thousand
state legislators who collaborate to draft model bills.) Today, about twenty
states have such laws in place.
Both the Wilson and Chattanooga networks have faced elaborate statelaw limitations on their ability to expand. The North Carolina and
Tennessee statutes, which were pushed forward by the incumbents at great

expense, have had the result of stopping expansion of not only the Wilson
and Chattanooga networks, but also other public efforts within these states
that might threaten the incumbents’ monopoly positions. Areas
immediately bordering both Wilson and Chattanooga have high-speed
internet service that is markedly worse than the national average (which is
bad enough), and no new city-overseen networks have been launched in
either state since the bills were signed into law.
From the perspective of localities, life is rough in the state
legislatures. “You have the cable company in charge, or AT&T, or
CenturyLink, nonstop, 100 percent of the time, devoted to the legislature,”
Catharine Rice told me when we met in Greensboro. “They’re pushing
very simple arguments on people.” In North Carolina, ALEC’s efforts at
suppressing local involvement in telecommunications are supported by
advice given by the School of Government at the University of North
Carolina, itself a creature of the legislature; the lawyers there, on whom
under-resourced public officials across the state routinely rely, have
interpreted HB 129, the state law essentially blocking localities from the
“provision of communications service,” to mean that cities in the state
shouldn’t even lease passive, dark fiber they own to private operators.
You’d have to be brave to go up against that very conservative advice; it
creates a presumption that cities should simply stay out of the telecom
business altogether.
Holly Springs, a town of about 25,000 southwest of Raleigh, bucked
this crabbed reading of the law in 2013, investing $1.9 million in a fiber
network that it is now leasing to third parties interested in reaching homes
and businesses there, while saving enormous amounts on the city’s own
bills for telecommunications services.11 Its reasoning: leasing out city
fiber to others is not the same thing as selling subscriptions directly to
homes and businesses. As Jeff Wilson, Holly Springs’s IT director, put it
in early 2017, “Just like a town park whose primary purpose is free and
open access to all people, but can be rented out for a private party for a
fee, the excess fiber capacity in the town’s network can be dedicated to
private data providers through long-term agreements.” That was brave.
Today, a private provider based in Toronto, Ting, is selling fiber-based
internet access in Holly Springs.12

Here’s another story of local bravery: a Colorado law, SB 152, passed
in 2008 at the urging of CenturyLink, prevents municipalities and counties
from providing last-mile fiber, although it allows those localities to opt
out of the ban if their citizens affirmatively vote in favor of going ahead.
Referendums are expensive, and CenturyLink likely figured that cities
would be unlikely to hold them. Although well-funded buzzsaws of
opposition were routinely rolled out by incumbents every time a city was
considering involvement in fiber, nearly a hundred Colorado localities so
far have put these measures on the ballot. These referenda have uniformly
passed overwhelmingly, with an average of 76 percent of voters supporting
them, in both traditionally Democratic and traditionally Republican
communities. Coloradans have noticed that the city of Longmont, which
opted out of the state law in 2011, is offering gigabit last-mile fiber
service to residents and businesses at a reasonable price, and the other
cities are jealous.13 It takes bravery to proceed with these initiatives—
even to put the question to a vote, given the millions that the incumbents
have been willing to invest to sow doubt—and Coloradans, regardless of
party affiliation, are leading the way in reclaiming local control over their
civic destinies.
As I talked to the technical, community, and public leaders across America
who have participated in getting various flavors of municipal networks off
the ground, I noticed a common thread. Every successful municipal effort
has benefited from the presence of people on staff—or available to the
locality—with the skills needed to avoid starting from scratch. Today,
moreover, no city needs to feel alone. Because Chattanooga, Wilson, and
about five hundred other American communities have already taken the
plunge, local government officials can get ample advice as they do the
painstaking work of planning a competitive fiber optic environment for
their people—which, in turn, will lead to a competitive, ubiquitous 5G
wireless world that depends on that fiber. Even if a local government does
not have the in-house skills of Chattanooga’s EPB and Wilson’s Greenlight
network, many more publicly oriented vendors and consultants are
available than existed at the outset of this movement.
In a giant terrarium-like hotel in Nashville, Tennessee, full of artificial
rivers and rainforest plantings, the Fiber to the Home Council held a large

meeting during the summer of 2016. More than 1,700 people showed up to
talk about fiber, and many were talking about local networks. There was
Joey Durel, the former Republican mayor of Lafayette, Louisiana, talking
about the five years of fighting with cable incumbents it took to launch the
city’s fiber utility in 2009. Now, thanks in large part to its network,
Lafayette and its region—Acadiana, in southern Louisiana—is
diversifying its energy-based economy by attracting manufacturing and
health care businesses. “I can tell people,” Mayor Durel told me, “that if
you’re not prepared for this, [the incumbents will] hire people who are
close to you to oppose you.”
Bob Whitman, a longtime Corning employee, talked to me in the
vendor demonstration room next to a large mockup of a kitchen wall. He
remembered starting the FTTH Council in 2001, when localities were first
considering working with small independent telcos to build fiber. “None of
the big guys were doing it,” Whitman remembered. “So every company
was coming up with their own type of products and solutions. There was a
lot of disaggregation. We said, ‘Look, we need to create a venue and place
where we can bring things together.’” That was the start of the council:
accelerating fiber-to-the-home installations by having a common
educational and consultative mission across many companies. Whitman
has seen the entire history of fiber: “I would have thought we would have
retired the council by now, but we had that spike with Verizon, that big
build, and then things slowed down for a while. Then Google lit the fire
under the industry. The cable companies are thinking about it, but they’re
not really doing anything yet.” Fifteen years later, he pointed out, “we’ve
come full circle. We’re back to communities, municipalities, townships,
all starting to dive in.”
Whitman is a good-natured guy with nine children, six of whom are
still at home, sharing a DSL connection in Hickory, North Carolina. He
can’t wait for fiber: “Whenever I’m home and have to send something for
work, I have to yell, ‘Everybody get off the internet.’ Because they all
watch Netflix. And every day my fifteen-year-old says, ‘Can we get new
internet?’” Communities, he said, have to have community champions,
and they have to have a vision about what they want. “If you are a
champion in your community, you can come here, make the connections
you need to make, and at least get started.”

At these conferences and others like them, community leaders readily
trade information and find companies to help them. Every locality needs
to do a feasibility study, to figure out what its assets are (conduit, poles,
money, community support), what personnel it has on hand to focus on the
project, and what network design best suits its vision. Every locality needs
to assess its political landscape and legal risks, given the multiplying state
laws in this arena. Every community needs to think about its wireless
future as part of its fiber plan; fiber is wireless’s best friend, and neutral
interconnection points at very frequent intervals will be essential for the
5G dreams of urban areas to happen—and to avoid control by AT&T and
Verizon. Otis, Massachusetts, learned from Westfield Electric, which
learned from Wilson, which learned from Chattanooga; Otis also learned
from Leverett, Massachusetts, which had built its own fiber network. Otis
city manager Chris Morris remembered Leverett representatives telling
him: “Look, if our town can do it, your town can do it.” “We were really
inspired by that,” he told me.
A local “champion” is crucial. For localities to believe a complicated
infrastructure initiative like fiber is possible, there has to be someone with
budget, staff, knowledge, and authority who pushes the project along—at
least rhetorically. (As David Belitz told me in Chattanooga, “My view of
mayors is that they have a great platform. They can promote, and they can
convene private and public groups to make things happen.”) Local
governments and cooperatives and other publicly minded entities can be
siloed and difficult to work with, and opposition from incumbents can be
extraordinary—and extraordinarily well funded. Absent a decisive,
empowered person dedicated to keeping things moving, it is almost
impossible to carry off a fiber installation.
Chattanooga has a champion of fiber in mayor Andy Berke, who
speaks fluently and at length about its importance to his city:
“Chattanooga would not be a place talking about innovation without
having fiber,” he will say. Or, “We have overall economic vitality here in
Chattanooga related to fiber. The fiber is a differentiator.” Mayor C. Bruce
Rose of Wilson is an older, more homespun version of Mayor Berke:
“Fiber was the best move we ever made, in our whole existence. We’ve got
Greenlight everywhere now, all the manufacturers, the industries, and

everybody’s got it. It’s changed our whole city around.” City manager
Chris Morris of Otis, Massachusetts, has a more technocratic bent. Otis
has been working on a large wind turbine project for about five years.
“And I think,” he said, “that while it’s taken forever and we’ve had any
number of roadblocks, I think it’s built the town’s confidence that we can
work through those things. Fiber would have seemed a lot more daunting
if we hadn’t already done that.” Otis is run by a board of selectmen, who
hired Morris, and Bill Hiller, who is on that board, is firm about the
benefits of fiber: “I live in Otis, so I need to have fiber. It’s all positive.
It’ll promote jobs. Why would you want to live down in Stamford
[Connecticut] and work on your computer? Live up here, and you’ll have
faster internet access service, and we don’t have a single stop light.” Mark
Farrell, who is leading the charge for San Francisco’s dark fiber network,
is similarly outspoken: he is vowing to deliver the twenty-first century
utility—fiber internet access at home—to every San Franciscan.
This may all sound like boosterism, because it is. But one of the key
reasons that both Greensboro and Grass Valley/Nevada City are making
such slow progress toward any flavor of publicly oriented fiber is that
there is no prominent public leader willing to stand behind it.
Skillful leadership, a determined focus on open physical infrastructure
so as to avoid lock-in, access to inexpensive capital, connection to existing
information sources, in-house capacity: all of these elements will remain
central to cities and localities taking control of their destinies by planning
for ubiquitous fiber.
The most important thread of all, however, runs invisibly through these
stories. It has to do with a shared understanding of the role of government
in widely shared infrastructure that encourages both economic growth and
social justice. It also has to do with accepting the appropriateness of joint
efforts when the market, left to its own devices, will not produce the
desired results. The key element is trust. Theodore Roosevelt, laying the
cornerstone of the Pilgrim Monument in Provincetown, Massachusetts, in
1907, urged audiences to think of the Puritan as “combining in a very
remarkable degree both the power of individual initiative, of individual
self-help, and the power of acting in combination with his fellows.” The
true Puritan, he said, “could combine with others whenever it became

necessary to do a job which could not be as well done by any one man
individually.”14 But to combine with others, or to support being combined
with others as beneficiaries of a shared infrastructure project, you have to
trust that the aims of your local (or national) government or cooperative
are worthwhile and that everyone’s benefit is your benefit. “We all do
better when we all do better,” the late senator Paul Wellstone of Minnesota
was fond of saying.
Many of the people I talked to in the brave cities where fiber projects
had already been successful—or were on a straight path to success—
mentioned trust and interdependence. The Chattanooga Way is shorthand
for trust: local businesses, local foundations, community members, and
local government all encouraging themselves to work together to reach
desired ends. Wilson’s elaborate Whirligig-plus-new-downtown plan is a
giant leap of faith that Wilson will, someday, be the World’s Greatest
something. Or at least great. Its $10 per month plan for fiber access in
public housing is all about giving everyone the opportunity to be
successful. The people of Otis came together in town meetings to provide
overwhelming support for moving ahead with a fiber network. The RS
Fiber project was formed and implemented in an atmosphere of trust: the
rurals need the towns, and the towns need the rurals.
San Francisco’s fiber story, which is yet to be told, will be a test of
trust. Will its citizens believe that government involvement in fiber is
appropriate? Will they take to heart Abraham Lincoln’s clarity on the
subject of basic infrastructure? Government “is a combination of the
people of a country to effect certain objects by joint effort,” he said. These
objects of collective action included “public roads and highways, public
schools, charities, pauperism, orphanage, estates of the deceased, and the
machinery of government itself.”15 Lincoln would have put fiber on the
list. Without trust in this basic vision of government, without a shared
sense of purpose, no city can hope to succeed in ensuring that its citizens
have inexpensive, virtually unlimited communications capacity over fiber
optic wires.

CHAPTER TEN

What Stands in the Way?

W

IDELY AVAILABLE, INEXPENSIVE FIBER

optic access, by itself, won’t
make an area thrive, but without it, thriving won’t happen. Like
electricity and telephones in the twentieth century, fiber is a
precondition of sustained, broadly shared growth in the twenty-first. And
not just local growth: American democracy requires that these localities
thrive, and for this to happen, each community (and eventually the country
as a whole) needs to reach the post-bandwidth era: where people don’t
think about how much data they have but instead think about what they
want to do with it. Without that first step, we’ll become an
underdeveloped nation—the huge middle portion of the United States—
rimmed by two modestly developed coasts.
While things look bleak today, with an endless list of political,
economic, and technical challenges, it’s important to remember that things
weren’t wholly different during the electrification era. “If you go far
enough back” in the history of electrification, said David Wade, the chief
executive of EPB, “we started off disjointed. There were a lot of fights and
lots of ‘is AC better than DC.’” Perhaps, he muses, the United States is not
yet ready for a nationwide plan for fiber. “We may still be back in the
fighting stage.”
So how do we get there, and how do we learn from those twentieth-century
electrification efforts? The first step is to decide as a country that the fiber

upgrade is sufficiently valuable and necessary that it should be made
available to everyone. Right now, that question is being explored by many
localities, but countless others are largely ignoring it, as are many states
and the federal government.
My hope is that as more Americans experience fiber connections, they
will join the movement pushing to treat this technology like a utility. The
World’s Fair of 1893, held in Chicago, did that for electricity, its gaudy,
well-lit demonstrations of municipal and domestic uses of electricity
sparking the imagination of the more than 750,000 people who attended.1
Even so, it took two generations for electricity’s potential to be realized. In
2018 the South Korea Olympic experience was designed to convince the
world of the country’s technological leadership; we may hope it has the
knock-on effect of reminding Americans of the importance of fiber.2
Once you have the idea that fiber is important, the other steps fall into
place.
It’s only money. Fiber optic last-mile networks are expensive to install, as
was electrical line. But no matter what flavor of last-mile network a city
or locality is interested in facilitating, there is capital available to fund it.
(Also: 80 percent of the cost of fiber is labor, so we’ll be putting a lot of
people to work to get this done.)3 This is basic infrastructure; it requires
patient capital, meaning that loans will be paid off in ten or more years
rather than five or fewer, but if planning is sensibly carried out, they will
be repaid. We should beware of private and equity investors looking for 20
to 30 percent rates of return who expect to be paid back within five years.
Those investors won’t be interested in letting cities and localities control
their own destiny to ensure that everyone is served at a low price. If the
city or locality is willing to guarantee bonds, this can be a very attractive
route for financing. RS Fiber, the cooperative in Minnesota, used several
flavors of financing: an economic development general obligation bond
guaranteed by the cities, a grant from the State of Minnesota, equity raised
by members of the community, loans from a nearby electric cooperative,
and bank financing. It is important that the community, the local
government, have some skin in the game; the lack of such involvement in
John Paul’s Nevada City/Grass Valley has made it very difficult for him to
privately finance the building of the Chip Carman network. Banks don’t

quite understand these projects as utility networks. And when it comes to
bonding, taxpayers have to understand that although the town is borrowing
money to launch a fiber project, if the project is successful, those
taxpayers will never make a payment. The up-front payments needed to
build these fixed assets are steep, but the bond will be paid off by revenues
from the fiber network. They also need to understand that fiber is an
investment in the community, just like water or sewer or electricity; it’s
part of a city’s or locality’s role to ensure that fiber is available. If RS
Fiber and Otis, Massachusetts, can do it, any small town or rural locality
can; if San Francisco can pull it off, any large city can too.
There were financial issues with a few early municipal networks in the
United States, but those projects were dogged by poor initial planning.
Since then, city officials have learned from one another, and fiber
networks are returning value to their communities. Although many are
also returning cash, most of their value does not take the form of direct
payments back to the community. That’s not how infrastructure works.
Over time, the vast majority of these networks support everything a
community wants to do. And the steady payments generated by these basic
pieces of infrastructure will continue for many years, as retail operators
lease dark fiber and subscribers pay reasonable but evergreen monthly
rates. In all the parts of the United States and the world where open,
reasonably priced fiber networks don’t now exist, building them will help
an area’s economic growth and social cohesion.
Just as money isn’t the problem—really—the architecture of fiber
networks isn’t the problem either: all engineers understand that the
optimum connection includes fiber all the way to the home. Wireless will
never trump fiber when it comes to capacity. It is true that most of our
devices are mobile and detached, but we will need fiber connections as
close to these devices as we can get them in order for the cascades of data
those devices will generate to travel anywhere. And if we are using them
for productive work, those connections will need to be symmetric, with
equal upload and download speeds.
The real barrier to last-mile fiber around the world is what David Wade
calls the “fight between the world of revenue and the world of making
access available to everyone.” That fight is going on at every level of
government and at every place in the architecture of a communications

network where incumbents can wield power. From getting access to public
rights-of-way to finding inexpensive backhaul networks that can take data
from last-mile fiber networks and deliver it to larger cross-country lines,
every step can be a struggle. For example, poles and conduit are often
owned or controlled by incumbents who have no interest in sharing them,
or, if forced to share, will delay and delay until the younger, less-wellfinanced city network folds. State legislatures may be enormous obstacles
to a city’s effort to control its destiny. Substantial legal and policy reform
will be required to lower these barriers.
The handful of companies that control residential wired access in America
are very good at influencing state legislatures, devotedly pushing very
simple, misleading arguments on credulous legislators, showing up in
droves every time there is a hearing, supporting the legislators’ pet
nonprofit causes, ensuring that captive think-tanks pump out opposition
literature in a steady drumbeat of free-market enthusiasm, and framing the
overall story in ways that don’t match reality. One of the most startling
examples of this last move happened during the summer of 2017, when the
national cable association put up a post on its site titled “America’s
competitive TV and internet markets.” By including DSL connections and
smartphone access in its calculations, lowering the threshold for what
constitutes a high-speed connection from the FCC’s current 25 Mbps down
to just 3 Mbps, and assuming that all of these connections are substitutable
from customers’ perspectives, the cable association felt able to claim that
most Americans have “choices” for high-speed internet access:
“Competition is alive and well,” the post said.4 But the reality is that at the
25 Mbps level (far worse than what’s common in much of Asia and
northern Europe), most Americans have at most one option for residential
internet access: out of 118 million U.S. households, almost 11 million
can’t buy wired internet access service with this capacity at any price, and
about 46 million households live in places that have just one provider.5
Wireless is a complementary service; it obviously is useful when you’re
mobile, but buildings, trees, weather, and distance can interfere with its
signal. Americans who access the internet only on their smartphones often
do so because they cannot afford both a wire at home and a smartphone
plan. We are stuck on a plateau of second-rate, expensive internet access.

But because this status quo provides enormous profit margins for the
existing large players, they will fight fiercely to keep it in place.
Some of the most obscure—but fierce—fights happen over access to
rights-of-way, or poles. In many places in America, those poles are owned
by AT&T or Verizon. If a municipality doesn’t have control over them, it
has to negotiate with these companies to get access. And although the new
network may have a legal right to attach to those poles, the state Public
Utility Commission (often controlled by the incumbents), may be
unwilling to enforce any legislated time limits—such as not permitting
more than twenty days to go by before a pole attachment request will be
granted. At the same time, the incumbent in charge of the pole has every
incentive to delay in getting those poles ready for someone else to attach
wires to it—and can claim, at every turn, that “safety” requires that the
incumbent have complete dominion over timing and activities with respect
to its poles. In this context, the insurgent has zero leverage to demand that
the incumbent move more quickly—and has to pay whatever the
incumbent claims it costs to ready the poles, often including paying to
upgrade poles dramatically. As Gene Scott of Wilson’s Greenlight fiber
network put it, the incumbents will claim “‘We want to make sure that
what you do is safe. We want to make sure you don’t overstress the poles
so that if we have an ice storm it’s going to break.’ That’s valid, but how
could you argue against them? Then my point is, ‘Yeah, but does it take
you months and thousands of our dollars to figure this out?’”
If several actors already have wires in place, every one of them may
demand that its trucks visit each pole, one at a time, and move its wires,
slowly, to make room for the new network. No one else, they claim, can
safely move those wires. Every step of this process involves lengthy,
unpredictable delays. In other words: Sure, you can try to build a network.
But you’ll run out of money before you get anywhere.
That’s why, in Otis, selectman Bill Hiller said frankly that “Verizon
holds all the cards,” as Otis prepared to build its fiber network with the
help of Westfield Gas & Electric. Verizon owns the poles that Otis needs
to use. “Getting the poles ready,” he said, “might be somewhere between
three hundred thousand dollars and a million”—a wide range of
unpredictability that is genuinely tough on both budgets and credibility

with taxpayers. Aaron Bean, the canny Westfield fiber leader who wrote
his MBA paper on municipal networks, said, “They [the incumbents]
could drag out the process as long as they so choose.” Chris Morris, Otis’s
town manager, said that in his more cynical moments, he felt “‘we’re
kinda getting shaken down to upgrade their poles.’ And then, it’s our
money, but they’re going to turn around and depreciate those assets.” If
they had a choice, Otis would build its network underground. But, as Bill
Hiller put it, “There’s rocks the size of Volkswagens. You can’t go ten feet
without hitting a rock that’s ten feet tall.” So the town is stuck with poles
—and plagued by uncertainty.
In this context, time is definitely money: a young network that’s
financed for a set timeline of construction may find that timeline
becoming completely unpredictable. And one can go broke for lack of
access to poles. Even giant market entrants get tangled up over poles;
Google Fiber struggled to expand its business in Nashville but couldn’t get
reasonable access to poles. After two years it was able to attach its fiber
lines to only about forty of the city’s ten thousand utility poles. When
Nashville tried to adopt a city ordinance smoothing the process for pole
attachments, AT&T and Comcast sued.6
When I visited the Minneapolis statehouse in spring 2017, I heard about
so-called small cell legislation being pushed there by a platoon of AT&T
lobbyists and backed, predictably, by ALEC. Ohio had already passed a
similar bill with very little discussion, and least twenty states were
suddenly considering legislation along the same lines.7 These bills remove
city discretion over street lights, power poles, and other public right-ofway elements by setting up a presumption that any carrier can attach
wireless equipment, no matter how unsightly, without having to get
additional city permits or be required to share its infrastructure with other
providers. The buzzword for all this, according to ALEC, is that states are
“streamlining” local permitting of small cell technology.8 Technically, the
wireless carriers want to “densify” their wireless transmitters—putting up
millions more of them, attached to fiber optic lines, very close to one
another in urban areas—so that future generations of wireless
transmissions (5G) can carry a great deal of data over short distances. (The

cells are labeled “small” because the data is traveling a shorter distance;
the equipment used can actually be enormous.)
The wireless carriers (mostly AT&T, with its $240 billion market
valuation, and Verizon, worth $189 billion, which together control the vast
majority of the wireless market across the country) have essentially ceded
the residential and business wired marketplace in urban areas to local
cable monopolies. The two giants also, long ago, divided markets for the
fiber they have installed under city streets that “backhauls” their data from
cell towers to internet “points of presence” some distance away. Their
“footprints” for backhaul fiber, in the jargon of telecommunications, never
overlap. As I’ve discussed, 5G requires fiber very close to the wireless
transmitter in order to work. No fiber, no 5G. 5G is full of potential to
provide immersive wireless experiences, but if just one company controls
both the fiber under the streets and has near-exclusive rights to poles—or
two companies whose prices and services are essentially in lockstep offer
“competing” 5G services—then all the amazing uses of data that might be
possible over a neutral transmission medium will actually be impossible.
Now these two companies have joined forces at the state level in order
to shore up their power over wireless. In effect, they would like to control
the future of wireless services by duplicating the cable companies’
playbook: get de facto exclusive rights, build a network that doesn’t allow
for the introduction of new content or other services without steep
payments to the provider of transmission services, and, untroubled by
oversight or genuine competition, charge whatever the market will bear.
Poorer and rural Americans will be left behind as an unprofitable market.
It’s a pernicious development, and I figured it out only after my third
trip to Seoul, in August 2017, five months after I visited Minnesota. It
took a translator’s explanation of presentations made to me by the leading
South Korean telco, Korea Telecom, for the penny to drop. (One clue: the
slide reading “Achieving Overwhelming Market Dominance.”) Korea
Telecom is aligning its efforts with those of both Verizon and AT&T, and
Verizon and AT&T are making sure they can control the wireless market
throughout the United States by getting “small cell” bills passed in every
state. Localities that want to be places of innovative, inexpensive fiberplus-advanced-wireless uses should be wary, and many are fighting back.

From Verizon’s and AT&T’s perspective as short-term-oriented,
revenue-optimizing private companies, localities are either incompetent
(in need of “streamlining”) or, at best, contractual partners without
leverage: Verizon has already pushed several American cities, including
Sacramento and Boston, to give the company free or low-cost access to
small cell sites and conduit under city streets.9 The company will then run
its own fiber to those small cell connections. Significantly, Verizon
recently made a deal with Corning to buy 12.5 million miles of fiber
cabling each year through 2020.10 It’s important to understand what that
fiber will be used for: Verizon is not interested in fiber-to-the-home
installations or in leasing that fiber to anyone else, or in allowing upstarts
to share the cell sites it connects to that fiber. It means to ensure that it has
complete control over 5G networks in dense urban areas. Only it will be
able to afford backhaul—the middle-mile transport of that 5G data back to
the rest of the internet—because it will either own that backhaul or get it
at reasonable prices from its peer, AT&T, which in turn needs backhaul in
places where Verizon controls that market. What does the city get in
exchange for giving up its future to Verizon? A few Wi-Fi hotspots and
traffic cameras. Meanwhile, Boston residents who can afford Verizon’s
rates will be paying a great deal for wireless services. Many will be left
behind. And the city itself will have lost control over its digital destiny.
Verizon and AT&T, for their part, benefit from the distraction created
by this crazy nationwide push for small cell preemption laws: no one is
paying attention to their lack of investment in fiber running all the way
inside homes and businesses, or to the lack of competition in the wired
marketplace. All, they claim, will be magically solved by 5G. But their
plan is to make the 5G world even less competitive than the wired world
currently dominated by cable in the United States. And they have no
thought of extending 5G to rural areas.
The better plan for a city is to insist on neutral, open physical
infrastructure at all levels: conduit should be open, fiber should be
available to any player, wireless interfaces should be modular and open to
any wireless carrier, and new homes and businesses should be required to
be open to all competitive telecommunications players.

Brave cities remember that they are powerful. But state legislatures
and powerful “free” public-private partnerships are quickly taking key
cards out of city hands—particularly in an era when cities have trouble
persuading citizens to fiscally support their operations. The costs to cities’
futures may not be worth taking these “free” deals.
We are still not done. It turns out that landlords are problems too. They
often seek to make exclusive deals with high-speed internet access carriers
that give them useful benefits—a free subscription for the building’s
superintendent, for example—in exchange for control over the rates and
quality of service enjoyed by the building’s tenants.
I live in an apartment. Chances are good that you do, too: tens of
millions of Americans live in apartment buildings, and in medium-tolarge cities these structures account for between a quarter and a half of all
housing units. More people are renting these days than ever before. And
when you move into an apartment, you need the essentials: water, heat,
and internet access.
Water and heat are regulated utilities. But when it comes to internet
access, people in multiple dwelling units, or MDUs, often have the worst
of both worlds: all the limitations of a utility framework—no competition,
no choices—with zero consumer protection. That means unconstrained
pricing. Network operators like Comcast, Time Warner Cable, and AT&T
routinely use kickbacks, legal games, blunt threats, and downright illegal
activities to lock up buildings in exclusive arrangements. The result is an
enormous, decentralized payola scheme affecting millions of Americans.
And these maneuvers will stop only when cities and national leaders
require that every building have neutral fiber/wireless facilities that make
it easy for residents to switch services when they choose. We’ve got to
take landlords out of the equation—they are only looking to increase their
revenue stream at their tenants’ expense, and the giant telecom providers
in our country are happy to pay them in return for sole access. The market
is stuck, and residents have little idea these deals are happening. The
current way of doing business is good for landlords and ISPs but
destructive in every other way.
Today, without permission from a landlord, a competitive ISP can’t
enter the building to provide service. But the landlords have signed

exclusivity agreements. If a consumer wants access to a service, then that
provider should be able to get into the building, subject to reasonable
technical limitations. Instead, developers and landlords demand revenue
sharing agreements and “door fees”: many real estate investment trusts
(REITs) won’t let service providers in the door unless they agree to share
revenue. There’s a whole layer of intermediaries who aggressively market
“opportunities” for buildings to make additional revenue streams from de
facto exclusive internet access agreements, and who manage and drive
arrangements in the residential real estate market.
On the commercial side, it’s the same deal: landlords, their interests
aggregated and managed by third-party intermediaries, all have their
hands out when it comes to internet access. This “riser management” is a
huge problem for the city of New York; it’s why commercial tenants in
New York City pay high rates for awful internet service in the fanciest
commercial buildings.
The FCC has tried in the past to encourage competition in MDU
buildings. Eight years ago, the FCC clearly said landlords can’t make
exclusive agreements with internet access providers. It recognized the
problem: “Incumbent providers commonly engage in a flurry of activity to
lock up MDUs and other real estate developments in exclusive
arrangements as soon as it becomes clear that a new entrant will be
coming to town.” Sometimes these clauses are inserted in fine print of
tenants’ leases.11
But the commission has been completely outmaneuvered. While a
landlord can’t enter into an exclusive agreement granting just one ISP the
right to provide internet access service to an MDU, he can refuse to sign
agreements with anyone else, in exchange for payments labeled in any
number of ways.
Another colorful workaround is marketing exclusivity, which is
apparently permitted. AT&T, Comcast, and others may sign deals with
buildings requiring that only their flyers are displayed in the leasing
office. No competitor is allowed to distribute material—and no events
(such as wine and cheese parties for tenants) can be held on the premises
by any competing provider.12

Here’s another common, more serious move: even though exclusive
agreements with buildings are illegal, the carriers will nonetheless insert
clauses requiring exclusivity in their agreements with MDUs. Then they
may add clauses saying, “if any part of this agreement turns out to be
illegal, you can cut out that portion of the agreement and the rest of it will
stand.” (Lawyers call these “severability” clauses.) If you’re a property
manager reading that contract, you may feel compelled to enforce the
exclusivity it appears to require. “Property managers don’t know,” Barr
pointed out. “They’re not experts in internet law. They’re experts in how to
run a property, and they will do what these agreements say. What property
manager wants to be the guy to take on Comcast?”
The FCC long ago created “inside wiring” rules giving power to MDU
owners, under certain circumstances, to take ownership of wires run by
cable companies inside their buildings. The commission recognized that
the wiring infrastructure inside an MDU gives the incumbent an
advantage, and it wanted to open up that infrastructure to competition. But
those rules were based on the assumption that, initially, the cable/telco
company owned the wires. Time Warner Cable and others have worked
around this by deeding ownership of their inside wires to the building
owner, and then getting an exclusive license back from the owner to use
those wires.13 This deeding switchback apparently satisfies the law while
still blocking competition.
The next barrier is often created by state law. Consider the history of North
Carolina’s HB 129 statute and, after it passed, what happened to the efforts
by Wilson to expand its fiber communications network to serve its
electricity customers who happened to live outside the Wilson County
border. The mantra repeated by the industry was that it didn’t want local
government competing with industry. Any town could easily counter that
argument. As Jim Cauley, a lawyer for Wilson, put it, “You’re not
competing with business if the service doesn’t exist.” If there is no cheap
fiber optic option in your community, you don’t have adequate capacity.
“And once you had the opportunity to explain that,” Cauley said, “you’d
get some head nodding.” But then, Cauley remembered, “we had some
legislators who were very supportive until their caucus instructed them,
‘We’re not going to approve this,’ and then they would turn around on us.”

For each of the three years following Wilson’s hooking up of its first
Greenlight customers to fiber in 2007, the town faced and defeated
legislation drafted by Time Warner aimed at stopping any other city in
North Carolina from trying to do what Wilson had done.14 Gene Scott of
Wilson told me he found the draft legislation enormously frustrating:
“Wilson’s a little city. It’s 50,000 people. It’s a drop in the bucket, if that,
to revenues for any of these corporations. So what are they scared of?
They’re scared of, my opinion, that if we succeeded, other cities would go,
‘Well, gosh. We can do that, too.’”
Although only public servants are permitted to draft bills in North
Carolina, Dathan Shows told me, “I sat there in the committee meeting
room, and watched the Time Warner lawyer-lobbyist open his big
briefcase satchel, pull out twenty-five copies of the bill, and hand them to
the committee chairman, who then handed them out. It was sickening, the
whole thing was just sickening—to watch our government being bought,
but it was bought and paid for.” Wilson and its fellow cities were
hopelessly outnumbered during the three years the legislation was
pending. “We rolled up there for the legislative session sort of proud of
ourselves,” remembered Grant Goings, speaking to me in the huge
Victorian house on Nash Street that serves as Wilson’s town hall. The
Wilson City Council had approved Goings’s proposal to hire a lobbyist. He
hired one, and the two walked into the committee room feeling ready to
go. But, he said ruefully, “We looked around the room and counted thirtythree lobbyists on the other side of the issue and realized that we were
quite outmanned.”
Committee jurisdiction over the draft bills was carefully engineered:
“We could often predict,” Goings said, “whether we were being sent to a
committee to receive a fair hearing, or whether we were being sent to a
committee to die, or whether we were being sent to a committee to delay.”
And once the bills were assigned to a committee, the process for
considering them didn’t feel fair. Goings remembers committee meetings
in Raleigh that either weren’t officially calendared or were canceled over
and over; classic legislative gamesmanship aimed at keeping insurgents
off balance. “A meeting would disappear off the calendar or pop up, and
we’d get a call in the early hours of the morning: ‘You’ve got to be here at

8:00 a.m.’ A lot of our group was from other parts of the state. The city of
Morganton was involved, and they’re about a four- or five-hour drive, so
they would have to try to make it down.” Or, according to Jim Cauley,
Wilson’s outside lawyer: “We’d get the call the night before. Next
morning, we’d head to Raleigh. I remember, one day, we got about
halfway to Raleigh. We got a call, they said, ‘It’s canceled.’” The
opportunity for genuine public input was often nullified by these games. “I
had never seen this level of gamesmanship in the legislature before,” said
Cauley.
Nonetheless, without recruitment by anyone in Wilson, people from
other towns—supporters, lawyers, local businesspeople who were fed up
with expensive connectivity and had heard through the grapevine that the
legislature was considering putting limitations on municipal fiber—started
showing up at committee hearings in Raleigh to support the idea of
independent fiber networks in North Carolina. Grant told me, “The folks
that wanted to get the bills passed or were trying to ram them through a
committee didn’t particularly like that, and so that’s when you started
seeing these games going on with the scheduling.”
Some committee chairs, under pressure to get a bill or resolution
through their committee as quickly as possible, treated the Wilson
representatives very poorly and did not give them a chance to speak. Grant
noticed, though, that when TV cameras were in the room, “we were treated
much more fairly.” So he contacted Wilson’s city hall communications
department. “We sent our people up, and they had cameras that looked a
lot like news channel cameras. I told them to go set up in the room, and
not identify themselves as being with me, or just not identify themselves
at all. We faked them out. We got treated very well, and we got a chance to
speak because there were cameras in the room. They didn’t know they
were our cameras.”
During the hearings themselves, it was frustrating to the members of
the Wilson team that they were continually assaulted by false claims from
the incumbents. “As a local government official, we have to be truthful,”
Goings said. “Any time that we’re not truthful, it could end up being your
job and potentially even your career.” But “we were battling with folks
that don’t have the same ethical obligations.”

For example, almost all of the public presentations made to the
legislature during those three years, he remembered, were done by Time
Warner lawyers. And in his view they included many howlers. Goings
remembered one presentation that included four or five different untrue
allegations, including a claim that the city was not letting Time Warner
build in new developments but was instead reserving them for its own
public service. That wasn’t accurate: a private developer, on private land,
putting in his own private streets, had wanted Wilson’s service rather than
Time Warner, but the decision had not been Wilson’s. At the end of his
presentation, the Time Warner lawyer said, in effect, that local
government leaders were trying to enrich themselves personally by calling
for municipal fiber networks to be built. Goings quoted the lawyer as
saying, “This is no place for government. Just because a mayor decided he
wants to drive a Ferrari, we shouldn’t let local governments get into
private business.”
Time ran out on the committee hearing, and so Goings had an
opportunity to respond the next day. He went step by step through the
untrue claims made by the Time Warner side. Then he put up a slide
showing the Time Warner words about the mayor wanting to drive a
Ferrari, alongside a picture of Wilson’s mayor, Bruce Rose, standing in
front of his car. The slide read: “Mayor Bruce Rose, 1992 Buick LeSabre,
243,000 miles.” “The whole place just busted out loud, and I went and sat
down,” Goings remembered. This was just funny, even to the lobbyists.
When they weren’t actively dissembling, Time Warner lawyers
mischaracterized what was going on. They said, according to Goings, “‘So
a city wants to get into the entertainment business. What next? Are they
going to open a car dealership or a grocery store?’” The mayor was called
a communist in a public hearing.
Another time, a committee chair got wind of a video presentation
Wilson was using that showed, in real time, the speed of fiber versus cable
versus copper when downloading a large graphic file. “You could say,
‘Okay, I’m going to download an MRI file at a doctor’s office.’” Grant
recalled. “You hit the button, and each of those options would go across
the screen, showing you how long it took.” The committee chairman then
made a new rule barring all audiovisual presentations at hearings—even

though the room was wired for presentations and had flat screens on the
walls for this purpose.
Goings told his assistant, Brian Bowman, that he was going to show
the video anyway. Bowman said, “How are we going to do that?” Goings
said, “I’m going to step up to the podium, and you’re going to turn it on on
the screen, and we’re going to be live, and we’re going to have cameras in
the room, and the chair won’t stop it.” So Bowman figured out how to plug
into the presentation system, and Goings showed the video. He clearly
relishes this memory; it was a moment when David couldn’t be silenced
by Goliath.
Stamping out Wilson-like fiber efforts was not necessarily a partisan
issue at the state level in North Carolina. Before 2011, when Republicans
took control of both houses, “a lot of the battles in the legislature were
with some powerful Democrats,” Goings remembered. “When the
Democrats were in power, they very heavily lobbied Democrat
leadership,” Goings said. The industry uses whatever approach works with
the party in charge.
The legislative term of 2011 brought a new situation: North Carolina’s
congressional districts were redrawn to reflect population shifts in North
Carolina, giving the Republicans majority control of the legislature. (This
redistricting effort was later challenged as an unconstitutional racial
gerrymander; in 2017, the U.S. Supreme Court ordered the state’s
redistricting plans to be redrawn.)15 At this point, Wilson had been
fighting industry-sponsored legislation for three years, and with the
change of control, things looked bleak for Wilson: Representative Thom
Tillis, one of the strongest opponents of municipal broadband, had become
Speaker of the House. As a result, “by the time we got to 2010 and 2011,”
Jim Cauley remembered, “the legislative hearings were something of a
joke.”
Still, Goings remembered, early in the game “we were actually able to
persuade a couple of Republicans who broke party ranks and voted with
Democrats” to support Wilson’s arguments. But after that vote, Goings
remembered, the majority members who had voted with the minority party
were invited to the Speaker’s office. “They reported that they would not be
breaking ranks again.”

Something breathtaking happened the next day: the Republican chair
of that committee called another meeting and said the legislators had been
holding the wrong piece of paper in front of them when they voted, so they
needed to call a revote. “It was like a do-over,” Goings laughed. “They
revoted the same issue after lining up their votes, and then it went down on
party lines.”
Wilson realized that some industry-sponsored bill was going to pass
the legislature and that the city’s role, at most, would be to negotiate the
best outcome that it possibly could. It had already spent the money and
built its system. “We were in debt,” Goings said.
Because its service predated the passage of the bill, Wilson County
qualified for a “grandfathering” exemption under HB 129, introduced in
2011 to prevent municipalities from offering fiber optic services. But the
exemption did not permit Wilson to provide communications services to
the five adjacent counties that compose the remainder of its electric
service territory. Thus, although the treasurer’s office had given Wilson
permission to issue its debt offering, the state was now poised to pass a
law that, by restricting the market Wilson could serve, would retroactively
limit its ability to pay off that debt.16
And HB 129, pushed strenuously by Time Warner Cable, created sharp
limitations on what Wilson or future Wilsons would be able to do. Not
every element of the law looks like a barrier; for example, it requires
municipal providers to keep separate books for their high-speed internet
access services and publish an independent annual report. But taken
together, the asymmetric provisions of the law—no private provider has to
keep a separate set of books for its internet access services—make it
almost impossible for new municipal networks to be built in North
Carolina. The “clear effect” of the law, according to the FCC, is to “protect
private providers from competition.”17 There’s a section prohibiting a
public provider from charging less for its services than a theoretical cost
of service, with phantom costs imputed in this calculation that mirror
those of a private provider—even though a city might not have the same
costs. There are geographic limits on what a city can do—again, limits
that don’t exist for private providers—that make it hard for cities to
achieve the economies of scale a private provider has.

If you add up all the delays required by the legislation, for hearings,
multiple votes, request for proposals processes, and other steps, they fill
up two years of effort—during which a public provider cannot start
building its network. The town has to vote on its debt according to a
particular election cycle. It has to disclose any feasibility study or
business plan before it begins—something no private company would ever
agree to do. (Time Warner and its North Carolina trade association made
many public records requests of Wilson while it was building its
network.)18 It has to solicit public-private partnerships or proposals from
outside entities to provide the service. The network has to be profitable on
its first day, without the town’s borrowing any money for operating
expenses.
The requirement that a municipal network may exist only within city
limits, and no further, creates a distinct competitive disadvantage. North
Carolina law provides that any other form of public enterprise or utility
may expand beyond city limits “within reasonable limitations,” and the
law provides that it is reasonable to look at the competition, or lack of it,
beyond the utility’s service area.19
Towns are not allowed to provide services at less than “cost,” which is
defined not based on the actual cost of the town’s service but on the basis
of a hypothetical private-sector competitor’s service. The only way to
escape these limitations is for a city to show that it proposes to provide
services to an “unserved” area. But under the bill, “unserved” means that
less than 50 percent of households have access to service at download
speeds of at least 768 Kbps. Which, these days, is nothing at all.
And under HB 129, a city that does anything wrong can lose the tax
exemption that gives it access to low-cost financing.20 “If they can catch
you, if they get you on any of these requirements, you lose it all,” said
Cauley. These elements of HB 129 heap risk, expense, uncertainty, and
delay onto any North Carolina city that would like cheap fiber access for
its citizens.
Although several such cities were considering building municipal
networks before HB 129, their efforts ceased as soon as the bill passed.
Nor have any additional fiber-to-the-home systems been built in rural

North Carolina, even though Time Warner had promised that it would
figure out a way to serve these areas if the bill went through.21
Even when public opinion was on Wilson’s side and the business
community was in support, it made no difference: “What we learned the
hard way,” Grant said, “is that when there is absolute determination for a
certain outcome in the leadership and the majority party is committed to
that outcome, it’s what will happen. The incumbents, he said, “see every
threat as a competitive threat, as that we want to take over what they
perceive to be their sandbox.” Goings was mystified: “We have no
ambition to reach out across North Carolina. We just want to serve our
electric customers. I guess it’s the precedent that having a successful
example brings. We’re no threat to some of these largest
telecommunication companies in the world. We want to be part of the
solution.” Goings had thought of getting involved in state government as a
“lobbyist or something” once he finished his city manager career. But the
fighting over HB 129 “cured me of any such desire. It is a dog-eat-dog
world.”
Why did Time Warner Cable have such power over North Carolina
legislators? “If you look at the contribution history over those three, four
years, it tells a story,” said Cauley. HB 129 was sponsored by Marilyn
Avila, a Republican representing Wake County. Campaign finance reports
show that Avila received over $20,000 from Time Warner Cable, AT&T,
and CenturyLink between 2010 and her vote in 2011. A range of cosponsors, both Democrats and Republicans, received similar amounts from
these three companies over similar periods.22 According to the Institute
for Local Self Reliance, Time Warner Cable and other incumbents in
North Carolina spent more than a million dollars between 2006 and 2011
to get HB 129 passed.23
Even though Wilson’s network was grandfathered by the 2011 law, its
operations are still constrained by it. The very last day before the bill
passed, Wilson’s lobbyist was summoned to a meeting to determine what
its permitted area of service would be. Representative Avila, representing
Speaker Tillis, opened the meeting and immediately turned it over to Time
Warner’s lawyers, who told Wilson what the exceptions for its service
would be. Although the bill limited future city fiber networks to their city

limits, Wilson—already operating—would be allowed to serve everyone
in its county. But nowhere else.
Again, this is breathtaking. A private party soaked in self-interest was
making legislative policy. As Grant put it, “That was a fitting end to that
battle.”
Wilson ended up coming back to the state house a couple of years later. It
felt it had to: although HB 129 limits Greenlight service to the Wilson
county line, Greenlight actually serves electric customers in portions of
five counties. There is much mutual benefit to be had by ensuring that its
electric customers also have fiber connectivity: electricity can be
measured using smart grid services, and renewables can be brought into
the supply of energy on a dynamic, real-time basis. And it would help
Wilson save money by deploying fiber over a broader territory—lowering
the per-unit cost of selling its communications services.
For a brief period in 2015 and 2016, Pinetops, a tiny town of 1,300,
mostly African Americans, in rural Edgecombe County just twenty miles
from downtown Wilson, had affordable fiber connectivity as well as
electricity from Wilson. Pinetops has about six hundred households and a
per capita income of $16,698. About 38 percent of the population lives
below the poverty line; about 65 percent are African American and about
34 percent Caucasian.24 This affordable access to fiber was possible
because in February 2015, the Federal Communications Commission
blocked the effect of HB 129.25 Its argument was that the North Carolina
law was getting in the way of the FCC’s mandate to remove barriers to
“advanced broadband deployment” across the country.26 Pointing to
“state-level red tape” and laws passed “due to heavy lobbying support by
incumbent broadband providers,” FCC chairman Tom Wheeler said that
“when local leaders have their hands tied by bureaucratic state
requirements, local businesses and residents are the ones who suffer the
consequences.”27
Pinetops had long gotten its electricity from Wilson, but its residents
had been relying on copper DSL internet access from CenturyLink that
was slow and unreliable.28 CenturyLink’s customer service was equally
slow. “It takes several days to get your complaint resolved with customer

service” from CenturyLink, Pinetops town commissioner Suzanne Coker
Craig said. “All we want is the choice of having better access.” Following
the FCC’s order, schools, public buildings, and two hundred residential
and commercial customers in Pinetops connected to Greenlight’s fiber
service. But in August 2016, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit ruled that Congress hadn’t given the FCC clear enough authority to
allow it to preempt the North Carolina law.29
Pinetops’s fiber services were instantly in limbo. Wilson didn’t want to
disconnect the fiber running to Pinetops residences, and felt obliged to
provide services for free until its legal ability to sell to Pinetops was
clarified.30 (Providing services for free is unobjectionable to the carriers;
it increases the chances that the municipal system will fail.)
Wilson went back to the state legislature, asking for an exemption to
HB 129 that would allow it to serve its existing electrical customers, both
in Pinetops and in other counties. The industry fought the request tooth
and nail. Meanwhile, CenturyLink, although it had for years been telling
people in rural eastern North Carolina that it couldn’t provide highcapacity services there because its returns on investment would be too low,
suddenly made a presentation to the Pinetops town board declaring that it
wanted to sell fiber services in the tiny town: “Within a couple-week
period of time, they get a project approved from corporate. They say
they’ve got all the engineering work done, and they’re ready to build and
can be done in a few months. Wow!” said Grant Goings.
But it turns out CenturyLink doesn’t have to build in Pinetops. In late
June 2017, the North Carolina legislature approved a bill, H396, that
allows Pinetops residents and businesses to be served by Greenlight only
until another provider builds a similar fiber-to-the-home network in the
area. If CenturyLink decides to build in Pinetops, Greenlight will have
thirty days to stop serving its customers there and migrate them to
CenturyLink’s network—and it will lose its entire investment in the area.
The incumbents call the shots in the North Carolina state legislature.31
Grant Goings has no regrets about Wilson’s fights over state legislation.
“We had our moments,” he said. “Obviously, we were successful for three
or four years against an extremely powerful lobby. We had the courage to
have the audacity to fight them. We were driven by the fact that we knew

we were fighting for what was right.” But the motivations of Time Warner
Cable and its brethren are very clear. Their efforts in state legislatures
have nothing to do with improving the lives of citizens, particularly in
rural areas. They are motivated to squelch any threat to the status quo, and
once that threat goes away, so will any promised investment on their part.
Gene Scott, the former telco engineer who designed Wilson’s
Greenlight network, feels bossed around. “The idea that I’m having
someone else tell me that I have to accept fewer choices or even subpar
services and where I can spend my money for resources that can help my
children’s education or to even benefit from something as simple as if my
wife and I just want to stream a movie—is wrong, morally wrong. That’s
another reason why I did this [work with Greenlight’s network] and stuck
with it. It’s an emotional issue.” The situation in Pinetops bothers him.
“Nowhere in the decision-making process in Raleigh does there seem to be
a great deal of concern for the citizens that will be impacted. The concern
seems to be not upsetting the big cable and telco lobby.” After years of
fighting for better municipal fiber in North Carolina and managing,
expertly, the Greenlight network in Wilson, Will Aycock was quietly
indignant: “We think our country and our state should be looking at laws
that encourage expansion and service to the underserved. It’s almost
inexplicable that we would be more focused on writing laws to prevent
somebody from providing fiber.”
Even if there is no state law blocking a municipality from proceeding, and
poles aren’t an issue, there are still more hurdles. Once data from a citycontrolled network leaves town, where does it go? You may wonder why
this part of communications networks is relevant; so much of our
discussion has been about the last mile, the part of the network that
actually touches consumers. But for data coming to or from consumers
and businesses to go farther upstream, to other cities or neighborhoods, it
has to be carried over the next section of the network—variously called
the “middle mile,” “backhaul,” “special access,” or “business data
services” part of the network. Think of a small local cul-de-sac connected
to a medium-sized avenue.
Here’s the problem: in most areas of the country, the middle mile, like
the last mile, is a bottleneck monopoly. It turns out that AT&T, Verizon,

Spectrum, Comcast, and CenturyLink own most of the lines running
between towns.32 That middle mile is nominally a regulable, so-called
Title II service, meaning that the FCC has statutory authority to ensure
that access to this leg of the network is provided at “just and reasonable”
prices.33 But over the years, through persistent, mostly invisible effort by
the handful of companies that control it, it has been entirely deregulated.
It’s easy to understand how overwhelming concentration in the roughly
$50 billion middle-mile marketplace could cause problems for any
competition in the last mile, even if the country builds last-mile fiber that
is dark and open.34 Any new player in the last-mile market will have to
pay to get its data anywhere useful beyond a neighborhood or city. The
result is that everyone, every business, every residence, pays indirect rent
to a monopoly-controlled middle mile. The only answer is regulation,
because the barriers to entry by competitors in many areas are simply too
high.
In 2013, the FCC decided to dig into this “middle-mile” market and
collect detailed pricing and availability data for every part of the country,
including information about facilities, billing, revenue, and expenditures
—so that it could regulate this crucial and broken market. If you have any
doubt that detailed information about telecommunications can ever be
gathered, rest assured that it can. This data now exists. It’s not all available
to the public, but it exists. It is the most comprehensive collection of
information ever assembled for an FCC rulemaking proceeding.35
Based on what it learned from the telephone companies, cable
companies, and other providers in this market, the FCC in May 2016
issued a proposed rule aimed at revamping the regulatory treatment of the
noncompetitive portions of the middle-mile marketplace.36 Economists
noted that concentration in this market was uniformly high, with the vast
majority of locations served by a monopoly provider—and over 95 percent
served by either a monopoly or a duopoly. The Consumer Federation of
America asserted that as a result of middle-mile providers’ excessive
market power, American consumers had paid over $150 billion since 2010
in overcharges and excessive pricing.37
Final comments were in by the end of July 2016. Chairman Wheeler’s
proposed regulatory revamping of the middle-mile marketplace then sat

for two months. The commission had a chance to adopt appropriate
regulations for uncompetitive segments of the market, based on an
excellent data record, to constrain incumbent providers’ market power and
ensure just and reasonable rates, terms, and conditions for the middle
mile, as required by law. But nothing happened. Wheeler issued a
statement in October 2016 saying that he had circulated a proposed final
rule to his colleagues incorporating a simplified regulatory framework.38
He finally forced the issue, putting the proposed rules on the agenda for a
public meeting in November 2017, but then pulled the item under pressure
from Congress following the election of Donald Trump. Many years of
effort down the drain.
This very profitable middle-mile market—the FCC estimates this
business brings in between $45 billion and $75 billion a year—is almost
completely uncompetitive.39 Many towns and cities will have very few
choices and enormously expensive connections. Wilson, North Carolina,
was clever: Dathan Shows created alternatives for the town by trading
access to the business of a large bank in Wilson to AT&T in exchange for
a reasonably priced long-term lease of its backhaul from Wilson to an
interconnection point in North Carolina that had more choices and
competition. The town’s network then had an electronic escape route. Once
Shows had that deal in place, he quickly established additional, redundant
ways for data to leave the area; he never wanted Wilson to be subject to
AT&T bossing it around.
We are not done. Once the data leaves town and is lucky enough to have a
first big link available to it at a reasonable price, it has to reach a
wholesale interconnection location in a larger city. At that wholesale
service point, the data will hop onto one of several enormous fiber
“backbones” running across the country to landing spots at the edge of the
continent. And, presto, a town’s inhabitants, using alternative, open,
inexpensive fiber access, can be in touch with the world.
But those wholesale points are also places of conflict and control.
There aren’t enough of them in this country. And they’re not sufficiently
neutral: they’re buildings that are often, again, owned by the incumbent
carriers, who have plenty of latitude to make rules that restrict
competition. They can charge what they like for entry, refuse to allow

equipment from competing companies, and prohibit interconnection
between two competing providers both coming into the same wholesale
spot—the games are endless. The handful of enormous companies that
control telecommunications in America treat only their peers fairly.
There are still more hurdles to an optimal post-bandwidth era. Several of
the big carriers are transforming themselves into vertically integrated
entertainment companies: Comcast owns not just wires but also content,
having acquired the enormous media holdings of NBC-Universal in
2010.40 It is a major player in the market for rights to U.S. sports as well
as the Olympics. The company has said that it wants to own 80 percent of
the content it offers, so it may be poised to acquire even more sources of
programming—like CBS or Viacom. As of the spring of 2018, AT&T, a
product of the reconsolidation of a half a dozen or more of the former
Baby Bells (as well as the long-distance company also called AT&T) that
were created by the 1984 breakup, hoped to swallow up Time Warner
Entertainment in an $85 billion merger, giving it dominion over CNN and
HBO, among other key holdings.41 Verizon, the result of the
reconsolidation of most of the other Baby Bells, has bought AOL, is
heading for Yahoo, and has said it’s “open to” discussions to buy Comcast,
Charter (now Spectrum), Disney (which owns ESPN), or CBS.42 Spectrum,
having acquired all of Time Warner Cable’s cable systems, controls rights
to a huge number of regional sports networks and operates on an enormous
scale.43
This vertical integration, consolidation, and control over sports rights
and other key content, such as local news and HBO, adds up to a
significant hurdle for insurgent independent fiber networks: no matter how
little retail providers may be able to charge a subscriber for fiber access, a
huge behemoth can charge even less for its cable internet access services
—and threaten the subscriber with the loss of beloved programming
should he or she contemplate signing up with the insurgent. In economic
lingo, the incumbent can make the cost of switching away from its
services seem impossibly high.
It is very difficult to prove predatory pricing, the idea that an
incumbent deliberately underprices its services in order to drive a newer,
usually undercapitalized competitor out of business. These giant

companies, with their enormous margins and vanishingly low per-unit
costs, have a million ways to bundle, slice, and reprice what they do in
response to competition. Remember the “Wilson price,” Time Warner
Cable’s crude response to the entrance of a Wilson network: people served
by the same equipment got different prices, with those in Wilson charged
less than others. The only difference was the presence of a competitor.
Prices can also be changed if a customer calls and says he or she wants
to leave the incumbent. An enormous concern can always offer a new best
deal—on the phone, to individual subscribers—spread those losses over
millions of existing subscribers, and hold out until the insurgent gives up.
This can wreak havoc on new networks. If they can’t sign people up
quickly, make customers loyal with their customer service and
responsiveness, and keep the momentum going with advertising and
demonstrations of the genuine benefits of their fiber networks, they will be
destroyed.
Control over sports rights and local news is yet another weapon in the
incumbents’ arsenal. These are both types of programming that people
want in real time and that aren’t, by and large, available through
substitutes. Getting access to this programming can be very expensive;
Wilson, if it had to do it all over again, would stay out of the increasingly
costly world of programming costs. RS Fiber managed to purchase
programming through an association of smaller cable companies, but it is
uncertain of its ability to keep these prices down over time.
The huge telecom incumbents—Comcast, Spectrum, AT&T, and
Verizon—benefit from the lowest possible per-unit costs for
programming, often paying just half or a third of what a smaller network
pays. Owning must-have content like sports and news is itself a built-in
advantage. A company that can provide these can bargain these rights for
any other programming it needs. It’s a system perfectly engineered to keep
the status quo in place. All the local incumbent has to do is lower its prices
temporarily and then remind people that they’ll be paying extra for sports
and news, and many Americans will shy away from fiber-to-the-home—
even though fiber is unquestionably a better technology.
Many ploys happen at a surprisingly local level: customers’ living
rooms. In Wilson, Time Warner employees would say, “There’s no need to
switch to the Wilson network. I hear they’re struggling.” Or “They’re just

a flash in the pan.” Chattanooga’s utility, EPB, was extremely good at
customer support, which allowed it to survive attacks in living rooms. As
mayor Andy Berke put it, “Some of the [incumbent] companies don’t have
the best Q rating.”
Finally, the major incumbents—particularly Comcast—have begun to
upgrade their last-mile networks running to individual businesses to fiber.
Their ability to pick off business customers and hang on to them will make
it more difficult for a later upstart, however well intentioned, to make its
business case work: the big whales will have been captured by a giant
existing player.
If you’re getting the idea that at every point in the operation of a network
—access to conduit and poles, access to lines between cities large and
small, access to neutral interconnection points in big cities, absence of
predatory pricing—the governing principle needs to be “open” or
“neutral” access for there to be any possibility of high-capacity service to
everyone at a reasonable price, you’re right.
Given all the game-playing, why would a local community take the
risk of building a public option for connectivity—a dark-fiber, wholesale
network in urban areas, allowing for lots of retail competition at
reasonable prices, or a cooperatively run network in more rural areas
connecting businesses and residences to world markets and opportunities?
Because the fiber story has consequences not only for a city’s economic
development but also for the social justice experienced by its citizens—
two things that are not on the minds of the distant investment companies
that control the existing carriers.
Cities that take on this challenge have a tremendous opportunity to
expand their thinking and planning: they will have demonstrated the
capacity to see their community from a broad perspective. They will have
shown that they can take a long view, that their individual elements can
collaborate, and that they genuinely believe that every child deserves the
opportunity to thrive. They can then begin to address the intertwined
problems in public education, health care, workforce development,
inequality, affordable housing, and transportation that beset every
American city. That is the job of the public, in the end, and not of any
private company. In turn, virtually unlimited communications capacity at a

reasonable price will permit new approaches to many of those problems,
lowering the cost of providing world-class services and opportunities to all
citizens.
At the moment, the federal government is part of the problem when it
comes to the city movement toward fiber. It doesn’t see fiber as necessary,
and the FCC’s current chairman, Ajit Pai, has actively opposed city efforts
to build fiber networks. But that’s not forever.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Need for Federal Policy
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on this book several years ago, my first
instinct was to go to places outside America that had upgraded
to last-mile fiber and find out how essentially unlimited
communications capacity was affecting ordinary people’s lives. Bringing
those stories home, I thought, could change minds in my own country. So I
went to Stockholm, Seoul, and Tokyo, all of which have essentially 100
percent fiber adoption in homes and businesses; I interviewed scores of
millennials and government officials; I wandered around finding out all I
could about new uses of fiber and how people were talking about their
online lives.
Along the way I became convinced that the story hadn’t happened yet.
It’s true that South Korean twenty-somethings considered the flow of
digital interactions with their friends merely another layer of life,
inseparable from “real” life, and thought the 2018 Olympics would allow
the country to demonstrate astonishing uses of high-capacity networks
aimed at bringing the public closer to sports events; Swedes were stolidly
convinced that inexpensive last-mile fiber connections were basic
infrastructure, as essential to the life of a community as well-functioning
public transport. And Tokyo residents took cheap, unlimited
communications capacity for granted; they simply never thought about it.
But new industries in health care, education, and remote work based on the
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tremendous new capacity for two-way communications had not yet arrived
in these places. There just wasn’t a large enough sandbox.
The barrier to transformative uses of fiber capacity wasn’t, I came to
understand, just the size of the market each place could serve. Something
about the culture of these three places had discouraged risk-taking. People
I spoke to were aware of this limitation.
In Stockholm, city leaders were delighted that a direct flight to Silicon
Valley was being launched: grit, messiness, and outrageous playfulness
could perhaps inject some creativity into the tidy Swedish culture.
(“Stockholm is a very efficient city,” chief operating officer Staffan
Ingvarsson told me in 2013, “and that’s bad from a cultural perspective.
The fact we’re growing rapidly is good—things will get more crowded,
more gritty, and that means more people meeting each other.”)
Young people in Tokyo told me that the crushing effect of hierarchical
corporate life is antithetical to an entrepreneurial, adventurous outlook. “If
you’re Japanese,” said Owen Narita, a software marketer, “you want to go
to a huge conglomerate and spend your entire career there. Not many
people want to go into IT. Japanese companies have a very strict hierarchy
of how they will function, and only people at certain levels are able to talk
to people above them.” When they are permitted to talk, they aren’t
comfortable speaking out about conflict or a need for change. “Getting
people to raise issues—it’s very against the Japanese culture to speak out
about something that isn’t working well,” said Don Werve, a young
software developer from America who speaks fluent Japanese and lives in
Tokyo. Strong feelings of shame, fear, and guilt associated with failure are
deeply cultural in both Japan and South Korea. “It’s a Samurai culture,” in
Japan, Narita said to me. “Remember harakiri? Failing is not an option in
Japan to many people.”
And in South Korea, where they clear the airspace when high-schoolers
are about to take the exam that will determine their university placement,
people are impatient—they would never wait for a spinning ball online the
way Americans do—but extraordinarily driven by credential-building and
obedient to rules of age hierarchy. Inferiors (by age—age is the first
question when you meet someone new) refrain from looking directly into
the eyes of their superiors, address them differently from those younger
than themselves, and even drink deferentially, taking a glass from an elder

only with two hands and turning their heads away from the table when
taking a sip. Education is an obsession, but much of it is sheer
memorization and “incessant multiple-choice testing,” as Sun Woo Lee, a
Seoul native, told me. “Throughout my education in Korea,” she said, “I
have never been graded based on a paper, lab report, or any type of selfproduced work other than a multiple-choice test.”
Any innovative startup idea in South Korea, I was told, is likely to be
bought up or taken by Samsung, Korea’s giant conglomerate. Although
Samsung is trying to make its corporate culture more innovative, it won’t
be easy. “Here,” a Korea Times reporter told me, “IT is all about
infrastructure. There’s not much creativity.” He thinks the conglomerates
make innovation difficult. “If you start a business, people frown at you,”
he said. “‘What the hell are you thinking? Just get into a company and
work.’” In Korea, he reflected, “We’re about groups. Startups are not
groups. There is no government protection for startups.”
A young man named Hyunseok Shim told me there were only two
secure paths that were acceptable to middle-class Koreans: a job in a
conglomerate or one in government—and those jobs were getting scarcer.
Shim had had trouble joining the civil service, even though he had passed
a multiple-choice test and a five-day written test of five subjects. After
failing an interview—he didn’t know the reason for his failure—he had
tried again. He told me he would be assigned to a ministry within the
government only after he was graded on six months of training with three
hundred other people. His dreams, he said, were getting smaller and
smaller. In the past, he wanted to change the world, but now all he wanted
was a happy retirement; he told me he was worried that his health would
deteriorate at about age fifty-five, because that happens to most people
who work at the pace required in government ministries. Shim felt he had
no freedom to be innovative.
Stockholm wants the world to know that people are moving there from
southern Europe, that the city has the highest percentage of technology
workers of all European cities, the highest smartphone penetration, and a
very large number of programmers. It has a history of quietly promoting
itself: “We’ve come from a careful culture,” Michael Joseph of Invest
Stockholm told me in 2016, “where we don’t want to stand out too much,

and we don’t like to brag, and we don’t want to pat ourselves on the back.”
He thinks that’s changing. As of 2015, Sweden had the second largest
concentration of billion-dollar companies (“unicorns”) per capita, behind
only Silicon Valley, with Spotify topping the list. At the same time,
though, there are barriers to new developments: the active and vibrant
innovation arena in Stockholm is suffering from a lack of affordable
housing, only about nine million people speak Swedish around the world,
inside the city it’s hard (although not impossible) to hire anyone from
outside the European Union, and, although this is changing rapidly, there is
less venture capital available in Stockholm than its startups can absorb.
One other barrier in Stockholm: “It’s fairly cold here,” Ingvarsson said to
me. And dark.
I don’t count either South Korea or Sweden out as a place where new
things will come from. (I have less hope for insular Japan.) South Korea
raised itself from rubble in a few decades and has enormous vibrancy
despite its hierarchical way of doing things; Sweden is a practical, sensible
place that is far more accepting of entrepreneurial behavior than either
South Korea or Japan. But they are small places. Only when a critical mass
of people speaking a common language is actually using last-mile fiber,
and those people have gotten used to long-distance interactions with other
humans that feel as real as being there, will we see transformative ways of
living and thriving begin to emerge. Which large market will provide the
sandbox for these dramatic developments? Who will develop the next
generation of industries?
For well over a century, the United States has been the world’s biggest
economy, today accounting for nearly a quarter of global gross domestic
product (GDP).1 But China, with its enormous population—four times that
of the United States—is swiftly catching up and moving from a reliance
on manufacturing to a more modern economy.2 Chinese homes are being
wired for fiber at an astonishing rate, with 100 million already connected.
Giant, shiny Shanghai will soon be a gigabit city, with fiber running to
every home and business.3
At the same time, China is increasingly cracking down on prodemocracy activism, including by tightening its grip on free-flowing
speech online. To the extent that there is a shared commitment to liberal

democracy among Western nations, it would be better for the United States
to lead in developing the new industries and ways of thriving that will
emerge from last-mile fiber. And so I turned back to the United States,
looking for stories here while continuing to keep track of what was going
on in Asia and northern Europe.
If the United States can upgrade to fiber, we could be, once again, the
place of opportunity and new ideas. We’re primed to be that place: our
national origin story is one of fearlessness and agency. How is our
entrepreneurial, extroverted populace going to get connected? The visible
existence of last-mile fiber networks in cities like Chattanooga and
Wilson, and the benefits and changes with which those networks are
associated, should help persuade other cities to get off the mark; we can
believe only what we see. But even though more and more cities and
localities are taking this step, the resulting patchwork of connectivity can
only be fashioned into an upgraded whole with the involvement of the
federal government. Mayor Andy Berke understands this well: “People
talk about building a fair economy. We try really hard to do that here, to be
as fair as we can in Chattanooga, but I also know that fiscal policy is set
by the Federal Reserve. Tax policy is set by Congress. We operate within
those constraints.” Cities cannot do the work of ensuring that dark fiber is
everywhere without the involvement of the federal government.
Making this upgrade will require federal involvement on at least three
levels: leadership, standard-setting, and subsidization. No feds, no
upgrade.
When it comes to basic physical networks that the country needs in order
to stay competitive, we have always relied on federal policy to get them
built and ensure they are maintained. We have also learned that federal
policy doesn’t emerge magically. It takes the personal vision and strength
of a president to get things moving.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s personal experiences with electricity in
Warm Springs, Georgia, a place he visited dozens of times between 1924
and 1945 to treat his polio, exercise in the warm water, and relax, had a lot
to do with his leadership in the electrification wars.4 Farmers and other
residents of rural Georgia weren’t getting electricity in the early 1930s,
which meant they didn’t have electric lights, water pumps, irons, or

refrigerators. Where electricity did exist, it was wildly expensive; FDR
felt this personally when his first electric bill at the “Little White House”
in Warm Springs in 1935 was four times greater than that of his New York
home. In 1938, he publicly cited Warm Springs as the birthplace of the
Rural Electrification Administration.
Abraham Lincoln played a similarly crucial role in launching
America’s transcontinental railroad network. Lincoln knew railroads: as a
state legislator, he had supported the idea of subsidizing railroads and
creating franchises for their operation, supporting the “internal
improvement” of Illinois by ensuring that an extensive network of
railroads would exist within the state. Six years before Lincoln was
admitted to the bar of Illinois, in 1830, only thirty miles of railroad track
had been laid in the state; by 1860, when he was inaugurated as president,
it had over 30,626 miles of track, the state’s farming and coal mining
industries had been stimulated, and Illinois had seen extraordinary
industrial changes, including thousands of new jobs and extensive
increases in manufacturing. Lincoln had handled dozens of cases for the
Illinois Central as a private lawyer beginning in the early 1850s; he had
also sued railroads, gaining a reputation as a shrewd and effective
advocate for whatever cause he took up. Legal scholar James Ely quoted
Lincoln as celebrating “a link in a great chain of railroad communication
which shall unite Boston and New York with the Mississippi,” and noted
that Lincoln’s 1860 platform read: “That a railroad to the Pacific Ocean is
imperatively demanded by the interests of the whole country; that the
Federal Government ought to render immediate and efficient aid in its
construction.”5 Without his personal intervention, the transcontinental
railroad would have been completed much later. Lincoln had personally
seen the growth and change brought by the development of rail traffic in
Illinois, and he wanted the same kind of growth for the whole country.
Dwight D. Eisenhower’s support for creation of the federal highway
system was also spurred by personal experience. As a young lieutenant
colonel in 1919, right after World War I, Eisenhower had thought it would
be fun to join a military convoy of more than eighty trucks, cars, and
motorcycles on a drive from Washington, D.C., to San Francisco. The trip
turned out to be a grueling experience of mud, quicksand, and exhaustion:

the lack of good roads, particularly in the West, often left the convoy
mired for hours. “By Utah,” wrote Sarah Laskow for Atlas Obscura, “the
conditions of the roads were so bad, it almost stopped the convoy
altogether.”6 It took more than two months to make the journey, at an
average of six miles an hour. Along with the other officers who had
traveled with the convoy, Eisenhower grew convinced that the “Good
Roads” movement, which had been cooperatively forming associations to
finance upgrades to the gravel or dirt tracks that then connected cities,
needed a firm federal hand. As he put it later, “there was a great deal of
sentiment for the improving of highways,” and on that point, “the trip was
an undoubted success.”7 Without Eisenhower, there would have been no
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 and no interstate highway system, 90
percent of which was funded by the federal government.
Today’s analog to the unelectrified rural area or a drive across the
country at an average speed of six miles per hour is, for anyone who has
experienced connectivity in Asia or northern Europe, the experience of
trying to get world-class, reliable, symmetric persistent internet access in
the United States. We’re missing a leader who has had the experience of
connectivity over fiber—or at least understands that it is possible and
necessary—and, like Lincoln, understands the connection between this
upgrade and economic growth and social justice. That person needs to be a
first-rate communicator, able to convey with color and verve why
Americans should not have to settle for expensive, second-class data
services, and why we cannot remain the world’s leading economy without
first-class connectivity.
The second key step, one only a leader backed by federal agencies and
Congress can take, is to declare (enforceably) that the standard connection
for a thriving life in America requires a reasonably priced, open fiber
network running to homes and businesses. Such a declaration could itself
drive the upgrade: ancient last-mile copper networks could be forced into
retirement through tax policy and other incentives; poles and conduit
could be subjected to basic openness requirements as a matter of
regulation and local ordinance; new housing could be approved for
habitability and federal support only with fiber-readiness or actual fiber
attached. By saying that anything that wasn’t fiber-ready, or actually

connected to open fiber, wouldn’t be supported by federal funding, the
federal government could push the entire process forward. There are limits
to this power: state tax rules and state constraints on local authority can
get in the way, and the details are difficult. But the federal government can
do a great deal in the vast portion of the marketplace that is touched,
directly or indirectly, by federal funding.
The goal should be construction of open-access, dark, last-mile fiber
available for lease and overseen by a public authority in every part of the
country to all (or almost all) homes and businesses. It has to be open
access to permit retail competition wherever possible. It has to be
overseen by public authorities so that it will serve the public interests in
low prices and high-quality services to everyone. The risk of allowing a
private, unconstrained actor to control local dark fiber is that, quite
rationally, that player will want to make as much profit for itself as
possible from the facility, regardless of the public interest.
Any sensible private actor controlling dark fiber would want to charge
whatever the market could bear for access and limit its competition as
much as possible, even though high prices would shut some people out of
the system. That same actor would inevitably want to vertically integrate
upstream into the provision of services, and then privilege its own retail
activities over those of others, or at least make common cause with a few
retail companies so that, together, they could squeeze consumers. And a
private controller of this facility would always be looking for an exit, a
private equity group of some kind to buy out its investment and
consolidate networks across the country. But just as we wouldn’t want
private actors to control highways because we want cars and freight to
travel freely without being forced to pay excessive prices, so too should
we ensure that our basic communications networks, now upgraded to fiber
optic last miles, are held and operated in the public interest. That means
regulation.
Competition in the last-mile bottleneck of communications networks
happens only when wholesale basic facilities are shared. We know this
from longtime experience; if you ask basic wires to compete with one
another (so-called facilities-based competition), you end up with
consolidation, cooperation, and divided geographic markets—just notice
what happened in 2004 when we assumed that the telcos and cable

companies would compete with one another by building last-mile
networks for high-speed internet access, and that this feverish competition
would give us low prices and great service. It didn’t. Most Americans are
stuck with a single provider of a not-great wire, operating without
oversight, and possessed of unconstrained pricing power that necessarily
leaves out huge numbers of our fellow citizens struggling to lead lives of
opportunity. Today, the basic communications wire for the last mile is
fiber, and once in place, it will last for decades. To ensure there is enough
competition to protect consumers and businesses, that wholesale darkfiber last mile will need to be aggressively managed in the public interest,
forever.
Even where retail-level competition appears to be difficult because of
a low number of potential end users, as in rural areas, the country’s dark
fiber last miles should be separable (that is, it must be clearly physically
possible to lease access to unlit fiber so as to provide competing retaillevel services) and separately priced according to benchmarks set in
similar topographic regions in other countries that also have dark fiber
facilities. (Verizon’s lawyers deliberately designed Verizon’s FiOS service
to avoid any future risk that regulators would require “unbundling” the
wholesale part of the network from retail provision of services, and cable
networks are designed similarly. It will take work and money to undo this
architecture, but it will be worth it for the country to have true competition
in the last mile everywhere.) That way, initial retail providers in rural
areas can get the advantage of reasonable pricing, and when and if a
second retail player emerges, it can have access to the dark fiber on the
same terms as the first. Finally, dark fiber should provide neutral
interconnection points at the spacing needed for advanced wireless
facilities—5G—to be attached to it, particularly in urban areas. We’ll need
competition in 5G as well as wired services, and regular interconnection
points that are managed in order to ensure that any provider of a new kind
of service or application will encounter only reasonable and predictable
barriers to entry.
When it comes to setting standards for the country’s basic
communications facility, speed is secondary. The important thing is to
require fiber, which is inherently a symmetric and high-capacity service,
and then to get the glass in the ground and strung on poles. The electronics

for fiber will continue to be improved, and competitive pressure among
retail providers will make that happen.
The federal government should stop supporting installation of copper
and cable wires, as it does in several programs, so as to focus investment
on last-mile open-access dark fiber. Right now, the feds waste billions of
dollars giving money to incumbent companies to build copper lines and
beef up wireless towers: in 2015, AT&T was paid nearly $700 million,
CenturyLink nearly $600 million, and Verizon $150 million, all under a
program funded by fees attached to landline long-distance phone bills, to
incentivize these companies to build 10 Mbps services mostly over copper
wires or from spotty wireless coverage. It bears repeating: money spent on
wires other than fiber is wasted. It would make sense, in fact, to give these
companies tax incentives to remove copper and cable and replace it with
last-mile open-access fiber.
The next step is to clear away regulatory and incumbent-created
obstacles to achieving this goal. There is much to do on this front:
Congress should expressly allow the FCC to preempt the nineteen state
laws that obstruct sensibly planned municipal or locality networks, and the
FCC, Congress, and the next administration will need to rationalize
regulatory frameworks that currently get in the way of dark-fiber last-mile
builds.
Preempting the state laws that constrain municipalities would not be
difficult. As a technical matter, Congress would need to amend existing
law only very slightly to give the FCC the express authority to do this—a
bill granting this authority, called the Community Broadband Act, was
introduced in the Senate in March 2017 but failed to get out of committee
—and the FCC would need to rule that the state laws were interfering with
federal policy supporting the deployment of advanced fiber last-mile
networks.
Then the FCC will have to take on the middle mile as well. Middlemile providers in noncompetitive areas will need to be price regulated
using benchmark data from more competitive but geographically similar
areas. They will need to provide facilities for competitors to install their
last-mile electronics and other equipment on a neutral basis. This will not
be easy, but, again, it will be worthwhile for the entire country.

There is still more work for the FCC to do. Along with taking on the
last mile and the middle mile, and continuing (or, in the case of the last
mile, launching) its detailed data-gathering efforts, the FCC or Congress
will need to drastically streamline the myriad local barriers to deployment
that have been erected by incumbent companies. If any of this sounds dull,
imagine each step as an operatic libretto, full of blood and guts and
battles. No romance, I’m sorry to say, but conflicts and villains are
everywhere.
Anyone building last-mile fiber access needs access to utility poles
and conduit—tubes beneath streets through which fiber can be pulled—as
well as up-front capital. That access needs to be purchased, leased, or
built, and when those poles and conduits are controlled by parties with an
interest in delaying or stalling competition, competitors will not survive.
Crucial pole and conduit architecture introduced in the nineteenth century
turns out to be an enormous barrier to the delivery of last-mile services in
the twenty-first. To begin tackling this giant issue, the FCC will need to
require that information be available in a standardized, electronic form
everywhere in the country about the location, accessibility, and current
pricing of poles, conduits, existing fiber routes, tower locations, and other
key infrastructure that is necessary to assessing gaps and efficiently
targeting public policies.
While that data is being collected, the FCC needs to enact several
related policies aimed at removing gatekeeper control over poles and
conduits. There need to be “dig once” rules requiring anyone opening city
streets to notify the public and collaborate in the installation of open,
clean last-mile conduit. We need to establish “shot clocks” mandating that
all steps in applications or permits to access conduit and poles be
accomplished within set periods of time. Unreasonable delay in these
processes can defeat any well-thought-out business plan. City control over
conduit and poles needs to continue, or be established where it does not
now exist, to ensure that both city aesthetic concerns and desires for
neutral infrastructure fostering competition are honored; on the other
hand, cities need to be constrained from seeing their poles and conduit as a
source of ever increasing revenue, like traffic tickets. They are public
goods, not honeypots, and only treating them like open, reasonably
accessible infrastructure will truly help the public.

The federal government will need to address these issues, as well as
those having to do with landlords. For new buildings, every part of
America should do what Singapore, Stockholm, Paris, and Brentwood and
Loma Linda, California, do: require that those buildings be fiber-ready so
any competing provider can get in to a neutral connection point without
the landlord’s permission. For existing buildings, the feds should stop
companies from being able to sign contractual provisions limiting access
to inside wiring, and make it illegal for landlords to get any form of side
payment for limiting tenants’ choice of ISPs.
To drive a genuinely innovative online health services market into
existence, Congress will need to ensure that Medicaid and Medicare
reimburse telemedicine visits, but only if they are carried out over
symmetric, high-capacity fiber connections. To push forward new energy
uses and markets, it will need to provide incentives for investor-owned
utilities to adopt smart grid functionalities. And to push forward genuinely
useful online education, federal grants should support distance learning
and apprenticeships carried out over fiber—as long as students actually
get jobs as a result of these programs.
An essential federal step will be enforcement. Given that an enormous
industry has a built-in incentive to divide markets and hide data about its
operations, it will take vigilance and energy to prevent bottlenecks from
stifling competition. The federal government will need to understand and
fight for every part of this project, and then stay involved to ensure that
wholesale services are provided at a price that promotes competition.
Public support for last-mile open-access fiber is likely to be strong once
the story is clearly told by an FDR-like communicator. None of this is
easy, but all of it is necessary.
And then federal funding, or subsidy, in the form of loans, grants,
guarantees, reverse auctions, and innumerable other vehicles, will be
necessary. The existing players have no particular incentive to do anything
to change our current dismal connectivity.
All of this prompts a bigger question: What can and should the federal
government subsidize? The answer, it should be clear, is fiber: open,
neutral, last-mile fiber networks as deep as they can go, with neutral
connection points at frequent intervals to support a competitive advanced
wireless ecosystem.

How much will implementation of this plan cost the country? It is
difficult to say. In some areas, last-mile fiber infrastructure already exists
and merely needs to be made available for lease through regulatory
authority under existing law. In others, there is no dark fiber available. At
the end of 2015, the Obama administration counted about 10 million
existing fiber-to-the-premises connections (out of approximately 160
million residential and small- or medium-sized business locations in the
country) and 56 million existing cable connections. At the beginning of
2017, officials estimated it would cost about $80 billion to bring highcapacity connections (defined as either cable or fiber) to homes and
businesses that didn’t have them, but they did not estimate how much pure
fiber last-mile connectivity to those places would cost.8
Without question, it will cost much more than $80 billion to wire all of
the country’s last miles with fiber. The incumbents will fight to the death
to ensure that the federal government does none of this, and it will take
money to get them to reframe their businesses as competitive retail
providers of internet access riding on top of public, wholesale fiber last
miles.
The good news is that there is plenty of money in America looking for
strong, consistent investment vehicles in the form of capital expenditures
on infrastructure. Public infrastructure investment is called for as well as
private money; public investment as a percentage of GDP is now at its
lowest level since 1947. These investments will throw off steady,
predictable returns of perhaps 4 to 5 percent for a very long time, and
maintenance costs are very low for fiber—perhaps 40 percent less than for
copper. Fiber last-mile networks that are integrated into energy, water, and
transport systems will pay off through reduced water consumption, far
more efficient energy use, and truly responsive public transport; some of
these savings can be put into additional construction.
Right now, our approach to infrastructure investment is heavily reliant
on tax breaks and the desires of existing incumbents. No fundamental
changes will happen if we stick to this path. The federal government or
Federal Reserve could establish a national infrastructure bank that would
provide equity investment, risk insurance, loans, and loan guarantees to
make public investment possible and dramatically lower the cost of capital

for focused private investments. Like the Federal Reserve, we should have
a national board setting strategy and coordinating federal investment, and
the national infrastructure bank should be allied with semiautonomous
regional banks that implement those policy choices while giving priority
to their areas’ particular needs. The national bank’s powers should be
modeled on those of development banks like OPIC or the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), which makes equity
investments in addition to guaranteeing loans. The existence of these
investments, in turn, will benefit pension funds, insurance companies, and
others who are looking for long-term, relatively safe vehicles for their own
investments. The bank should make risk insurance available, to encourage
up-front investments in the current spiky regulatory landscape of
permitting and access delays. Also like the Federal Reserve, it should act
as a clearinghouse of accurate data and information while developing a
comprehensive plan supporting long-term projects. (The Federal Reserve
is beginning to think along these lines; a recent report by the Dallas branch
provided a playbook for investing in high-speed internet access for local
financial institutions under the Community Reinvestment Act.)9
This would be a novel approach, but it is needed. We have always
envisioned transformational infrastructure as a federal issue: “internal
improvements” paved the way for westward expansion in the early
republic; federal land grants and loan guarantees in the 1860s made the
transcontinental railway possible; a combination of federal “fiscal
centralization with [state] administrative decentralization” characterized
the spending of $4 billion by the Works Progress Administration in the
1930s to construct schools, courthouses, and highways; and federal aid
through the Highway Trust Fund gave us our national highway system.10
When we have left infrastructure to private industry, we have seen gross
disparities in distribution—as with electricity in the 1930s, when 90
percent of farmers didn’t have it, and today, with last-mile fiber.
In addition to a national infrastructure bank, Build America Bonds,
which were introduced as part of the efforts of the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 and provided state and local governments with
a direct federal subsidy for a portion of their borrowing costs for their
taxable bonds, should be revived.11 Tax credits aimed specifically at

encouraging construction of open-access last-mile fiber would also be
helpful. Banks and bond issuers will need to understand fiber last-mile
networks better than they do now. Builders of last-mile dark-fiber
networks could be put through auctions for the right to build in particular
geographic areas.
We know from the history of electrification that Roosevelt’s vision
included, in addition to rural electrification and the Tennessee Valley
Authority, subsidizing appliance dealers to finance long-term loans to
customers. Federal subsidization of new domestic uses of fiber would also
drive adoption and lower prices. Eventually, the combination of these
subsidies and other forms of monetary support for fiber construction
would normalize high-capacity connectivity, and fiber, like electricity
before it, would disappear into the background.
Innumerable political obstacles have been erected to the very idea of
public involvement in communications infrastructure in America. The
mainstream Washington consensus seems to be that public support for
fiber is unthinkable; that view was blandly presented, without support or
self-doubt, by Lawrence Summers, the former president of Harvard and
economic adviser to President Obama, who wrote flatly in September 2016
that expanding high-speed internet networks was “clearly the
responsibility of the private sector.”12 What is odd about this received
wisdom is that, as with electricity, following an uncomfortable experiment
with the purely private provision of communications services, the public
sector in America has always been central to ensuring that basic
communications facilities reach everyone at reasonable prices.
Ultimately, last-mile fiber is a public good. It will not pay for itself
quickly—we never expected that of the highway system—and should not
be expected to. It should be an industrial policy priority for America and
the rest of the world. Only fiber will facilitate the exponential growth of
innovation and productivity in transportation, energy, health care,
manufacturing,
education,
job
training,
disability
access,
augmented/virtual reality, government services, and public safety that will
keep our living standards rising as they have in the past. Better lives, a
sense that future generations will live better than we do—this sense of
hope is not just an economic good but an essential requirement for

happiness, tolerance of others, and resilience in the face of difficulty. The
countries that have made progress on this issue—South Korea, Japan,
Hong Kong, Singapore, China, Sweden—are driving toward this future.
We need fiber in the same way, and for many of the same reasons, we need
liberal democracy: to ensure that all Americans have opportunities to
shape their own lives. It is basic infrastructure for a good life.
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